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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Bank Protection

National
|

NEW ADVERTISEMENT"* THIS WEEK.

great deal to you as a depositor. Our books are examined by
National Bark examiners under the supervision of the Comptroller
the Currency at least twice a year. There is no better security than that
means a

Savings.

For Your

Our next dividend quarter commences JULY 1.
Money deposited
in our SAVINGS DEPARTMENT goes on interest on that date at

W W McCartney—Farm for sale.
In bankruptcy— Frank A Wood.
The North Dakota Improvement Co.
O T Bowden—Motor-cycles.
Probate notice—Eat Alanson Parker et ala.
Admr notice—Eat Frances M Parker.
Probate notice—Eat Martha D Hwazey.
John W Coughlin—House for rent.
Exec notice—Eat Eliza J Baker.
Union Trust Co.
^
Hancock Co savings bank.
Trbnton:
Geo J. Alley—Caution notice.
West Eden:
Mt Desert Fridge Corporation
Annual
—

meeting.

NATIONAL BANK,
BURRiLL
_ELLSWORTH,

Bcckspa^rt, Me:
Charlotte R Swaaey—Notice of foreclosure.
Bangor. Me:
Eastern Trust & Ranking Co.
Wood & Bishop Co—Clarion.

MAINE.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

In

effect Map

.9, 2.909

MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—T.13
From East—11.07

a m:
a in:

4.39 and 6.C8 p m.
12.05, 5.65 and 10.62 p

MAIL CLOSES AT

UNION

TRUST

OF

IS

HIGH

ESTEEM

EVIDENCE

OF

IN-

THE

IN WHICH IT IS HELD

BY THE PUBLIC.

286

NEW ACCOUNTS OPENED SINCE

JAN. 1, 1909.
YOU

ARE

The

CORDIALLY

INVITED

summer

schedule

on

the

Maine

Monday.
Joy,of Rogers Feet & Co., of New

Fred W.

York,

is at home

for his annual vacation.

Mrs. Irving Thompson, of Brewer, with
little son, is the guest of Miss Alice Has-

UNION TRUST COMPANY.

lem.

Frank D. Rowe, principal of the high
school at Warren, is home for the summer.

Mrs. E. S. Andrew’s, of Carmel, with
infant son, is visiting her mother, Mrs. G.
P. Smith.

WITH

BANK

[

US

IN

PRIVACY.

1

There is absolute privacy about your banking
business if you bunk with ns by mail; no one
but yourself ami the bank people know anything about your deposits or account, so there
can be no "leaks” of information that you'd
much rather would never occur.
Then, too,
this hank has ample-resources, a most successful record, is conveniently located, and has a
growing ambition. Why not let us serve you?
Interest paid on time deposits subject to check.

!

Eastern Trust &

Mrs. Eugene Hale has returned from
Washington, and is at “The Fines’’ for the

spending

in

Boston.

Banking Co.

Mrs. George Newcomb and Miss GerNewcomb, of Warren, are guests of
Mrs. Henry L. Russell.

trude

Mrs. A. L. Bellatty and daughter Maud,
who have been visiting Capt. A. L. Bellaty,
of the schooner Otronto, in Bangor, are

Spring Planting
ItKQUIltM

GRA88 8EEP,
CLOVER

two semi annual dividends
have been at the rate of

SEEP,

school,

are

has

been

*

B. Day has sold his automobile
parties. He is talking of purchasing a larger and more
Clarence

machine.

The household effects of the late Charles
W. Pierce were sold at auction last Monday by order of the executrix, Mrs. Clara
L. Hawley, of Bangor.

family

in

August.

Jellison, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
was in the city for a few days last week.
Mr. Jellison is on his annual vacation,
and never fails, if he can help it, to include Ellsworth in his itinerary.
If. STATE

STREET,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

Delicious flavors.

C. W. Grindal,

Fruit

ELLSWORTH.

Soda

All kinds in their season, and fresh.

into the Alexander Barron house.

Miss Susie Eaton, of Ellsworth, was the
guest over Sunday of her sister, Mrs.

The ladies’ sewing circle will meet on
Thursday of this week with Mrs. Arthur
B. Haney.
Florence Kemp.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, wife and child are
Irving Carter, of Blue hilt, accompanied
by his wife, came last week to attend his at North Ellsworth for the first days of

only picked

all

the

blossoms

LUCH INI’S,

they

would have been

freely given,

for

the

School closes Friday.

The graduation

exorcises will be in the hall
noon

Ellsworth.

Main Street.

BEDDING PLANTS
ALL KINDS FOR

Flower and

Vegetable Garden.

EllsworthUreenhouse
Telephone 43

BUTTONS MADE TO ORDER.
Embroidered buttons ol all kinds;
also -aachlne-made. plain and hardrimmed. from one’s own cloth. Made
at the dressmaking rooms of

ALICE M. HOOPER,
J Hi I MANNING IIOCK,
Telephone: 67-13.

EUSWOOTIL

Subscribe for Ths Ambbican

To-morrow evening at the Baptist vestry Miss Mae Silsby, of Bangor, the accompanist of the Bangor festival chorus,
will play the music which is to be sung at
the festival in October. As many mem-

Asa C.

the after-

on

June 18.

of

Martin Giles, wife and
Ellsworth Falls, visited his

Lester,

son

father,

Pythias.

of

Reuben F. Remitk aud wife have returned from Somerville, Mass., where they
have been visiting'fur several weeks with

Arthur

Giles, over Sunday.
Augustine Carter, with wife and daughter, of Hancock Point, was in town Thursday to attend the funeral of his brother,
Henry A. Carter.
F. G. Gaspar and wife, of North Surry,
were guests Wednesday
evening at the
wedding of his brother, S. A. Gaspar, and

relatives.
Harvard Clough was operated upon for
appendicitis at the home of his parents,
Eugene Clough and wife, Thursday morning of last week by Dr. Lewis Hodgkins.
The operation was successful, and the patient is rallying nicely.
Mrs. Fred Phillips died yesterday at her

Miss Helen C. Mitchell.
Vernie G. Carter will remain here
mother, Mrs. Henry
A. Carter, before returning to Old Town
Miss

a

home aere, after an illness of over a
.ura.
of
tuberculosis.
Phillips

few weeks with her

hospital

employed

where she is

Miss Helen Christena Mitchell, of Ellsworth, and Samuel Aubrey Gaspar, of Bev-

riage ceremony, at which the full service of
the Methodist Episcopal church was used.
Miss Lotie Johns played the wedding
march. The bridal party stood under an
arch of apple blossoms, to which a floral
horseshoe

suspended.

was

The bride

dressed in white and carried
white carnations.

prayer, Rev. J. D. Prigmore; music, band;
salutatory; recitation, “Wait till Trouble
j Comes,” Alice G. Clough; recitation,
“Death of Hale,” Ebeii Whitcomb; recitation, “Guilty or Not Guilty,” Bernice L.
I
Garland; class history, Sarah E. Blondette;
music, band; recitation, “Bunker Hill
Battle,” Holiis M. Garland; recitation,
( “Brave Kate Shelley,” Marion Smith;

|

j

1

I

the younger children who may not have
realized what they were doing, no action
if the trespass is restep toward suppressing the
lawlessness that is becoming too common
among children in this and other towns,
the names will be made public.

High School (■radimtion.
date of the graduation exercises of
the Ellsworth high school has been finally
fixed for W'ednesday, June 23, at Hancock
hall. The class play and ball will be given
on the evening of the same day.
The play
to be presented is “Ferguson, of Troy”,
and the cast of characters is^s follows:
The

Walter Hawley.A. W\ Stetson
Tom Ferguson, M D, a red-hot sport from
Troy, NY..Harry Jordan
Charley Marshall, in love with Suzette,
Winfred Joy
Lionell Fairfield, a crank that lives next
door.Earle Jordan
Mike Murphy, one of the finest, in hard
luck.Harold Sinclair
Ellen Hawley, the squire’s wife and Tom’s
sister.Miss Phyllis Macomber
Belinda Ferguson, Tom's wife and Walter’s
sister.Miss Ella M Hawkes
Suzette Hawley, the squire’s niece,
Miss Myrtle Monaghan
Johanna Mnlrooney, the queen of the
kitchen.Miss Helen Holmes

Mr. Meek—Did you trump my ace? Mrs,
M—Yes! What of it! Mr. M—N-nothing.
my dear. I’m glad it was you. If one of
our opponents had done it, we’d have lost
the trick.

funeral

place at
terment

was

Mpore; music, band; singing class ode,
Smith; class address, Rev. W. F.
Emery; conferring diplomas, Supt. P. A.
A. Killam; music, band.
COMING

of

at

was a

UNION

CONG’L,

EVENTS.

ELLSWORTH.

ceremony,
in order, and cake

Wednesday, June 16,
Supper, 15c.
Wednesday, June 16,

Baptist vestry—

at

at Hancock hall—
Avery Strong Co. in “The Fatal Coin”#
Tickets, 15c., 25c., 35c. On sale at Moore's
drug-store.
Friday, June 18, at Society hall-Social
dance.

Thursday afternoon,
Wednesday and Thurday, Sept.
Eugene Brann. In- ! 16—North Ellsworth fair.

Birch grove
veteran of the

cemetery.

Civil war,
having served three years in the 1st Maine
heavy artillery, and the 18th Maine regiCarter

Mr.

ment.

discharge from the array he
went on fishing trips to the Grand Banks.
Mr. Carter was the only one saved of the
crew of the Surry fishing schooner Brice,
which was run down and sunk by the
English ship Chancellor on the Grand
Banks on Sept. 25, 1866. He was taken to
Liverpool, England, on the steamer, and
his letter home was the first knowledge
relatives in this vicinity had of the loss of
the vessel and crew, nearly all of whom
lived in this vicinity—Capt. Henry Taylor,
Samuel Merrill, jr., Richard Gray, John
Leach, Joseph Wilson and Frank Treworgy, all of Surry, James Thurman and
William Thorn, of Bucksport, and Reuben
Gray and Mr. Carter, of Ellsworth. The
letter telling of the accident is still preserved in Mr. Carter’s family.
Mr. Carter married Miss Renie Staples,
of Sedgwick, who survives him, with four
children— Mrs. George M.Cunningham and
Mrs. AustinO.Conary, of West Ellsworth;
Irving Carter, of Bluehill, and Miss Vernie
Carter, of Old Town. He is also survived
by four brothers—Augustus Carter, of
Hancock Point, Clarendon, James and
After his

Alden, of West Ellsworth, and

one

Louise
Gerald

E.

of Henry A. Carter took
Elder

Heaven,”

in

Susie

After the

the church

conducted by

recitation, “Whistling

I Young; valedictory, “Up Higher,”

OBITUARY.

The

was

was

Music, Lynch’s band;

program follows:

was

bouquet

a

of age.

She

year

the
daughter of Mrs. Judson Sargent, Of
North Ellsworth. She leaves a husband
and two sons. Funeral services will bo
held at the North Ellsworth chapel tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock.
The graduating exercises of the Falls
grammar school will be held iu the church
on Thursday evening of this week.
Th#

twenty-eight years

as a nurse.

Mrs. Carrie Gaspar Smith and daughter
Marion, of Ellsworth Falls, were guests of
Mrs. Mary Bonsey Wednesday evening, at
the marriage of her sister, Helen C.
Mitchell, to Aubrey Gaspar, a brother of
Mrs. Smith.

no

reasonable request for flowers was ever refused by the family.
Out of consideration for the parents and

“I’ve got a cousin on my mother’s side,”
remarked Mrs. Lapsling, “who can do
John A. Hale and wife, of Waterville,
anything with her left hand that she can
were the guests Saturday, Sunday and
do with her right. I tell you, it’s a great
Monday of George A. Parcber and wife. *tbing for a person to be amphibious.”
Mr. Hale is a son of Rev. Henry W. Hale,
Whenever you speak, watch yourself;
of Savannah, Ga., who is a brother of Mrs.
repentance follows every word which
Parcher.
gladdens no heart. Let every thorn which
sow in
thy roadt bloom in the
Tickets for the public for the high people of
lustre
thy smiles.—Persian.
school gradution exercises at Hancock
hall next Wednesday afternoon, will be
CHURCH NOTES.
ready for distribution at the office of the
CONGREGATIONAL.
superintendent of schools next Tuesday
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
morning at 9 o'clock.
Morning service at
Sunday, June *20
Dr. L. L. Larrabee and wife, who have
been spending a week at Dr. Larrrbee's 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
old home in Prospect Harbor, were in at{11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.45.
Ellsworth yesterday, packing their household goods ready for removal later. They
left to-day for Lee for a short visit.
Mrs. Clifford G. Royal and Mrs. B. F.
Stevens returned Friday from Portland,
where they have been attending the convention of the department of Maine,
Woman's national relief corps, as delegates from W. H. H. Rice relief corps.
C. L. Morang has purchased the machinery, stock and business of the Dirigo Glove
Manufacturing Co., and moved it from
the Hall house to the rooms over his
Main street store formerly occupied by
Irving Osgood. The machinery has been
set up, and Mr. Morang will continue the
manufacture of the Dirigo canvas gloves.

present week.
Flood and wife are in Bangor
attending the field-day exercises conducted there this week by the Knights of

father’s funeral.

15 and

1

V

COUNTY.

June 18, 19, 20—Ellsworth Free Baptist
quarterly meeting at South Hancock.

Tuesday, Wednesday
July 6, 7 and 8—Meeting
stitute of

and Thursday,
of American In-

Instruction at Castine.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Sept. 7, 8 and 9—Bluehill fair.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 8 and 9
—Eden fair.

Tuesday

Wednesday, Sept.

and

—Amherst

28 and 29

fair.

FAMILY

Saturday, June

REUNIONS.
26

Tracy family

—

at

Goulds boro Point.
STATE.

Wednesday, June 23—Annual meeting
and camp-fire of Eastern Maine Veteran
association, at Jacksonville camp grounds.
“I’m going to have some photographs
taken, John,” said the wife of hia bosom
the other morning. “Have you
erence

as

to

af^pref-

position.” “Well,” refuted

his wife, “if you 'wdfce
to pose before the camera while in the act
of sewing a button on my trousers it
would make a picture that I could contemplate with pleasurable emotion.”
the husband of

Ruslnetft Notices.
HAINES’ PRIZE CONTEST.

sister—

Following is the standing of the competitors

Lydia Bowker, of Lynn, Mass. Mr.
who have received 5,000 votes or over in the
was an upright man, a true friend
prize contest at Roy C. Haines’ store, which
and kind neighbor. Before his death he
will close June 26:
arranged all hits business affairs, made Miss Goldie Raymond. 38,68(1
Mrs.

Carter

arrangements for his burial and

patiently
t

w*a

ited

for the end.
_

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Frank Swett is

working

in

Bar Harbor.

Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs

Geo Davis, Ellsworth.
Clara Johnson. Hancock.
J B Holmes, Ellsworth.
W F Emery, Ellsworth.
Mrs A I Foss, Hancock.
Mrs R B Evans, Ellsworth.
MrsH H Hooper, EUswoith..
Miss Thompson, Ellsworth...
Mrs C S Johnson. Ellsworth.

B. Carter is in Bar Harbor visiting relatives.
Mrs. Henry C. Ray, jr., visited her aunt,
Mrs. Richard Murch, at Oak Point, re-

33,802
33,289

26.899

25,447

22,261
20,149
10.2*20
7,383
5,599

Robert

cently.
Albert Fullerton was the week-end
guest of his daughter, Jessie Fullerton, at
Bartlett’s Island.

—

The handsomest founAll flavors.
tain in Ellsworth is in commission at

;!

Jude

Zachariah

Ice Cream

MAINE.

Mr.

to Southwest Harbor

his

and easier to handle

WATER STREET,

home.

Stetson Foster, of Boston, who is builda bungalow on the Surry road near
Black's hollow, was in the city Saturday
ahd Sunday. He expects to come with

last
to
you hay enough
If not, I have some extra

Better thau loose,

the Baptist

ing

not to mention other things which we
have to offer the farmers at this
season.

PRE88EP HAY,

at

Charles H. Wooster has bought the
stock of goods in the grocery store of H.
P. Hopkins, and is moving them to his
home on Birch avenue.

PHOSPHATE,

fine

be served

wuuam r. juae,
mggins ana
at the University of Maine law

rercy

powerful

Have

will

O

Our last

not

taken, but

terday.

moved

where she

were
within reach from a valued shrub, but also congratulations
and ice-cream were served. Mr. and Mrs.
left the branches so torn and mutilated
left Thursday for their home in
that the damage cannot be repaired in Gaspar
Beverly, Mass.
They have the good
years.
wishes of their many friends.
Had they asked for the blossoms to
carrry home, or for decoration purpooses

as one

teaching in Monson.

Ellsworth, Maine.

and

peated,

Supper

W. TARLEY,

have followed the lead of

will be

students

87-4.

innocently

Ellsworth friends of Mr. and Mrs. William S. Cousins, of Lamoine, extend them
congratulations on the birth of a son yes-

The thunder-storm season is here.
to your fire insurance.
this agency insures against lightuiug, damage; also fire.

Telephone

may

home.

vestry this evening by Mrs. Ida B.vard,
Mrs. Orrin Clement and Mrs. Carlton R.
Donnell.

Every policy issued by

through?

a

The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
will meet with Mrs. Fred M.
Blaisdell to-morrow afternoon.

lightning
now

is

church

MAINE.
BANGOR,
Branches at Old Town nud Machias, Me.

Look

a clerk at the postoffice,
par) of his annual vacation

Rowe,

Leon E.

!

Incident and a Warning.
Last Saturday afternoon half a dozen
girls, whose ages range from those old
enough to know better to little ones who
All

Mrs. Kale Dorr is st ho&e from Brews*,
baa been for several weeks.
Mrs. Herbert Moore, of Waterville, hag
been here for several days with relatives.

George M. Barron is suffering intense
pain, and is failing rapidly.
Percy Tourtelotte and family have

go

older playmates, entered private grounds

summer.

KLL8WOKTH FALLS.

WEST ELLSWORTH.

erly,Mass., were married Wednesday evenworth to Jacksonville next Wednesday, to ing, June 9, at the home 01 the bride’s sisattend the annual reunion and camp-fire ter, Mrs. Walter A. Bonsey, by Rev. W. F.
of the Eastern Maine Veteran association. Emery. The bride is the youngest daughThe excursionists will leave Ellsworth on ter of the late John B. and Lydia M.
the regular train at 7.19 a. m. A special Mitchell, and the groom was formerly of
train will return, due here at 8.30 p. m. North Surry. No cards were sent out, and
a pleasant surprise to
Irving Osgood, of Ellsworth, is com- the marriage was
mander of the association, and M. S. the many friends of the bride and groom,
of the invited guests not
Smith, of Ellsworth, is adjutant. The even some
knowing they were to witness the marround-trip fare from Ellsworth is fl.
people

| Central will go into effect next

TO

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US.

1

Blanquefort commandery, K. T., had an
afternoon and evening session Monday,
conferring the order on several candidates.
There was a good representation of sir
knights from Bar Harbor. In the afternoon the order of the red cross was
worked,
and in the evening the order of temple
and malta. A banquet was Berved at 6.30.
Sheriff F. G. Silsby attended a conference of the Maine sheriffs at Augusta
last Friday to arrange for the defense of
the action brought against them in the
U. S. circuit court by wholesale liquor
dealers of Boston, for seizure of liquors in
transit under the pure-food and drug act.
The case is assaigned for the first Monday
in July.
A quiet wedding took place at the Baptist parsonage on Monday evening, June
14, when Miss Florence L. Jordan was
married to Harry R. Jude. They were attended by Miss Ethel Jordan, si9ter of the
bride, and Albert Maddox. Both of the
young people are well known, and their
many friends join in wishing them a long

and prosperous wedded life,
SUNDAY.
Mrs. Austin T. Stevens, of Minneapolis,
j
From W’eat—7.20 a m.
Minn., with her little son Everard, was in
Going West—Mai! closes at 5-80 p m.
| the city the first of the week calling on
old friends, on her way to Milbridge,
*
A. K. Cushman is home for a short va- where she will spend part of the summer
cation.
with relatives. Mrs. Stevens was forMiss Gertrude Haynes, of this city,
The Thursday club will meet to-morrow merly
and this is her first visit East since she
with Mrs. Harry L. Crabtree.
left here fourteen years ago.
F. W. Stanton and little daughter are
Indications are that with fair weather,
the guests of Capt. H. J. Joy and wife.
from 200 to 300
will
from Ells-

ME.

THE CONSTANT GROWTH OF THIS
STITUTION

Going West—10.45,11.30 a nr, 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East— 6.30 a m; 4 and 5.S0 p m.

COMPANY,

ELLSWORTH,

m

POSTOFFICE.

bera of the Ellsworth chorus as can are
to be present,
listen to the
music and participate in the rehearsal.

requested

No. 24

safari

W. L. Remick and wife have gone to
Bartlett’s Island for a week’s visit to
Oeorge Ray and wife.

aatKitiscincnts.

THE CAMPAIGN
▲GAINST

Bugs, Worms, Blight,
will soon be open.
the munitions of

We have all
such as

war

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

The Salvation Army.
report for the quarter ending March
28 of the receipts and expenditures of the
Salvation Army in Ellsworth has been received, duly audited, by the local officers
at
7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening
here.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
The report shows that the collections
Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
amounted to £72.33, donations and collecSunday, June 20
Morning service at tion cards $20.15, and loan from division
10.30. Sermon by pastor.
Sunday school headquarters $25—a total of $117.48.
at 11.45. Junior league at 3. Evening serThe expenditures, including rent, heat,
vice at 7.30.
light, salaries, travelling expenses, etc.,
Prayer meeting and bible &t udy Tuesday amounted to $117.35, showing a balance
evening at 7.30.
of thirteen cents.
for the
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Sunday, June 20— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
service at 7.30

The

Mixture, Hellebore,
Sulphate Copper, Blue Vitriol,
Paris Green, Insect Powder,

Bordeaux

Arsenate of Lead.

—

quarter

BAPTIST.
Ensign Evans says that the receipts durRev. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.
ing the current quarter have been larger,
Sunday, June 20-Morning service at and consequently more has been accom10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school plished. The ensign and his. small, but
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at faithful army are devoted to their work,
7. Evening service at 7.30.
and well deserve financial as well as moral
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
support from the community.

Parcher’s Drug Store.
G. T. BOWDEN,
DKAt.KR JN

INDIAN

Motor-Cycles.
STATU

oi'iiKfcT,

Kl.LS\SuliTU, MAINE

EDITED »T “AUST

Meeting Topic For* the Week
Beginning June 20, 1909.
By REV. S. H. DOTLE.
** Topic.—"Pilgrim's Progress" series.—VIfrbe Hill of Difficulty —P-om. rU. 14-25; II
por. vi, 1-10.
In our last Mew of Banyan’s pilgrim
aw hiia at the cross, where the
in which he had carried so long
roin off his back, filling him w ith
joy and gladness- But. like The
real Christian’s life, when the burden
of sin is rolled away at the cross his
Journey is not ended. He mast still go
forward, sometimes amid dangers and
difficulties, as Christian soon discovered. But with the burden of sin gone
and the grace of God to sustain us we
may face trials and temptations with
(confidence that we can overcome them
even as Christ overcame them.
The Hill of Difficulty was the first
obstacle that stood in the way of
Christian's advancement He met It
coon after his experience at the cross.
Because the blood of Christ ha3
cleansed us from sin does not induce
Baton to abandon his efforts to destroy
os. Indeed, his efforts are all the more
vigorous. So long as w*e are out of
Christ the evil one is not much concerned about ns. but the moment we
accept Christ he turns his batteries
against us. Pilgrim found it so. f< r he
Boon came to the “foot of Hill Difficulty. at the bottom of which was a
spring.” There were two other ways
besides that which came straight from
the gate. One rum d to the left and
the other to the right. They wer*
called Danger and Instruction and
the straight way Difficulty. Two others were also present at the bottom of
the bill. One of tb*m took the way
called Danger, which led him to a
great wood. The other took the road
marked Destruction and was led into
a wild field full of dark mountains
where he stumbled and fell and rose
no

more.

ItM Motto:

"Helpful

MADGE”.

and

communication#, and Its success depend# largely
on the support given it 1~ this respect- Communications mu#t be signed, but the name of
writer will not be ptlnted eirept by permission
Communications will be subject to approval oi
rejection by the editor of toe column, but none
Address
will be rejected without good reason
i all communications to
The amekica*.
KUswonh. Me.

until

*

deceitful is the he*r\
wayward, strange.

so

So

Our eyes are narrowed in tneir view.
Our knowledge slight of what we do.
And small the range.
God's truth is wide and nobly grand;
Our little will
.Should not oppose its onward sweep;
Though trials make the proud heart weep.
God guideth still.

kM

Above us tottering, soon
Yet. what to tbee?

j

a

to

wall
fall.

The Master asks in loving tones.
“Yea, what to thee?
My vineyard must be tilled to-day,
IK» naught to hinder in the way.
Go work for me.”
R. H .1forUm.
|
Selected by Grandma G.

; Dear Jf. B. Friends:
poem sent by Grandma G. is based
point of view”. I suppose more troubles have arisen from the
different positions from which life is

Difficulty

though

was

rugged

on

disn d
ing to tbe ram. As there was no busines«,
thought I should a fine program was furnished by tbe memnever pet welt.
I
read a testimonial bers and an enjoyable evening was passed.
Mariaville grange held it* regular meetabout
Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegeta- ing June 12, with tbe usual number presble Compound, and ent.
Business of importance was prethought I would sented and disposed of. The literary pro!*-y it. After tak- gram w as good, as usual.
ing three bottles I
Mariaville grange circle held a saHf and
was
and
cured,
June 9.
There
never felt so well supper at tbe grange hall
was

eouratred.

a

in all my life.
I recommend Lydia E
Pink ha m's Vegetable Compound to all
my friends."—Mrs. Will Vorxo, 6
Columbia Avenue. Bockland, Me.
Backache is a symptom of female
weakness or derangement.
If you
have tmckache, don't neglect it. To
get permanent relief you must reach
the root of the trouble. Nothing we
knowof will do this so safely and surely
as Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. Cure the cause of these distressmg aches and pains and you will
become well aud strong.
The great volume of unsolicited
testimony constantly pouring in proves
conclusively that Lydia E. Ptakham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, has restored health to thousands of women.
Mrs. Pinkliam, of Lynn, Massinvites all sick women to write
ber for advice.
She has guided
thousands to health tree of

mistakes may thicken fast.

And though
And we can see
The fault* of others like

I

the idea of ‘‘the

viewed than from any other source.

He
and steep, Christian selected It.
In a sermon I recently beard on *‘Con- !
charge.
started up running, then came to a science”, it was shown how much broader
walk, then to crawling on his bands is really the meaning of the term than
►ILLS WORTH MARK RTS.
and knees, with gmat difficulty mak- what we usually credit it—that it applies
ing advancement. Thus It is with all not alone to the inner consciousness of a
The quotations below give the range of
Difficulties abound.
Self person, but it is that which enables us to
Christians.
retail prices in Ellsworth.
denial and exertion must be put forth.
make an estimate of others also on the
Country Prod non.
The world allures us; tem.siral in- moral questions of right and wrong that Ratter.
terests draw us. It Is no small diffi- a person’s conscience is his standard of
’5«4'
Creamery per *.
Dairy. .2i«
culty to overcome evil habits and tend- measurement of another.
encies. It is a severe struggle. “The
It almost resolves itself into the “point B*va.
Fresn laid, per dot. 2*
spirit Is willing, but the 8esh is weak.” of view”, only it seems to me it goes
•“While we would do good, evil is pres- deeper than that. We really, without real- Poultry.
Chickens.,
ent with us.”
Sometimes the farther
Fowl
2- a 23
ising it, pass judgment on everything that
we go the harder the way becomes.
is presented to our minds or that comes
Ray.
Best loose, per ton.
1* a >
We start on the run. but good com<- to under our observation, though we may
Baled.. Jr a 20
a walk and then have to crawl.
The never give utterance to the verdict renChristian life is no beating at wind, dered to ourselves. Think this out. please.
Loom
Igll <
I.*
but a real antagonist opposes ns, and
Baled.
we must fight if we would win.
But Dear Sisters or Couat'»*•
Vegetables.
Have just came in from work in the garden
what does it matter with Christ to
23 Onions,!
Potatoes, pk
3{
| trying to get ready to plant something to eat
<5 i
vi
Turnips,!
Parsnips, tt
help us?
Who ever saw such a late spring?
House no* > .Bunch t-eetB,
10 Carrots, ft
»>2 j
|
This day the noise of battle,
i5l
IS Cabbage, ft
'Lettuce, bead
cleaned yet: expect I am the most tardy on
The next the victor's song.
w
2' Squash, ft
Sfiuach. pk
02*i j
of the class. We have not as many chickens
12
Bunch carrot*.
H>
Tomatoes, ft
^ Halfway up the bill Christian came as usual on account of the cold
weather, yet
05 Cucuminers, each
07 I
R*dishes, unch
0»
to an arbor, a pleasant resting place. find plenty of work. Often wish 1 was about Rhubarb, 5Arparacus. butch 25
12
Here be fell asleep and on departing three, then I would do something. I have no String beans, qt
Fra It.
later left his precious roll, which con- patience with the cry of no work and hard
23 #50 Lemons dot
25 §35
tained hla instructions. He ascended times. I and my better half work about six- Oranges, dot
13 315 Strawberries
15
Ibe hill before discovering his loss teen houm nearly every day, then have to see Pineapples,
lots of things undone.
Money will not proGroceries.
and was compelled to return. Fortucure help here at least; presume if it was a
Rice, per a
.*# o.Colee—per h
nately he found the roll, tut his care- city and S3 for eight hours, might get a day.
20 §25
Bio,
.16#.25 Vinegar, gV
lessness led him to much trouble, grief
35 Cracked wheat,
Irish Molly has returned home, but her husMocha,
33 Oatmeal, per !
Jara,
and hardship and should warn us band is very ill, has no time for writing. I
.04
Buckwneat, pkg
Tea—per %—
see by the paper that Grandma G. has lost a
.*»*
-45#.65 Graham,
against carelessness and indifference.
Japan,
brother. There is a chord of sympathy among
.04
.2u# 65 Bye meal,
Oolong,
BIBLE BEAD1SGS.
Granulated ateai.g <?2fc (
Sugar—per fc—
us. that makes us feel for each other in limes
5 a 06 Oil—per gal—
Granulated,
G«n. Ill, 1-8; ITov. iv, 23-27; Matt, iv, of trial, is there not?
Oigi-636
Linseed,
Yellow, C
65#.77
1-11; Til, 12-23; xi, 28-30; Mark viii,
Dear Mrs. Griffin, how often I think of her.
12
osglu
Powdered,
Kerosene,
84-38; I Cor. xl, 22-33; I Tim. 11, 1-3; Had one of Aunt Maria s cheerful letters just Mots Bios per gal 45
Uarana,
before
ber
illness.
she
is
Bev.
10.
well
ere
this.
Hope
11,
M
It, 1-8; Heb. xil, 1, 2;
Porto Blco,

i

40-Two Famous Trustees.
*
A remarkable feature of the last international Christian Endeavor convention, held at Seattle. Wash., was the
election to membership in the board of
trustees of the United Society of Christian Endeavor of President Henry C.
King, D. D.. of Oberlln college, Ohio,
Ud Mr. William Phillips Hall of New
York.
Both of
mese

gentlemen

accepted the
election with
great heartiness.
Not until long
after the election
did any one
think of the interesting fact
that l>r. King
and Mr. Hall
were

presidents

of two organiiations whose
IBI

v

\

|

;1

views

poses
puiiAJFS
jwuxiau
hau..

ana
are

Have the echoes of the last reunion died away
in the distance, so we can look forward to another? Wish we could have it a little earlier,
before oar city members go away.
With a hand clasp for all, as ever yours.

Thanks for your letter, Dell, and also to
Elma from whom we are very glad to hear
again. I did not know as we should receive

answers

to

our

riddles—glad

of

thoae, too.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Not much of a letter this time, just the
answers to a few of the riddles in last week’s
paper. I could not guess them all, but am
sending what 1 conld guess.
So Aunt Maria has been making tatting.
Somehow I had an idea that I was the only
one of the M. B.-ites who was doing that
beautiful, old-fashioned work.
What a beautiful sight the orchards are now!
We have several hundred apple trees in all
stages of bloom, and a walk through She
orchard is just delightful. Wish Aunt Madge
and all the sisters could see (and smell) all
our trees now.
Elma.
_

BISHOPS KIDDLES.

pur-

1.

popu-

2.
3.

larly supposed to
quite diverse,

any

4.
ft.
6.

Calves.
Hares (hairs).

(Eye) lashes.
(Shoulder) blades.
Vanes 'veins).
In (n) steps.

P* I>r. King was presideut of the Ke7.
us Education association and Mr.
8.
9.
Ten dons.
was president of the American
10. Temples.
e league.
This is an illustration
11.
Pupils.
12.
Of the spirit of Christian Endeavor,
13. (Eye) lids.
Which brings together for practical eo14. (Ear) drums.
15. Feet.
pperatlon in Christian service all sin- 16. (Knee> caps.
cere followers of our Lord.
17. Nails.
18.
Soles.
President Hall is a luethudist and a
19.
Mussels.
20.
Very successful business man. Above
Palms.
21. Tulips and honesty.
le Is an evangelist who spends a
22. (Adams) apple.
part of bis time in evangelistic
I will fill your vacant numbers: 3, Hurt
and has led thousands of men to
8 (ayes and noes), eyes and nose;
it. He especially delights in speak- (heart);
a crown.
ing to men and is known all over the 12,
Aunt Madge.
United States as "the business men’s

suu

Beef, ft:
Steak.

Romm,

Corned,
Tongue*,

Teal:
Steak,

Boa*.1*,

Is §35
12#25
10#13
17 §18

13§29

-HI.

iutiiiuhi.

Pork, ft.
Chop.
Ham, per
Shoulder,
Bacon,
Salt

Lari,

ft

15§I8
15*18

10&11
lb §25
10a iS
12* 6

10§.15

Lamb

12 §30
Lamb,
C5
Tongue*, each
Frwah Flab.
08 Clam*, qt
25
Cod,
08 Scallop* qt
40
Haddock,
12 §18 Mackerel, each
30 a 15
Halibut,
Lobster* ft.
20
50a 35
Salmon, ft
Flour, Grain and Food.
70
Flour—per bbl—
Data, bu
6 5007 50 Short*—bag— 1 55a t 60
170 MU. feed, bag 1 7< a 175
Oora,100ft bag
Com meal,bag
170 MlddUnga,bag 1 60*173
Cracked com,
1 70

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AMD MEASURES.
▲ buabel of Liverpool salt ahall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island tall shall
weigh 70 pound*.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order an 1 dt for shipping, la 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and flt for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6o
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52.
of carrots, Fngl'ah turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barlev and buckwneat, IS pounds; of oats
32 pounds, or even measure a* or agreement.

was

large number present from the ad-

a

towns who contributed to the sucof the entertainment and sale. Two

joining
cess

of

quilts
the

lucky

for

fishing,

were

As June

ones.

is

large number

a

drawn,

Salisbury being

Fben

month

the

of fishermen

from the fish pond, which
stocked with many kinds and
specie* of fish —natural, artificial, useful
and oeautiful. A bountiful supper was
served in the lower bail by tbe sisters,
bad fine

success

well

was

1

design

pretty

Moore and

Arthur

which

was

patronized by

well

number of those

a

Urge

Much enjoy-

present.

realized from games and a social
A fine time to all and |31 to the cir-

ment was

chat.

promptly

was

The

important

was

At

the discus-

the next meet-

384, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
night was observed by Highland grange, June 11. The hall was prettily decorated with flowers and ferns.
HIGHLAND,

served, and the lecpleasing program by the

were

_

203,

NORTH

UIWIC.

was

burned

Saturday

noon.

The loss is estimated at $20,000.
The hotel has for some years been conducted by the Misses Tileston. of Virginia,
phose servants came from the South
Thursday to put the house in shape for the
opening June 24. The origin of the Are is
unknown, but it is supposed to have been
caused from the Ares built by the servants. The blaze had a good start when
discovered and was soon beyond control.
Considerable of the furniture and Axtures

and

RAINBOW.

Bangor,

of

was a large attendance of members
visitors. Business over, interesting
remarks were made by Bro. Cane, of Halcyon grange, and Worthy Master Gross,
of Alamooaook grange. After closing ice-

There

a

MTT

( Hftlliir Hotel l»urued.
The Dome-of-tbe Hock, the handsome
hotel at Caatine owned by Frank P. Wood,

Children’s

and cake

be sent to

BROOKSVILLE.

Rainbow grange is doing fine work, and
never before has such interest been show n.

The entertainment Friday evening was were removed.
The
Do me-of-the-Rock had a
Ane
well attended, the proceeds being flS.48.
The f range is very earnest and eager in. patronage booked for the summer. The
hotel had sixty rooms and accommodaworking for scenery for the stage.
tions for 100 guests.
LAMOINE, 264.

__

MT. DESERT FERRY.

Lamoine grange held its regular meeting June 8, with fifty-two patrons present. The third and fourth degrees were
conferred on one candidate, after which
peanuts were served. The literary program consisted of phonograph selections
by Oscar Linscott.

S. J. Johnston bought
last week.

a

horse in Ban-

gor

LAKE VIEW, 451, HAPPYTOWN.
1
Lake View grange held its regular meetJune
with
a
attendance
and
7,
good
ing
visitors from Harvest Home and Alamoosook granges.
It was voted to deposit a
part of the grange money in the bank of
Union Trust Co., Ellsworth. The lecturer !
presented a short literary program.

j

Miss Madge Moon, who has been teaching in Bar Harbor, is at home.
Mr. Addington and daughter, of Bangor,
spent Sunday at their cottage.
Herbert Kingman, of Concord Junction,
who has been visiting relatives here has
returned home.
Augustus I. Carter and wife and Mra.
Tufts were called to W’est Ellsworth last week to attend the fnneral of
Mr. Carter's brother,
June 14.
C.
Bessie

NORTH DEER ISLE.
New Century grange had good attendMrs. Ambrose Haskell came home from
I
ance at its session June 12, and a good
Boston Saturday.
program, made up of readings by Gertrude
Howard Low* and Samuel Knight went
E.
W.
Burrill
and
Wakefield,
others; to Rockland Saturday, returning Sunday.
Marcia
Maude
songs,
Burrill,
Brewster;
Mrs. George L. Holden went to Camden
music, Ethel Fogg; recitation, Gertrude
Friday to meet her husband in the
B.
N.
Wakefield; story,
Colby.
schooner Florence Leland.
NEW CENTURY,

356,

DEDHAM.

Mrs. Ralph Gray is home from Marble403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange held no meeting : head. Mass., where she has been visiting
Saturday evening. The next meeting will her husband on his yacht.
be J une 19.
Mrs. Mont ford Haskell is very ill. Her
sister, Mrs. Cyrus Brown, of Camden, was
SEDGWICK, 244.
here from Tuesday to Friday. Linnie and
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Isabel Haskell accompanied her home.
Whereat, The Divine Master, in His inJune 14.
H.
finite wisdom, has seen fit to remove from our
midst Brother James W. Page, therefore be it
Besot red, That in the death of Brother
anjrrtUimmt*.
Page, Sedgwick grange has lost a true and
HARVEST HOME,

_

DEDHAM.

Gay Hatchings, M. D., of Florida,

is

visiting relatives in town.
Bert Venadestine and wife, of Orono,
are gaests of W. W. Black and wife.
Mrs. H. P. Bnrrill has gone to Pittsfield to
graduating exercises of M. C. I.

attend the

The funeral of Mrs. Aimed* Webber,
died Jane 5 at the sge of eighty-two
years, was held in the Congregational
church Jane 11, Rev. J. L. Pratt, of Bangor, officiating. Many friends were in attendance snd beautiful flowers testified
of esteem.
She leaves three daughters—
evangelist.'
The
drum
makes
a noise because it is
Mrs. Henry Torrence, of Holden; Mrs.
Already he has been of distinguished
in
which
a
empty,
respect good many peoj Grace McEwen, of New York; Mrs. Bara
Service to Christian Endeavor evanare like drums.
Igelbtlc work, and be also feels s pie
White, of Brewer; snd two sons—Gny
warm Interest in the foreign work, takHatchings, M. D., of Florida, snd 8. P.
All
PAST
FIFTY
IN
DANGER.
fcig especial charge of Christian EnWebber, of Dedham.
Men past middle life have found comfort
deavor extension in South America. and relief in
Jane 14.
B.
Foley’s Kidney Remedy, especHb splendid physique, genial temper ially for enlarged prostrate gland, which is
common among elderly men. L. E.
very
and magnificent qualities of mind and Morris,
Dexter, Ky., writes: *‘Up to a year
heart make him an ideal guide and ln- ago my father suffered from kidney and
Mother. who imla. their own comfort and the
bladder trouble and several
physicians pro- welfare of their children, •hoald never b. without n
spirer for Christian Endeavorers.
nounced it enlargement of the prostrate
box of Matter Grey’. Sweet Powder, for Children,
President King has been at the head gland and advised an operation. On account for ore throughout the remon- They Brenfcnp Cold*
of his
we were afraid he could not stand
Core Pevemhnea* Coutipacion, Teething Phof Oberlln college since 1902. He Is a it and Iage
recommended Foley’s Kidney Remedy,
order* HewUcbe end Stomach Trouble* THESE
most effective public speaker and is and the first bottle relieved him, and after POWDERS NEVER FAIL. Sold by*!
Drugstore*
taking the second bottle be was no longer Uc. Don’t hereof any nMfu<* A tri»l
puctege
heartily In sympathy with the Chris- troubled with this complaint.” G. A. Paa- will be rent FREE to
any mother who will addrea,
CHSA,
tian Endeavor movement
Allan tt-Otauted, La Boy, K.T.
who

CHILDREI WHO ARE SICKLY

faithful member.
Resolved. That while we bow our beads in
humble submission, we realise how inadequate words of ours may be to soothe the
broken-hearted, yet we would as a body express our sincere sympathy to the widow and
daughter in their great sorrow, and commend
them to Him who doeth all things well.
Retolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family and spread upon our
records, a copy sent to the papers for publication, and that our charter be draped for
Mrs. R. A. Elwell,
thirty days.
Saoib W. Alarm,
G. M. ALLEN,

because very selfish.—Charles G. Ames.

Don't think that piles cant be cured. Thousands of obstinate cases have been cured by
Doan’* Ointment. 50 cents at any drug store
—AdvU

ok

PM.|

In tho Vicinity—Return of
the
rant and tho Cauee of the

Tor*

Slopp^

j

In the early spring of 1S4S
natural phenomenon so
strung? M
sadden and so stujwndous that
the old.
er Inhabitants of western New
stUI speak of It with awe anj
weader
This phenomenon was
nothing ew j
than the running dry of Nla. ra
f*;^
The story Is seldom recounted
oo»
but It was a nine days' wonder for
the
whole country when it ap;~ red
^
the newspapers. For the fir
,itae ia
history the roar of the grandest cat*,
rart in America was bushed.
In the early morning of March
31
18*8, people living in the ti ;-;jtv of :
the falls were awakened by a no, iiliir
hush, as startling In Its
.'
detities*
•ml Intensity as the most
thunderous
could
hare
explosion
been.
j[aDy
dressed and hastened outd< :•
urged
a
conviction
that
by
something appal).
bad
or
was about to
Ing
hapi>cned
Some thought the end of
hapiien.
the world was at hand. Others
imag.
Ined that they had grown %.i
ideniy
deaf.
Still others thought that the
hush preceding a terrlflc htirri one had
fallen upon the air. All were oppressed with a feeling of profound awe and
dread.
It was soon discovered, however,
that the cessation of the roar of the
falls was the sole cause of this com|
mon panic.
As the dim light of
early
morning grew stronger the j*eopl»
were able to see the almost bare precipice of tbe falla. over which but a
short time before thousand* of tons
of water had been pouring.
Only
here and there small streams, constantly growing smaller, now trickled
down the face of the towering wall.
Above tbe falls. Instead of the rushing. foaming river, only a naked <hannel. studded with black and Jugged
ris ks, appeared.
The bed of the river
was practically exposed from shore to
shore, except for small streams. like
mountain brooks, running slowly to
tbe verge of tbe precipice. The spectators could hardiy believe their eyes.
Some remarkable feats w.re performed on that day when Niagara ran
dry. People walked from the Canadian
side of the river, along tbe edge of
the frightful precipice, nearly as far
as Goat Island on the A mere an side
and. never even wet tbelr feet. Some
went exploring In the river bed above
the falls and discovered a number of
ancient gun barrel*, lost probably by
sportsmen up the river in long gone
days and still after the r tt 4 away
of their stocks slowly forred down
stream by tbe current.
Caves and
curious formations in tbe risks were
discovered, the existence of which had
never been suspected before.
All that day. March 31. lS+k. Niagara
falls remained dry. and people who remained up until late at night, expecting to see a change, went to bed without witnessing It
But In the early
morning of April 1 the familiar thunder of the great cataract was once
more beard, and every one knew that
the mysteriously drained river bed
was again pouring Its flood over the
falls.
Now for" the explanation of thU
strange phenomenon. It pror«l to be,
after all. very simple. Tbe winter of
1847 and 1848 had been one of extreme
severity. Ice of snob thickness bad
never been known as formed on Lake
Erie that season. When the break-up
came, toward tbe end of March, »
strong northeast wind was Lb wing,
which piled the great fields of ice la
t

yrjrJ

*■

floes and then In banks as bl.-h as
miniature Icebergs. Toward night on
March 30 the wind suddenly changed
to the opposite direction and In r-used
to a terrific gale, which hurled back
tbe piled up Ice and drove it Into the
entrance of Niagara river with such
force that a huge and almost Impenetrable dam was formed. For a w hole
day the source of the river va- stopped np. and the stream was dr oned
of its supply. By the morning of tho
81st the river was practically dry and
thus for twenty-four hours the roar of
Niagara falls was stilled. Then In the
early morning of April 1 the lc»
gave way nnder the tremendous
pressure from above, and the long restrained
volume of water rushed
down and reclaimed Its own—Ex-

pack

change.
Fsw Beds In Bagdad.
About 60 per cent of Bagdad’s population possess no beds. These poor
people reet on blankets spread on the
Boors of their houses In the winter
ind on the roofs In tbe summer. Owing
to the excessive heat of these regions
sleep is made Impossible elsewhere
than on the roof or In the open gardens. It Is an Interesting sight to see
how tbe women st sunset emerge from
their houses to prepare the evening
meal on the roof and spread the bedInasmuch as the
for the

ding

Committee.

The craving for sympathy is natural
enough, and it ought never to be treated
harshly nor thought of as a fault, but it
easily becomes ignoble and very morbid

FLOW

This Curious Phsnomonon
Occurred
March 31, 1843—Terrified tho

possible.

as

will

Any dealer who neglect* or refuses to register with the commissioner of agriculture, or
to post certificates of registration in the store
or depot from which sale or supply is made,
or to post the number cf the certificate « f
registration on the wag >n or other vehicle
from which sale or supply is made, a* provided in this section, forfeits fifty dollars to
be recovered in an action of debt, to be prosecuted in the nsme of the State by the county
attorney for the county in which such violation of this statute has occurred, but the provisions of this section shall not apply to milk
or cream delivered to a creamery or butter or
cheese factory.
All provisio ns of law now existing requiring the licensing of taiik dealers as they are
known under thig section shall be and hereby
are repealed when this act shall take effect.

hour there was a snort program
of phonograph selections and an accordeou solo by Octavia Hamor, which was
heartily encored.

presented
children.

w

yIJ

lecturer’s

turer

early

law

as provided by this section, before the
day of April in any year, he or they *h*U.
prior to engaging iu the business, register
with the commissioner of agriculture in the
same manner «a hereinbefore provided, for
each place or vehicle from which aaie or sup-

ing of the grange there will be work in
the second aul third degrees. During the

cream

of the

furnished

first

transfer all its title and privilege* to the
grange. There will be a meeting of the
stockholders Monday evening. June 14,
matter.

THE WATER CEASED TO

ibat

deale?,

sion of the grange to accept all she responsibility of the debt of the new grange
hall if the Mountain View Hall Co. will

to decide the

Day the Rocky1
Precipice Was Dry.

and the

|

WEST EDEN.

votes

full text

so

names

iiectioa 4. which relate* particularly to the
registration, reads as follows: Auy person
firm, corporation, association or society who
1 shall sell or dc<ivtr milk or cream to any
[ person from a wagon or other conveyance,
depot or store, or sbu shall sell or deliver
milk to a hotel, restaurant, boarding home or
any public place, shall be considered a milk
dealer within the meaning of tbi* act, and
shall on or before the first day of April in each
of
year register with the commission?
agriculture, furnishing such information as
may je required, upon blanks issued and furnished by said commissioner of agrrevtare
to such person*
as may reqwe-r the * n.e.
And every such registration shall expi
April
first next after its issue, and shall be given
] only to the milk dealer owning or leading the
: vehicle or place f mm which sales or supplies
are to be made, aud sha.: not fct tran*f. red.
Upon receipt <*f toe application for registration. cotta:tm g the information required,
the commissioner shall issue to said applicant a certificate of registration, which certificate shall be posted in a c«u*picuou* place
in the store or depot from which sale or supply is made. and the number of the certificates of registration for each wagon nr other
vehicle shall be placed in a conspicuous place
on said wagon or other vehicle.
Should any person, firm, corporation, association or soc iety desire to become a milk

tbe

most

their

every person w itb tbe certificate, and also
to any one who requests it.

Mountain View grange held* its regular
meeting Friday evening with forty-six
After business the first degree
present.
was conferred on two brothers.
One of
the

in

send

blanks may be
application received as

of the

MOUNTAIN VIEW, 4»4.

For One Whole

to

these

result of tbe labor and worry
grange circle members for some
time pa?t.

cle

new

the commissioner upon request, and all
persons to wbozr this law applies should

Field day meeting
Hancock Pomona grange at Bluebill mineral spring.
MARIAVILLE.

cream are re-

posted in a conspicuous place in the store
depot from w hich sale or supply is
made, and the number placed on the
Application
wagon or other vehicle.
blanks for registration are furnished by

19

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening, Juneo, w ith a small attendance ow-

MlttMMUS Hi

Kffeft

or

—

Thursday, Aug.

for a lone time with pains in my back
and side, and was miserable -in every

We sometimes draw a line and say.
Our way is right.
And so it seems to us. perchance.
And as we view it o'er, our glance
Keeps seif in sight.

25

Into

law which goes into efregister with the State
commissioner of agriculture and obtain a
certificate of registration, which shall be

quested by a
fect July 1,

Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Penobacot grange.
Tuesday, June 22- Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona with 1a me me grange.

troubled

was

All dealers in milk and

DATES.

Friday, June

Which does

Uw

Next Month.

reason

good

Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
Rockland. Maine.—“I

New

This column it devoted to the Grange, e*to the grange* of Hancock county
The column ia open to nil granger* for the
discussion of topic* of general interest, and
for report* of grange meeting*. Make let ten
short and concise. All communications ransl
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. Alt communication* will be subject to approval bv
the editor, but none will be rejected without
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For
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YOUR
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Hopeful

The purpose# of this column #re sncclnctlj
stated In the title and motto—It is for the mutua
benefit, and anas to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is far the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of 1®
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchangecf Ideas. I® this capacity It #oUclti

The

Some people have a propensity tor
taking the wrong mad. They follow
false paths, which lead to destruction.

But,

gUmufcnoiti,

Jflntcal Bmf&t <?olnmn.

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

f

|

Good for young *nd

|

night.

climate la very dry, there Is little to
fear from exposure to the night air.
While a considerable number of the
roofs are surrounded by latticework
to Insure a certain amount of privacy,
exby far the larger number are quite inposed to the gaxe of curious and

tulsltlve neighbors.
Learning without politeness makes
disagreeable pedant, and politeness
without learning makes a superficial,
l

'rlvolous

puppy.—Chesterfield.

speechless when after his trembling
fingers had turned on the rear light lie

II RIVAL'SJOWNFALL
the
Out of Bitterness

saw the man before him was none
other than Malcolm Dalzell, who stood
white nnd quiet facing his captor.
"I—I can't comprehend,” Thompson
almost stammered, still covering the
marauder with his revolver.
“You—
of all people!”
The man before him moistened his
lips. “Lewis,” lie said at last, "will
you believe me If I sa.v. Ill spite of this.
I’m not the robber—that it's Just unfortunate
circumstances that
have
brought this about? Will you?”
Lewis Thompson recovered his coolness, and he laughed shortly, sarcastically, glancing significantly at the
dark lantern, the fnllen Jimmy, the
goods plied at hand for removal.
“I don't see any one but you. Dalzell
he said curtly.
“You've got to
take your medicine.
You can plead
kleptomania, you know. Rising young
business man, easy circumstances, no
need to rob—why, of course, it's kleptomania!”
There was a little triumph edging
Into his lnugh as what this meant to
his rival dawned upon him.
And It
was likewise dawning upon his captive. who shut Ids Jaw when the marshal, hastily summoned, nltnost refused to obey Thompson's command to
take the prisoner to the Jail.
“Go ahead. Smith.” was all that Malcolm Dalzell would sny. and he walked
to the lockup with his head in the air.
The whole town shared the seusntlons of Smith the next morning, and
the Rosemont Ranner exhausted all Its
heavy black faced type that evening
nnd paused only for absence of more
space. It was paralyzing, horrifying,
this downfall of a man like Malcolm
Dalzell, one of those queer croppings
out of bidden tendencies that sometimes destroy the world’s best.
The three days that Intervened before his preliminary hearing drew lines
in Dalzell's face nnd gave him a pallor
that usually it takes age to bring. Yet
he maintained those close shut lips
and. further than stating he was not
guilty, refused to talk.
When he faced bis friends and
neighbors at the preliminary hearing
there was a trace of proud defiance In
his glance that yet was strangely hurt,
for on many faces he read a dawning
warering In allegiance to him.
Mncb talk hnd bred suspicion, and
every one knew of the long rivalry between the two men. What more natural than that Dalzell should attempt to
harass, to ruin his opponent? So they
waited for the sensational disclosures.
The sensation came. As usual with
sensations. It was quite different from
what was expected. This white faced
girl, with eyes reddened by tears, who
suddenly presented herself struck pity
from the heart of the hardest. She

Lovers

Snatched Happiness.

AIN8LEE.
By ESTHER
nvoyrlght IMS. by Associated Literary
Press. J

V-

advertised a sale of
If palxell's stofe
In the Monday Issue
goods
dress
SUI;
Banner It wns a cerof the Rosemont
ttlnty that the paper’s Tuesday night
nn
nd. from
number would contain
Thompson’s store across the street tellIn satins, with a side
lnU of bargains
at which Roseline of embroideries,
smiled appreciatively and reaped

joont
the benefit

The town was proud of the proprietors of the two leading dry goods
of the young men left
stores, for most
when It came
for the adjacent big city
in the world,
time to make their way
and Lewis Thompbut Malcolm Dalxell
of each other setson within a year
tled down to make a living In their
home town.
Perhaps It were better to say Rosemont was proud of their enterprise, for
Lewis Thompson was not the type to
Inspire affection In the hearts of his
townsmen. A man cannot be blamed
for lack of magnetism and an attractive nature, hut never! holes* he suffers for it, and Thompson possessed
besides these drawbacks a hot beaded,
quarrelsome disposition and a. theory
that every man had a right to look out
for himself to the exclusion of any possible rights of others.
nts aggressiveness made him eneDalxell
won
mies where Malcolm
friends by Ills mere cheerfulness and
diplomacy. Bnt each flourished on his
own side of the street.
Not only were they rivals In business. but from the days of carrying
schoolbooks there bad seemingly been
but one girl In the world In the eyes
of each, Mllly Walnwrlght. with the
waves of soft brown hair and eyes
that matched, with the sweet voice
snd appealing little ways.
Shrewd people even said the reason
both boys stayed in Rosemont was that
each wns afraid to leave the other a
clear fleld with Mllly. who had never
shown any preference between the
two.
Lewis Thompson was a different
man with her.
Her mere presence
smoothed and softened the aggressive
young business man, and she smiled
lncrednnusly when stories of his cold
surewuness

nuu

overreacnmg

aeais

to her ears.
Yet unknown to herself Malcolm
Daliell occupied a place In her life
from which no one could dislodge him.
Mllly was In the delirious and dreamy
state of Indecision which a girl always
prolongs unwittingly. Life was sweet
to her, and even the growing wildness
of her younger brother, I>lck. which
was aging her father and mother, had
not power to do more than depress her
came

■

spoke rapidly, breathlessly.

KONQUHFAITH
It Overcame the Scheming of
Selfish Sister.

a

By ARABELLA NASMYTH.
JCopyrisht, 1909. by Associated Literary

Press.]
The Indisputable fact which has so
often sadly surprised people that two
and two will not make five was staring the Anslem girls in the face.
It was a year after the death of their
father, and many evasions and putting
off of the fatal day had gone for
naught. They were face to fnce with
the knowledge that they could no longer afford to keep up the old family
home and. moreover, must do something to add to their Infinitesimal income.

“In some wuy," said Regina, looking
up rather wearily from her pencil and
paper—“In some way we've got to have
money. We've got to go to work.”
Regina was twenty-six, with rebellious dark hair and n Arm chin which
always amazed people by the dimple
they discovered In It. Regina was the
one who always did things In the family. Nobody had ever taken time to
call her a beauty, so she had never
quite realized the fact that she came
very close to being one and could devote her leisure to accomplish results.
Of course with Esther It was different.
From the time her first fluff of
golden hair had made itself manifest
and her big blue eyes had first glanced
appealingly at humanity it had been
decided that Esther was a beauty, and
the decision had clung to her through
life, though at maturity it Is doubtful
If she wo*Id have been thought more
than an ordinarily good looking fresh
young girl had not those around her
been so educated In the other view.
But as a beauty Esther had always
been waited on and put forward, and
even when time went on and girlish
petulance and fickleness and caprice
degenerated Into pettishness and selfish Inconsiderateness nobody ever expected Esther to do anything but exist
And now she was thirty, for In spite
of belledom the men who had wooed
her seriously had been few and, with
her aspirations, beneath her consideration. At her sister’s fiat Esther drew
her brows together fretfully.
“Work!” she said. “You are ridiculous! It’s all very well for you to talk,
but bow could I work? What could I
do? Regina”—
She hesitated a little, for there was
something Id the straight browed face
meditatively surveying her as though
Bile

were

«eeu

jur

rue

nrsi,

rune

inai

bid her pause. “Regina—If you would
“Malcolm did not do it!" she protest—It would be very easy for you to
! ed. with
tight clasped hands. “If he
both of ns beyond all money
j won't tell I
will, now that I kDow the plnce
I’m sure”—
!
enres forever.
truth! It was Dick, my brother, and
The voice died away before the sparMalcolm, who also wns watching, saw
kle of anger In the dark face across
him nnd entered Thompson’s store to
the table.
Regina bit her lip before
to get him away, to help
save him.
“I
she spoke In a repressed voice.
; him. nnd when Lewis Thompson came
won’t pretend to misunderstand you.”
momentarily.
upon him—he. Malcolm, would not tell
"It's only because Dick Is young.” because”—
she said. “It’s like you to propose ofshe told her mother half Indignantly.
fering something else than yourself!
uun nwn.v,
uiijw ri)*ui »
ailiiy
“He will sec the mistake of his ways bat the end of the sentence was fur- Understand once for all that I’ll never
before he ever does anything really nished by Malcolm Palzell’s quick step marry Dr. Brlghtrlgfit! He is selfish,
wr
Why. Dick wouldn't be really to her side and hiding her tears on his he has a cruel and vindictive nature
bao. It's absurd I”
shoulder. Both had made their sacri- with all his surface and polish, and he
She was great chums with the hand- fice for each other and out of the bit- Is sixty years old.”
“Also he owns the most magnificent
some eighteen-year-old
brother, and terness had snatched happiness. And
because she did have faith In him the Rosemont. with the fickleness of the country place In the state and Is a
boy turned to her always In his rare human race, said it served Lewis millionaire." breathed Esther as her
spells of repentance. At present he Thompson right and he should have sister stopped. “Really, Regina, for n
had gone to work In a bank In the next had more common sense.
grownup person you are distressingly
tow n, six miles distant.
silly! I’m sure Dr. Brlghtrlght Is no
worse
than lots of men. and think
The ilosemont Bnnner bad two colSteeplejack In Wrong.
umns of description, speculation and
Bob and Jim were Jacks of all trades what you’d have!”
“Which you. of course, would share."
denunciation when Thompson's store and worked together. One summer’s
Her face took on
was robbed.
Malefactors were rare In
morning Bob came round to Jim’s said Regina coldly.
Bosemont. and the night watchman's house at the early hour of 3 and man- an immobile expression ns she looked
"Understand. I’ll
work was perfunctory, but neverthedown at her sister.
aged to wake him.
less Lewis Thompson discovered a
“Now, then,” he cried, “hurry up. never marry him. I'll find work to do."
“It's Neal Maxwell!” the older girl
ba<-k window pried open and nearly There’s a big factory chimney wants
"You’d be glad of
I200 worth of silks and laces missing.
pulling down about a mile away from flashed angrily.
Three weeks later he was reduced to here, and I got the tip from the fac- the chance if you weren’t eating your
explosive rage by the discovery that j tory foreman that if we could knock heart out for a man who threw you
ui» mure uau ueeu euiereu.
iuis
twenty feet off it before the authori- over and never cared anything for
time n hundred dollars' worth of goods ties were about it would save the fac- you! Yon”—
But Regina had swept from the
vanished. In his wrath the owner of tory the expenses of a scaffold and it
room, her head in the air, her hands
the store telegraphed for a city de- would mean a five pouud note apiece
clutching mechanically the papers covtective ami established a night patrol for you and me.”
ia-i » ru.
crieu jiui.
ered with their rows of discouraging
« mu, uo;
for the block. The
lookdetective
city
destination
Their
reached, they figures.
ed Important, smoked
good cigars of
Sue was nun ns uuiy u pruuu pciouu
the leading citizens, who wanted to climbed to the top of the chimney, and i
1
tell him their theories as to the rob- soon masses of brickwork were falling can bo hurt, and the sure knowledge
Neal Maxwell
•xTy. hail a very pleasant time and de- to earth. A man who lived near was deep In her heart that
to
had indecal, beyond all doubt, cared
parted with dark hints as to future disturbed by the noise and started
for her. In spite of the opinion voiced
make a fuss. “Here. Bob," cried Jim,
developments.
climb down and quiet that fel- by her slater and shared, as Regina
“you
"At any rate,” Lewis
Thompson said low.
him talking while I finish knew, by nearly all her acquaintances
vigorously, "wiih Maloney on hand as this Keep here."
So Bob climbed In the town, did not help much In
up
job
*
watchman the thief won't get anthe indignant man
and
bearing the taunt.
down
engaged
other chance!”
It was n year since Neal had gone
"Its hard luck, Lewis.” sympathized In conversation.
Jim heard Bob calling to abroad as foreign representative for
Suddenly
Malcolm Iialzell with his business rihis firm and eleven months since his
him and, looking down, saw his friend
val.
Thompson regarded him coldly. gesticulating wildly and beckonlug letters had stopped abruptly, without
Uf late
Milly had been In Dalzell’s him to come down. So down Jim warning. Her two letters of inquiry
company more than he liked.
“What's the matter?" he asked. bringing uo response, pride had stepcame.
I banks."
he said.
“It's funny the
“Let's go home. Jim. thundering
ped in and she had made no further
thief doesn't attack
your premises, quick. We’ve been pulling down the effort to hear from him beyond learnMalcolm I don't understand such faing from his firm he was alive and
chimney."—London Answers.
forltism unless it's because he knows wrong
well.
"here the best goods are!” He smiled
And when he left they had been enIndignant.
lomewhat maliciously as ho made the
8he could hardly remember
gaged.
Is a big, healthy, bearded
D’Auber
fling.
when she and Neal had not Intended
lift
he
could
ns
looks
who
man
though
to marry one another, so many had
‘Superiority has its drawbacks,
each hand us
then," Dalzell said quietly, holding his half hundredweights In
been the years of their more than
Ids
he
as
palette.
picks up
easily
temper.
He understood Thompson’s
friendship. In spite of her Indignation
An elderly rustic, who had been
grudge against him and could afford to
and her secret grief, in spite of his
standing watching him painting by the
be
mysterious neglect, Regina still clung
magnanimous, for be had begun to roadside, approached him.
cherish a certainty that he had disto the feeling that, wherever .'he was.
“No offense, sir." he began, “but Is
tanced Thompson with
whatever had happened. Neal Btill
MUly. For her there anything the matter w' yer?"
he would
must care for her Just as day must
endure much.
“What
D’Auber.
answered
“No."
Lewis Thompson did not relax his j
follow night.
ask?”
makes you
And she was of too strong a nature
igllance as the weeks went by. One
“Yer hain't lame, are yer?"
to seek to cover her jilting by accepthursday night, as he made one of his
no!”
id
Good
“L
gracious,
her
Personal trips of inspection, about 1 i
ing the man who had
“Yer hain't ’ad a misfortune in any
c ock he
footsteps for the past yepr, Tr. Brightstarted for his store on a
or
ciatlcar
lumbager—that’s
WBy_the
n After
right, whom she Instinctively disliked
finding the watchman, Ma- kind o’ laid yer by?”
and steadily shunned.; to the furious
hey, knocked Benseless at the corner,
have
as
I
well
always
I'm
as
“No,
“d he was
exasperation of Esthejl. This had not
rewarded. The revolver been.”
been the first difference they had bad
“ls h*n<1 covered
the dark form of
The rustic drew himself up and
upon the subject
artist
the
at
at
scornfully
the rear window gazed
standing
This night she Was tired, very tired,
tbe f*lnt gleam of a dark lantern
“An’ yer call yerself a man an’ can
and discouraged,
““the floor beside him.
o'
that?"
he
said.
a-doln’
theer
j Sympathy, undersit
*t even Lewis
standing or help 1'rom Esther she felt
“Well, I’m blest!"—Exchange.
Thompson w
I

/munted

,?
_

/

J!

/

■he never could expect.
The weakness, the shallowness, that were her
sister’s were forcing themselves on her
recognition against her will.
If only Esther had been of a different mold their situation would .even
now be vastly improved.
Encouragement and energy at her elbow would
have giveD Regina the strength of ten.
Instead there were bitterness, complaint and rgproach weighing her
flown, and beneath It all the old longing for Neal, the hurt wonder that he
could have failed her!
Sunk In her thoughts, absentmlndedly making preparation for the night,
Regina stood for several minutes staring at what she had uncovered at the
bottom of the long utility box on her
dresser without a complete realization
of what the discovery meant.
First It dawned on her bewildered
mind that the box was blue instead of
pink, as It should have been. Then if
It were bine It belonged In the next
room on Esther’s dresser. Tbe woman
who had swept and cleaned for them
that day had probably mixed them.
And at the bottom of the blue box, under all the handkerchiefs and ribbons
which Regina had mechanically disarranged in her search for a particular
ribbon, lay, with a rubber band binding them, tbe last two letters she had
written to Neal Maxwell inquiring as
to his silence and which he had, of
course, never answered.
Regina leaned against the dresser,
breathing heavily, clutching the letters, trying to think. The face that
looked out at her from the mirror was
white with excitement. Some one had
kept her letters from reaching Neal-
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CONGREGATIONALISTS.

Fire at Montieello early Sunday morning
destroyed tour potato bouues and a hay
shed. Loaa, (6,500.

Annual Session of County Conference
at Bucksport.
The
Buckspobt, June 12 (special)
eighty-fourth annual meeting of the Hancock County conference of Congregational
churches closed Wednesday at 5 o’clock.
The representation
from
the twenty
churches in the conference was unusually
large, and the session was full of interest.
The following ministers were present:
Rev. A. M. MacDonald, of Bar Harbor;
Rev. R. B. Mathews, of Ellsworth; Rev. J.
D. Prigmore, of Ellsworth Falls; Rev. W.
H. McBride, of Bluehill; Rev. E. J. Klock,
of Bucksport; Rev. L. M. Bosworth, of
Deer Isle; Rev. E. A. Jenkins, of Mount
Desert; Rev. Charles Robinson, of Stonington; Rev. David N. Beach, D. D., of Bangor; Re'.. A. P. MacDonald* of Bar Harbor.
The following officers were elected:
Moderator, Judge John B. Redman, of
Ellsworth; scribe, Rev. A. P. MacDonald,
of Bar Harbor; registrar, Rev. G. A. Jenkins, Mount Desert; advisory committee,
Rev. R. B. Mathews, Rev. A. M. MacDonald
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, Mrs. L. A. Emery
^
and Mrs. H. A. Holden; visitor to Bango*.
seminary, Hon. John B. Redman; visitor
to the general conference, Prof. A. F.
—

Occupants of the Freebie block, Houlton,
suffered damages of (30,000 in a fire Sonday
night. O. W. Richards’ department storg,
where the fire started, was the heaviest
loser, (20,000. O. M. Smith’s bookstore
and McGeary’s shoe store, above the department store, were damaged to the extent ot about (10,000.
Major S. Clifford Belcher, one of the
oldest and best-known lawyers in Maine,,
died at bis home in Farmington Friday,
aged seventy years. He graduated from
Bowdoin in 1867, served in the Civil war
and w’as commissioned major by Gov.
Cony June 1,1864. He escaped from Libby
prison with others, and managed to reach
the Union lines.
J. Sawyer, of Jonesport, promship-owner, capitalist, and one of
the best-known men in eastern Maine,
was found dead in bis bed Friday morning
at the residence of H. B. Ross in Calais,
while he was
where he was a guest
con, attending tTie Congregational county
He was eighty-five years old.
ference.
Mr. Sawyer was in active life a ship-builder, and at one time owned a fleet of thirty
Daniel

inent

Richardson.
The next session of the conference will vessels. He served two terms in the State
be held at Castine in June, 1910. The Senate and held
many town offices.
preachers for that session will be Rev.
the
At -the annual encampment of
Edwin J. Klock, Bucksport; alternate,
ot Maine G. A. R. in PortRev. Elias A. Jenkins, Mount Desert. Department
land last week, officers were elected as
Committee of arrangements, Rev. G. W.
W.
follows:
Commander,
Augustus
Rev.
E.
J.
Klock,
Patterson, Castine;
of Gardiner; senior vice comMeCausland,
CasBucksport; Prof. A. F. Richardson,
nunder, B. F. Whitney, of Gorham;
tine; Dea. A. K. Adams, Cistine; Rev. A,
vice commander, Cyrus T. Wardjunior
Bar
P. MacDonald,
Harbor.
of Oxford; medical director, John
well,
An enjoyable part of the conference was
H. McGregor, ot West Enfield; ohspUin,
some one—
the supper served in the chapel by the
In the doorway stood Esther, still ladies of the bucksport church. After Rev. John W. Webster, ot Newport;
Charles JHt,
petulant from the scene downstairs. the collation, Hon. Parker Spofford pre- council ot administration,L.
B, Coming,
As she walked toward her sister Re- siding as toast master, called on Rev. J. D. Mitchell, James E. Parker,
W. Cappers, G. W. Golding.
gina turned and faced her silently, the Prigmore, Rev. R. B. Mathews, Hon. J. B. George
Forest fires have done much damage in
letters in her outstretched palm.
{ Redman, Dr. David N.
Beach, Rev. A. P.
With a little gasp Esther saw, crum- MacDonald and Rev. E. J. Klock.
various parts of the State daring tbs past
pled into a chair and began to cry in a
The leading address of the conference week, principally in Aroostook county.
The little town of Hillman, near the northfrightened way.
was given by Dr. David N. Beach, presiof the State, was practically
“I did it for your own good," Esther dent of
Bangor theological seminary, on ern boundary
wailed. ''Neal never will be rich, and “Congregational Polity and Policy”. Dr. wiped out by a lire which swept down
we want—we need—so much.' I thought Beach made a careful review of
Congrega- upon it last Thursday. The flames not
—I thought you’d see how much better tionalism and brought out many historic ! only destroyed the homes of the people,
; but made them flee for their lives. That
■ position £>r. Brlgbtright could give facts that are often
forgotten.
no lives w'ere lost was due to the timely
The business session of the conference
you—I thought you’d forget—I wrote
arrival ol a relief train. Rains Sunday and
Neal you were going to marry the doc- aroused much interest, as the apportionMonday have put a check to the tires in
tor and hadn't courage to tell him mem plan and the merging of the Maine Aroostook county.
and
not
want
that
did
and
the general conyourself
you
missionary society
I—I got ference were taken up. In these aniAHoetUBontrae.
to hear from him again.
discussious
the
vour letters both times by taking them
mated
best of feeling preto slip into tbe drop while 1 asked you vailed, although very different opinions
to get stamps or cards at the window— were expressed.
do you remember? I—I did it because
The conference adopted the following
I thought you would be happier, Re- resolutions:
should heed such warnings as head-

"""kj

WeakWomen

gina!”

Resolved,

The tali, stern girl, standing like an
avenging goddess, looking down on
the hysterical, weak woman huddled
in the chair, did not speak for some
minutes.
“Why didn’t you destroy them when
you got them?” she asked abruptly.
“I
“I didn't dare.” wept Esther.
was afraid it was criminal or some-

thing.”
The

faint

flicker of

humor

which

swept Regina’s face even In her
inept of righteous wrath spread to

mo
her

heart.
"We won't talk about It again, Esther.” she said quietly. “You'd better
And now—now I'm going
go to bed.
to write to Neal."

generous

Called His Bluff.
woman of smart wit ant
striking beauty presided at one of the
bazaar.
Paris charity
stalls at a
Among the small crowd which pressed
round the fair vender was a young
assurance, who gazed
man of much
upon the girl with freedom .and affected to admire the various fancy articles exposed for sale but bought nothA

young

ing.
"What will you please to buy?’ asked mademoiselle, with an exquisite
smile.
"Oh,” replied the young dandy, with
a languishing look, “what I most wish
to buy Is unhappily not for sale.”
“Tell me what you wish?" she re-

sponded.
"Oh, no; I dare not declare my wishes."
"Nevertheless let me know what yon
wish to buy,” persisted the fair sales-

we

tender

our

nervousness,

backache, de-

and weariness and
the system with the aid of

pression

fortify

^eedamU
Sold Everywhere.

A Reliable

gregationalism.

In boiea 10c. and tie.

Remedy

Resolved, That the conference extend a vote
of thanks to Mrs. David N. Beach for her delightful and helpful address.
Resolved, That our hearty thanks be extended to Mrs. B. W. Johnson, of Woodfords,
for her very valuable and interesting address.
Resolved, That we tender our thanks to our
is auickly absorbed.
efficient moderator, Judge John B. Redman,
Gives Sc:io» at Or.ce.
for his
euthusiustic and untiring service
Tf cleanses, soothes,
rendered to this conference.
! heals and protects
Resolved, That we extend to Dr. George A. ; the diseased mem*
Phillips, of Bar Harbor, our thanks for his ! hrano re thing from Catarrh and drives
able address on the subject of “The Lite ImMW.iv a Co Id in the Head quickly. Restor
mortal”.
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
or by mail.
Resolved, That the conference views with | 50 c♦*. at
»r use in atomizers 75 cts.
deep regret the absence of Rev. William For- ; Cream l:;
syth from its sessiou, and extends to him its ! Elv }>- ‘.i ii i. 50 Warren Street, New York.
For thirty-six years
fraternal greetings.
pastor of this church, the ties formed with
the conference during those years, were fond
and enduring,
and the lack of his genial
THE 1>1AM<»M> I!BA\D.
A
Lad leu! Auk your llrugi'Ut forA\
presence was the only bar to the perfect eni'km-beuvter’s Diamond ltrnnd/#V\
joyment of this meeting. We sincerely hope
1*111® in Red and iiold metalHc^nJ^r
l*oxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon, if/
that coming years will continue to bless him
Take no other. Buy of your V
and to make him a blessing to many others.
A
rnil.rirKKTEBR
brufgl.i.
DIAMOND IIRAND FILLS, for 9ft
E. A Jenkins,
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
C. W. Robinson,
C. H. Clement,
Committee.

CATARRH
Ely’s

MS&k

Cream Balm

|

Liquid

Diugg.-L3

CHICHESTER S PILLS
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

CLARIONS COOK

"Well, then, since you demand it. 1
should like a ringlet of your glossy

with least possible attention. Accuracy of
construction is the secret, giving complete control of fire and

evenly, always,

natr.

She manifested no embarrassment at
the bold request, but with a pair of
scissors Immediately clipped off one of
her beautiful locks and handed It to
the astonished youth, remarking that
the price was only fiOO francs.
Her audacious admirer was thunderstruck with the demand, but dared not
demur, as by tilts time a group had
collected and were listening to the
So he took the ha'tr.
conversation.
paid over the money and left the hall
The Man In the Rain.
"Men.” said a fashionable tailor, “are
much more particular about their
clothes than women, though few peo
pie realize tills fact. Take a man In a
light gray suit caught In a shower
Does he go blithely on, heedless of the
elements? No.
He seeks the nearest
shelter and remnlns there till the
downpour has stopped absolutely. But
It Is his straw bat that a man takes
I have seen
most care to preserve.
men
In
pouring torrents hurrying
along bareheaded, their straw hats
concealed
beneath
their
carefully
Did you ever see a woman go
coats.
to those lengths? Often a man caught
In a shower carries bis hat sort of
casually at arm's length at his side, as
Tf he was doing It unconsciously, don’t
you know. And how often do we see
them holding newspapers over their
Ever see a woman do that?
bats.
No. Somehow women seem to be able
to go through a shower without making conspicuous figures of themselves.
They are always serene, never troubled, and they never seem to get ns
wet as men do.”—London Answers.

ache,

thanks to the

to the ladies for their decorations and especially for the banquet held in the vestry.
Also to Hon. Parker Spofford for the admirable way in which he fulfilled the position of
toastmaster.
Resolved, That the thanks of the conference
be extended to Pres. David N. Beach f jr his
vigorous and illuminating address on Con-

woman.

DincK

That

people of this church, to its pastor, to the
parish and to the citizens of Bucksport for
this cordial and hospitable entertainment in
their homes, and for the reception given us in
the church, and the kindly welcome to the
town by its distinguished people.
Resolved, That we extend a vote of thanks

oven.

Leisure increases, labor decreases, worries cease to be
when a CLARION commences
to do your cooking for you.

Thousands of Maine people
used CLARIONS for

have

years and would have
else.

I

THE HOME CLARION.
established

If the dealer is not near you, write us.

WOOD & BISHOP CO..
Sold

by

J. P.

KINEO

nothing

Bangor, Me.

ELDRIDGE, Ellsworth.

RANGES
satisfy the most
critical.
They are
quick bakers and conwill

sume

but

They

are, in

little

fuel.

fact,

the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes

& Nutter Mfg.
Bangor, Me.

Co.,

<£Usu>ortb American.
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This week’s

*£. 1

of

disposed of,

h'

journal

2.5?*

lover of peace, died Friday
home in Roxbury, Mass.

>•:
at

upon by man. angler* are the
Bi st
superstitious of * porta men. Not
v;th«tao<fmg tbe fact that tbe fishing
fraternity include* some of the most intellect oa! cf

New

minister

a

..nee

such

a.s

many
down

a

most careful

influences

deposit

to

r«5;

Sam Hiil of

rates

getting

The tariff debate drags on wi n t>o
definite idea of the da e jt fi ial
passage. Even if the bill pa »ee .■> t he
Senate by Jaiy I, it may still be weeks

the finance committee will agree
th* Pena;*? and again upfc

by

toe conference.

taught to

to

tinued

The House is getting

anything bet an amiable mood. A
big insurgent republican force there is
trying to combine with the democrats.
The air »» full of threats and recrimimlioats.
Within the last few days Senator Ha.?
has accompushed someth:ng towards betNot long ago
ter tempered tariff debate.
he had to put his foot down hard on the
calling of name* upon the floor, and the

A modest little

just

been

committee-room

Island is

Swan's
mainland

now

connected wi;fa tbe

roll-top

moved

oat

of

on commerce on

conspicuously identified

Probably

Hugh Bom Hatch,

Rev.
college;
pastor of the

for

none

of them did

Colby
Artema#
J.
Haynes,
Union Congregational

was cem

summer.

Keith's Theatre, Boston.
One of those all-round vaudeville bills
which have made Keith’s famous is an-

io the fishes' mouth

i

expected

to

Senator

Frye

later

in

the season, wncn the senator has been
able to get away from his duties at the

I capitol.

June 21, for it is I

up of favorites, while there are a
Turning the Tables.
number of features of particular moment.
Ralph C. Herz, wnen he appeared at this ! He was a terribly “short' man. bathe
knew a real live business woman when he
house over a year ago, made a
big hit.
At that time he was fresh from his great saw her. She was applying for a sit nation
as confidential clerk and typist, and he
success
in “The Soul Kiss'
The past
turned upon her a rapid tire of questions:
•eaaoa h : has been addin/ new features,
“Talk slang?'*
all of which are on a par with his
pre“No. sir.”
vious work.
“Know how to spell cat and dog corAnother favorite
is

j
|

Eva Taylor,

few

a

capable

was a

young

a-fiffathe south

blow when yon go

Izaak Walton, and,
been

considered

as

the

fair

that
the

w

usually

weather

still
the

and

<

obtains

ind is

unbroken.

“sunrise

After dawn
strikes the

breeze

wster,

universally

Many

credited.

a

wood

in

tree

worth

the

while to remark that

deep”

denizen of the
and

\

It

pssture.

could

by

no

is

is

the

“scaly

not up in botany,
be influenced

possibility

particular species
a highland tree.
of anglers who swallow
with singular avidity any statement concerniag Ashes if it has a semi-scientific

by the advance of any
of vegetation, especially

There

flavor.

is a

class

Such

as

have

acquired
concerning the

these

an

the exultant
is

right”,

announcement

hie them to the

that “the

fastens

a

1

shrub in

in tfa

There is

energetic

a

water

Parody house
of Join

Set
at his home

meet

,.L..—

Fr» d

W.

on E*cu
H*asv

xpmal

:

j

Light.

The study of illumination has not only
become an exact science in these days of

I

light
day
dle-power iaan before,
study and planning.

beetle, blac*.

A wall paper which

in

>

a

little

will “absorb’

light

ail

with

petit ioa

at.

L

f :a« «•
at: persons iatereateo iaeithetaua Hereinafter name*:.
At a probale court held at Eil*wor:c. stw
for the county of Haocock.on tb- foa teestk
day of Jure, a. d. UN, oeioe ao ad roamed
ae**‘o& of toe June a. d. 1*39 term of Mid
court.
foilowing matters having r-eea presented for the action thereupon bereu*
after indicated, it U
ordered that »■

rectly?'

of the old Castle Square stock
who returns to Boston after a

THE

^

Tremont's Summer Schedule.
“Want me to go to work, or is yonr time bite particularly well on Sunday, while i
others, not otherwise deterred by religious
next Saturday the steamer worth so little that-”
Tremont will commence its summer arscruples, never go a-fi*ning on that day
He interrupted her enthusiastically:
because they are sure the sport will be
rangement, leaving Bangor at 7.30 a. m.
“Kindly hang up your things and let’s slow.
every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, get at these letters.”
What angler, driven to despair by the
arriving at McKinley about 7 o’clock p. m.
indifference of the fishes which obstinately
Returning the Tremont will leave McHusband—I was a fool when I married refuse to be hooked, has not restored to
and universal expedient of spitKinley at 6 a. m. every Monday, Wednes- | you. Wife—Well, don’t blame me. 1 did the last
ting on the bait? This is the forlorn hope
day and Friday, arriving in Bangor about ! not know it at the time.
of the angler; tbe supreme test of sus4 p. m., making all regular
of sunfiah or yellow perch—the
stops. With
Big Man (with a grouch)—Will you be ceptibility
subtle device calculated to overcome the
the commencement of this schedule the so
kind as to get off my feet? Little Man
fish's most determined scruples and lead
regular landing «; Manset will be discon- (with a bundle)—I'll
try air; is it much of him irresistibly to the waiting hook.*
tinued.
Small boys acquire the practice aa a matter
a walk?
of course; men, scorning the trivial and
Just
laws
are
no
restraint upon the free- j the absurd, laugh at it, and women shud“Now, then, look
“Not
dom of the good, for a good man desires der at its mere mention; but sometime,
mt all; this is to send to my wife at the
nothing which a just law will interfere somewhere, under stress of ill luck, everyseashore. She would come home at once l
w ith,—/ame«
( body spits on the bait.
Anthony Fronde.
Htr.

Beginning

Martha D. fiwazev, late of B-cksport, v»
aaid county, deceased. A certain
purporting to be tbe last w Ii and ir*u«r»
of sa d deceased, together with petitioa .«
nprobate thereof, pr* seated by Theodore
Smith, the executor therein named
:n t*“
Hancock.
D.
late
of
Stephen
Joy,
county, deceased. A certain inetr-meal ?c*!
porting to be the last wlli and *enap«««
said deceased, tcge'her wi»h pet iron for probate thereof, presented by John B. Redman,
the executor therein named.
Lulu E, Rice and Gladys Rice, tu’.cort«
Gouldsboro. in said countv. First sccottit*'
Daniel Deasy. gusrdiar. filed for settle®**"
Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orland. in **«
county, decea ed. Final account cf rre«
Jordan, special administrator, filed for mu*
meat.

EDWARD E. CHASE. Jod,e o( ,Jii Coo*
copy of the original order
Attest:—T. P. MalokiY, Rer

A true

Mas. Hknry A. Carter.
Ms. and Mrs. Gao. M. Ccsstnoham.
Mr. a»d Mrs. Isviso W. Carter.
Mr. axd Mrs. Acstik O. Coeary.
Miss Vbreie G. Carter.
West Ellsworth, June IS, 1909.

j

_

pleasant,"please.”

■

and body, and the smoother the
more light i* will reflect.
In
selecting wall paper the way the room
faces muz; also be taken into consideration. Thu.se rooms facing north and east
nerves

WHEREAS

require lighter colored
rooms facing south and

papers
west.

than

Bar Harbor,

Care in the selection of tints and wall
paper will not only lead to a better and a

cheaper artificial light but will protect
the eyesight, save, the nerves and tempers.

^

.v^^ad

*b,ere.H*.W,

LAW,
Maine.

...

Telephone No. 2VL

do

subscriber

hereoy gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
the iaat will and

notice that
executor

testament of
ELIZA J. BAKER, late of BROOKLIN.
It will enable all to realize to the greatest
in the county of Hadfeock. deceased, and
degree the many advantages of artificial given bonds as the laws directs. AH
perlight from the electric current where many sons having demands against the estate ef
said deceased are desired to present the
are now osing some inferior illumioant
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
because of an incorrect impression that are requested to make payment immediately.
IThrodorb E. Bakbr.
electric light it too expensive.
North Brooklm. June 16,1909.
I
~

^

subecnbers hereby give notice
been duly appointed *0
estate of
FRANCES M. PARKER, lute of S0U»*

THE
they have
istrators of the

Algal Sauer*.
of

Bttck,J5®£

parttcn^g

GOOGINS,

ATTORNEY AT

Liiii**J |

Carl H. Ames and
Aan, loth formerly of
*
j
county of Hancock. State of Maine, ^5
mortgage deed dated the twelfth daj of
ary, a. d. 1893, and recorded in the
deeds for Hancock county, in book
150, conveyed to Alfred Swazey, late
* ■*:
Bucksport, decease*, certain r*a*
situated in said Bucksport. and
aeactibed in said mortgage deed a- fo..o*a
wit: A certain lot cr parcel of land »!*a*
in said Bucksport and bounued aor
Beginning at the southeasterly corner
lotouaa allowance way for a road: ‘B*
to
wav
allowance
westerly by aasd
this grantor mortgaged to Buck or.
and Building Association: thence nonne
by said lot so mortgaged to laud of c
thence easterly by said Luce land to
j
faa«mM lot; and thence southerly a?
B. Arnes lot to point of starting, bett< *?
''
land deeded to these grantors by J
[ J0
terson, ad min is* rator, and said grantor*
hereby further agree that said S**rey.
collect ail sums due or which sha.
due for «tumpage of wood and lumber on
from said lot hereby conveyed, and
.4
the undersigned. Charlotte R. Swazey. 0*
Bucksport. is the duly appointed. •>»
estate
and acting eiecutris of the
=•£
Alfred Swazey. and as such holds #auV‘'*nd
gage and the debt thereby secured,
whereas the condition of said
sj
been and i* now broken, now
.0
reason of the breach of the condition
4
mortgage
I claim a foreclosure of said
give this notice for that purpose as ret*
R.
Charlotte
law.
by
Executrix of the estate of Alfred
T. H. Smith, atiom*/
Bucksport. Maine, June 18. 1909.
_^

SCOTT,

| GEORGE

surface \be

j

cause

offerings.

ALICE

hereby

lice thereof be given to al! persons mierestedi
by causing a copy of this order to be paw
iiahed three weeks successively :n it* E>
worth American, a newspaper published ■
Ellsworth, In said county, that tney tnay»F
pear at a probate court to be be c *: £••**
worth, in said county, on the *:tth day «
July, a. d. 1909. at ten of tbe clock ta im
forenoon, and be heard there, n if they *•

THE

is the

j

To

greatest enemy to artificial light in
droves the still coves of waterways. This i the home. An illuminant is
“Yes, sir.’’
powerless to
company,
**Uae the telephone every other minute?” insect is commonly known to tbe small ! light a room if the color of the walls at>NOTICE.
successful tour of the West.
boy as the-lucky bug’', and be i* firmly soro most of ta* rays. The illuminating "TITHEREAS my wife, Harsh E. Alley, has
“No. sir.
Another star act of the real vaudeville
bed
and board without Just
V?
left
my
“Usually tell everybody In the office how- convinced that tbe approach of one of engineers of the General Electric Com- csus*. I hereby give notice that I shall pay
aort is the Miitman trio, alack wire walkthese to his floating -bobber” is a sure i
no bills of her contracting after this date
much
the
firm
owes
and
ail
claim
that
a
w ill reflect
the
white
rest
of
-.vail
the
pany
ers. one of the most
being Bird
G*o- J ALLEY.
sign of a -bite” soon to come. And the 50 per cent, of lignt, w hereas a red wall
Trenton, Me June 14,1909.
MiUrnan, who d<*-s a ca-: .v*lk on tbe private business you learn?"
belief is not confined exclusively to the
w ill reflect
sir.*’
15
“No,
cent.
A
paper
light
only
per
alack wire with as much ease and
grace as
He was thinking of something else to small boy.
buff or yellowr w ill reflect 45 per cent ; a
other performer*, do on t
fiuaincM Carfi.
Another frequenter of tbe waterways dark brown about 121*
ask
her
when
she
took
a
hand
in
the
matV
Still another i in porta u; feature will be
per cent. A light
1
and marshes, the dragon fly—known to
ter
and
a
few
wall
will
reflect
40
put
apple-green
paper
queries.
contributed by Agusta
per
H.
pianoloyoung America as the **soake doctor”—is cent.: a dirk green will give us 15
“3moke cigars when you’re dictating?
j»er
gist, who has returned to th stage after
SPECIALTY MADE 07
to be the harbinger of misforsupposed
he
in
cent.
Dark
wood
absorb
astonish“Why—er-no!”
trimmings
several years’ retirement. No
gasped
light;
TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING, and
person in
tune. If one of these persists in alighting white wood retie ts it.
Velvets, chintzes,
this class of work has won greater oraise ment.
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
the listless -‘bobber”, as they someupon
**»lam
about
when
will
also
absorb
so
business
is
will
wall
things
burlaps
light;
Agent of the Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
from the critics than she.
times do, the urchin sadly winds up his
Portland,
M«*..foi furnishing Probate
w hatever its
bad?”
but
a
tinted
surpaper,
color,
The bill abounds in good features, inaud surety Bonds.
line and goes home, as he takes it for face wall reflects the
“No.”
light. Wallpaper in
cluding the Eschernoff animals; the Olli!
“Think you know enough about gram- granted that no fish are about.
patterns is not only one of the greatest of Cor. Main and Water Sts. 'over Moore’s Drug
votti troubadours; Mack and Phelps;
Store,. Ellsworth. Manic.
Opinion among anglers is divided con- all known absorbers of light, but it also
Hwio and Bam bard, and that most amus- mar and punctuation to appreciate a good
Sabbath observance among fishes. has a bad effect on nerves and
cerning
when
one?”
typist
you get
eyes.
ing fellow Hast us Brown.
There are those who contend that fishes
“1—I think so.”
The plainer the wall paper the better for
E.

formerly

Wesley T Bates, an insane peraoa of
Brcoksrills, ia said county, fie rentt; actoant
of Wbeelock C- Bates, guardian. Sicdforaet*
tie meat.
Jame* W. Bobbies late of Fden ia u:d
Petition filed ov Ra pk J,
county, deceased
Robbias, administrator for J cenae'o stiirtr*
tala re*l estate of said decea -*:. as described
ta said pet:f it a.
Arthur N. Dority. miner, ©? Ked*w.ck.ia
said ccuaty.
Petition filed by Carrie J.
Dority, guardian, for license o ** ! certain
real estate of aaid miuor. aa -ieacr.oed ia said
A'Ice B- Warren, late of Buckspon. ia said
Petit tan fi.rd by Willian
county, *4ecea*ed
M
Bradley, administrator o'- the estate of
aaid deceased, that the amount of collateral
inheritance tax upon aaid rv,.: * be d»ur*
mined by the judge of prolate
James Parker, late of Southwest Harter, ia
said county, deceased
Pet.S.ed by
Loere B Deasy. adrainistra:
that aa order
be issued to distribute an.osg tbe heir* of
•aid deceased, the amour* rema :,;cg ia tbs
hands of s*id administrator
-teSlais
Alat.aonTucker, late of Derry
F>
of New Hampshire, deceased.
:a 3 rd
by Robert H Gardiner of Gardiner, is the
fitate of Maine, and Thorns* M
ej, cf Nabaat, in tbe tHate of Maaeachuset s. pnjiog
that the appointment *f *a;e .osers
nao-ed as trus'ee* in sa instrument parpoc*
leg to be the last will and testan e^t c-f Mid
deceased, may be coafi med by *a:d court
EDWARD K. CHASE. Judge of aaid Coart.
A true copy of the original order
Attest—T. F. M a BOSE! Register.

SOTICfc.
proprietors of Mount Desert Bridge
t^>rpor*tinn are hereby noticed that tte
meeting *f %*td corporstiou will be
perfection iu artificial lighting, bat every annual
; held at its toll house in Trenton. on the
householder is eagerly reading anything ; *econ Monday of n*xt July, at 1 o'clock p.
| m.. for the following pu'poses vix.:
that will give him a greater insight into
First. To cho »e officers for said corporai tion for the ensuing year.
this most difficult study.
To see what action shall be taken
Second
Many a poorly lighted room can be to repair the bridge.
Third. Tc tran*sct such other business ns
easily remedied by changing the light
mar legally come before said meeting.
fixtures or repapering. It was formerly
EM. Ha mob. Clerk.
West Eden, Me June 11, \909.
the custom to blame the oil, or the gas. or
ithe electricity if there were dark shadows
CARD or THANKS.
in the room or if the light failed to dispel
j TITE desire to extend our sincere thanks
the evening darkness. Now it has been
and
n
appreciation to the friends and
I
kitd helpfulness and
who by the
proven that these same rooms, be it at the j neighbors as dried
os in so many ways during
sympathy
home or the office or store, can be made our recent bereavement. Also to all whose
almost as
as
with even less can- expressions of sympathy were shown by floral
1

the

^

a «tid
* coasrof
5 ed lor set-

»*t

i.

meat.

Botins.

%

Buckuport,

tlemmt
W esity T. Bates, an insan*
person of Brooke
ri'Ie ta aaid
fiiith arcr.-oat H
county
Wheelo.k C. Bate*, guardian. Shed fOr settle*

sou

bouse

Pojfon 1'tf of

Kraiey.

on Beal are.
InCoccius, barber,

two-story
Terms
reasonable.
nOCSB—My

W

dece*,«*d. Third and
county.
Alice M.
admmutra.r

YAaRM of 18 acres, about 4 mile from Ellsr
worth po*to®ce. two story house ard
stable in good condition
Terms reasonable.
Address W. W. McCaarMBY. Ellsworth.

j

Causes of Poor

,j.rT
22?

d county dec-ased. Second and Saal *.
a
to# Lorre B. Deary, ad miutst rater
fii*s
lor sett emeet
Alice B Wa*ren, ta'e o' Bncksport, ia ni<i
count
dr-rerd, F:r>t account of Wiiioa
J#
Bradley, administrator. filed for **«'#.

—•

sign

frequents

tJmSft

was

tACNDRE^S

fishing, imagin-

and excitable, which

ias-.-n™"1*

Ietiiton

TAABM—At Boggy Brook. I mile from Nicolin
17 station; M acres; cuts 10 ton# hay, g >od
wood land- Or will exchange for smaller
place nearer town
Inquire of Mas. Lusts
Caarsirraa, Ellsworth Falls, lie

was employed here
lumbering, working

<

.r,»r^SSt
ir.ti.Ji?*
VhT

very
Halls and Grants.
Caa erase, Ellsworth.
He leaves three children—Mrs. Mary A.
Lovett. Mis* Georgia Abram and WilCtUntrU.
liam Abram, all of Medford.
at Tarratine hotel. Hancock
The remains were brought to Ellsworth
Point. Goo-i wages.
Mas. Gsoaoa A
for interment. The two daughters and a Mabtim.
C.
Lovett,
Harry
grandson,
accompanied
AT BIRCH PUIXT COTOARDERri
\ the
TAOE —Having opened my cMtste for
bodj here. There was requiem high
I tbr season. I am ready to take boarders at
j mass at St.
Catholic
church
Joseph's
yesFor particulars address
reasonab'e rate*.
terday morning, conducted by Rev. T. E. Mi-« Euxabktm Moaais. Ellsworth, Me
R F. D. So. 1.
Flannagan.

vicinity.

minute

HOl’SF.
quire

He

mills, and in

eerta.a

■

E lswortb.

for the

ing that its flavor will be carried down
with tbe current and stimulate the appetite of tisbes in bis

pneumonia

A

parting to be the last •til and
said deceased, toge her
C
b i*
hate thereof and for administration
• »!! annexed,
pesented b; J Tv ......”
a t-epbew of la, t deer seed.
1<c|d«
aamrd in said will be ng de riseCharles W Pierce, ate of KHaworth, l.
coanty. deers*, d
Arerlsin
Portia* to be the U« .Hi and
said deceased together .ith
hate thcenf and fir adm.uiitr.,
• Ml snnexed. Fryseclcd by
C ar* u-d
*'
in legatee named la a»id aiir
William S. York. late-.1 Biort
........
.lece
ised
cnnnty.
Paal'lon It.Siam or some ether an.uh.*
o! ire
I/.T
pointed admiaistrac
deceased, preened by H,.e M B ack
“,l''
al ias-. f k.id deceased
Lartnia c. Chatto, late of Bt
,„j;v
said eenaiy. deceas'd
Pe
: ist
H.Cocdo-to- some other to
Jr.'?*
appointed administrator of to, r.;..,
dr ea«ed. presented by M-ltii it. u ..... *
W1
and b -tr a’-l ts o' 'aid dr rtr..hr lory Oaeis, late of Btoos.ti,. t.
Petition tbst in,;,,
t»nc»y. deceased
C Petto or some other tnusbe cr-sen s,. i"
pointed administrator of the ertt-.e «/
uu“a

fox Emt.
—

Medford. Mass.. Sunday in the eightythird year of his age.
Mr. Abram lived in Eilswoatb until
about twenty years ago, when he moved
to Massachusetts.

riverside confi-

bit of that

-L. J
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Many anglers who scoff at the dogwood
saying express conviction that fishes are
peculiarly susceptible to the flavor of sasafrees root, and many an angle** surreptistream above where he is

conaty.deceases.

officy.

died of bronchial

aem oi success.

tiously

session

]

t.,72!1
f

Those who never retract their opinions
themselves more tbsr they love truth.
—Jovbert.

WJLUAM ABRAM.

small

scarcely

Back’»M

lore

William Abram, formerly of Ellsworth,

the

boy, restraining with difficulty his springtine impatience welcomes with whoops of
glee the first white blossoms of the dog-

LI*; ‘f

,ti'B

• 100 RrwaM, |IS<1.
The reader* of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at 'east one dreaded disease that science has been able to cure in all
its stage*-and that it Catarrh
Ball's Catarrh
Cure is the only positire cnee now known to
the medical fraternity- Catarrh betng a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cu-e is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
services were held at the grave.
mucous surfaces of toe system, thereby deThe bearers were Charles W. Joy. Dr. J. stroying the foundation of the disease, and
giving the patient strength by building up
T. McDonald. Albert L. Wit ham. Clarence the constitution and assisting nature to doing
Its work. The proprietors hare so much faith
B. Day. John W. Coughlin, James B.
'■ in its curative power* that they offer One
Holme*.
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to
cure.
Send for itst of testimonials.
There was a
profusion of beautiful Address F. J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo. Ohio.
flowers from relative* and friends in MasSold by all Druggist. 7$c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
sachusetts and

in

abandonment of

saw

aiV*1

ThwST’J'S

ss
cc

Tbe funeral was held at the home of hia
street
on Park
this afternoon
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor of the Congregational church, officiating.
There were private service* for the
family at 2 o'clock, and a public service at
2.39. A Urge delegation of Masons and
the firemen attended m a body. Masonic

American

fishes, which have lain sluggish in the
arouse
themselves, rush to the

•■When

yes-

Ellsworth, including pieces
by which he was employed
in Boston, tbe Masons, the firemen, the
employees of the Ellsworth postoffice, tbe
Dirigo club, tbe Thursday club and The

sport.
dogwood blooms in the
spring the fishing season has <oroe,f* is a
an

*v

read.

from tbe Arm

breaks

r.pples

therms' ,ci“«

Poa; master

...

terday accompanied by the widow and his
fattier, who was employed in Boston at
Mrs. Higgins.
t be time of bis son's death.
sister of Mrs. Newman, also accompanied

depths,

surface and tumble about in tne

fciisworth

elect-

parents

eastern

a

tne

in

was

secure a Large membership in this county.
...,''2?.
There are 105 fourth-clasa office* in Hancock county.
keif
The following postmasters were present,
Charles I.
ali of whom joined the leagae:
Rai2S
Merrill, Green Lake: A. IL Coaary. Bioehill Falls; C. A. Penney. Hancock Point: !
Fred L. Cole, North Brookiin; Wilfred H.
Gordon. East Franklin; T. C. Stanley,
Brookiin; D. J. Curtis, Sorry; E. M.
Hamor. West Eden; B. E.Sylvester. SVnsth
“»*••«£
Blaehill; E. K. Merritt, West Goaidsboro;
Jouba* Wstsra. inie of S*dgw;ck. ta ui4
Lottie coanty. decanted. First nccoom of Eisn«7?
Arthur T. Hill, East Sullivan;
Sbofford. administrator d* h*>n,*
Tripp, Nicoim; Francis D. Long. East settlement
James Parker, late of Southwest Harter ia
Blaehill.

them.

particularly

so is

arrived

of Waltham,

held at
which general remark* were made, each
speaker agreeing to use his influence to

to learn the d-taiis of every position
called to fill, and was skilled at his

remain*

Colby,

A short afternoon

man.

was

ihe

it

|S

Ilia
newspaper'
tfee*1*^4
proMPccH’'^
£
i?',»? ‘J,*

announced.

."

inamusing doctrine
flaence of the moon upon Ashes, and regulate their piscatorial excursions according
to tuna s pusses. The sign of the zodiac
believed to be most favorable to good
»port with the rod U the sign of the
places, or the twin fishes, into which the
moon passes for two or more days each
! When he departed a short time ago be
month. The anglers who are students of
j was in excellent health for one of his age. the almanac watch
this phase, and w ith
and
meet

made

locally

has

and

nied

■

for the week of

halt

sultry morning, when the sir is
still and oppressive, a body of water, no
matter now densely populated by fish, lies

a

Brooksville aas a new indus.ry.
New England Lantern Slide Co„ of Bos- ! dent of the Senate, bat. after that, when
vice-president,
ton, W. S. Walker, ma&ager, has m ..ed Mr. Fairbanks became
its
entire
business
to
Brooks tile, Dr. Hale was glad to have a corner in
where it will mike all kinds of lan- Senator Frye's committee-room.
They
tern slides for theatre*, ebarenes, col- enjoyed many X ?« England traditions in
leges and other occasions. It was the [ common ani when they joined in remicompany's desire to locate in a section of ; niscenc -*tb?r* was always something said
the coantry where the natural scenery worth remembering. Senator Frye took
abounded, and make i.jjBg slide work a the place in Dr. Hale’s life that the late
strong feature of their business. And in ! Senator Hoar, of Massachusetts, bad. It
was due Senator Hoar that Dr. Hale came
no other part of the coantry can be found
more
natural
beauty, located as its | to Wish, jgtoa as chaplain of the Senate.
atudio is at the head of Walker’s poDd, | Both liaed to return to X w Englaud
within easy reach of the ocean and con- j early in the spring. Dr. Hale to renew
certing by water with Boston every day acquaintances with old friends in Boston.

nounced

wmd

Da

uuriug Dr. Hale's ser| vi .* as chaplain. They were first thrown
The together wiiiie Senator Frye was the presiship

last

printer's trade. He was taken
ou Thursday went to the
city hospital, where the end came last

he

upon

wide range of topics from Ssbing to
philosophy and religioa. Their friend-

New Haven. Conn., and Rev.
J. Sylvester, former pas*or of the
Second Presbyterian church, Albany. N. Y.

he filled until

“••*■« » copy of til* ord«
inked three weeks aonoaaiiei;
“
oorth American, a
'>*
■Utwnrth. in said county that
at
at
pea.
4
•orth. is said county. „» th.
of July. a
"«h
d. lata
in tbr forenoon, and be heard
*«rreoo if the*
m* cause
A-anaon Tecker. late of D* rrt
of New Hampshire, deceased
*{U#
\
strwmeat purporting t, he the'
«»testa meet of said deceased,
titiom for probate thereo*together
S,,IN*
n-*.
Robert H
Onrdlner and
executors therein reamed
Emelise 8 Back, late of
Backs***. u *»*
countj. deceased. A cer.a: B
n
Psfportir g to he tbe last sr || a-,j
raid deceased together with
bdte thereof. pef««at*d t>r
n*
of iletzetiioritktrria n» met!
Abel F Stubbs. late of Backsorart »
A rer a n
cooitly. decessad
Wb
portir* to be the last wili and
said deceas'd, t tret her with
p*t..„ ;**««
hate thereof, presented by Loit i
T»»
A*
tte eyrentrt* there n named
William P lietchell, late of
Oris-e .....

The sentiments expressed in this letter
were heartily shared in, and it was voted
to proceed to permanent organization.
The following officers were chosen :
President. C. I. Merrill. Green Lake.
Vice-president. Lottie Tripp, Nicolin.
Secretary. C. A. Pt-na^y, Hancock Point.
Treasurer. A. R Coaary, Bluthill Falls.
It a as voted that A. T. Hill. East Sullivan. be a delegate t > the convention to be
It was
held in Portland in September.
also voted to bold the next meeting of the
county league in Ellsworth, the date to be

ancient

south, and it is therefore s better tune to hsb; while storzny.
raw and unpleasant weather usually ac-

on a

Walter

brough

Lng.”

when

—

of

position

was

ma
am

temporary secretary.

tion.

postoffiee

ill hist week, and

quick

string implicitly believed for.

never

said

tact

stronger attach meat than for Dr. Hale.
Both men of advanced years
Senator
Frys. 73. and Dr. Hale. 36-they were like
brothers. Toey enjoyed talking together

efauren.

tbe

th.*

catching hah,
regarded aa peculiarly bad.
the
saw* had their origin in toe
Doubtless

gal-

he feel

which

Mr. Newman

breeze

when the aged divine had become weary
from physical exertions, he would doze off
closing of tbe school year a; Buck- I
I for a few minutes, before starting on the
sport seminary brings to the former
students and to the friends of tbe insti- ! trip up town.
Senator Frye has seen many men come
tution tbe sad thought that dun g that
I and go since he became a senator twentyyear the alumni have been called to mourn
the deaths of tbr^e of their most distin- eight years ago. and be has been assoc1a! ted with many men around the capitol.
members

tiea— ProL

of

favorable to

The

with affairs of church and education and
filling large places in tbe w orld'# «div;-

th*

bandar morning.

companies an east wind. Fishes are undoubtedly affected by changes in weatner
and temperature, but they care not a jot
sessions of the Senate for going on flve
from which quarter the wind cornea, just
years- It was just outside the inner room,
For fisbee dearly love
so there is a breeze.
where Senator Frye has bis office. Near
a breeze an;! the consequent lively ripple
it was a big upholstered chair, in which,
the surface of the water.

Tbe forest-fire bills of last year shoo id
sufficient warning to the municipal officers of Hancock county towns to be
watchful and alert to extinguish forest
fires in their incipieocy.

left

work at the

j

the late

furnish

guished

a

east wind

lery floor ox the Senate. It belonged ;o
Dr. Edward Everett Hale, who
bad ased it a ay in and day oat. daring

by telephone.

a

tr.yntbs after leaving Ellsworked far the. Berlin Mills Co.
He then went to Boston to
at Oupsnptie.
F>r

having had originally, or sin he, any real f .hi ndat ion.
“If too be an honest angler may the

Frye’s
the

became

post office.

still

centuries, without

walnut desk has
Senator

1. 1900.

cus-

Z- R. Duran,
of East Corinth, president of the State
league, setting forth the object# of the
league, and suggesting the advantages
which are likely to result from organiza-

worth he

name*.

day*

the

It bktiro the

has been

cost to the industries of the cans are given to outspoken utterances of
the rough and tumble sort. They say
country of half a billion dollars and
that hurt, and some of the easternwith little or no result. »s even when things
er* became sufficiently exasperated to talk
joined by most of the democrats thev back. But the answering back is wha;
have not won on a sing’e vote. Bot Senator Hale has Mid mast not be. It
the bill wul be perfected in confer- maxes useless debate tad
prolongs the
ence. and wi l be as satisfactory as time for reachiag a vote.
any tariff law can be.

GOSSIP.

April

the

was

A letter from

=

a

COUNTY

aiucc

Roman*, and

and the bill will have a substantial majority The so-called progreoe.ve* or
insurgents will have filled a good st.rringapof animosities among the remaDy pages of the Congre*tional P.- publican factions. The western republicord at

ed

trade. He was popular among toe young
of Ellsworth.
unsettled, e-en am >r»g people
He was f r v^r* an active member of
seatifft*.
A majority of students now
the fire department of Ellsworth, aaa an
affirm that the inhabitants of the water*
enthusiastic m-sober of the Senator Hale
can bear do sound originating outside tae
hose company and running team. He was
element in wbt« h they live, but this affects
master of Esoteric
a member and past
not a whit tbe thousands of fishermen
F. and A. M.. and a member of
a ho insist that no one shall
sing, whistle lodge.
.Vadia R. A., chapter.
or converse
in a tone above a whisper
widow, father and mother
He leaves
while fishing.
and one sister—Mrs. Snirley Noma, of
-When the wind i» in the south
Bar Harbor.

id

into

in conference, but it is now predicted
that it will reach the President by
July 15. The senate finance tuamttee’s atnerdmen's will all be adopted

to their

answer

on

A. C.

xmn.

apin the office of The America*.

September.

Tfa- argument among augier* a* to
whether or no; fUhe* can h**ar has ron*

whatever

passed by

master.

fangu*
growing in

flags and reeds
soced Pliny as an authority,
who averred that fishes hare a
welideve : ped s-e*-* f hearing and
ould be

of

an

of foreman sn Thk Amerioffice. Her* he remained until the
spring of 3904. when, on the death of I-red
H. L 'rtL he was appointed assistant post-

a

?

Georg* became

at

called to order at 10^0
by Pos;master A. R. Conary, of Blaehill
Falla, who was elected temporary chair-

for the position

is common

as

on

H

•vaier.

he

time

a

birth such

no

to other fishes, bat evolved from

expected to be
paper
get; also That be is going to have a

able
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1*9S.

H.

oat

a

pcwtofftce* met
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Ellsworth, yesterday, and orcounty league of the Maine

league.
Ttw meeting

a

A.

went

ganized

ca*

anglers of a still
He believed shat the species

day.

is

of

store

Noma

Mr

In the fall of 1931 a

he had in her tied from
earlier

dry-goods

the

When

Elis worth, and

full of qua ml and comical ideas about
the life and habits of fishes, part of which

were

m

clerk in the

was

other* that rates be lowered.
now plain tba. Senator Hale will
It
have to a-cept a lower rate on ground wood
than

or

belief in

a

pickerel

and

scientist, professor,

be be

one.

clerk

leaving school, he became

tom house.

prentice
He worked in th:^ office for three years,
when he went to b-.elon. and remained
there for a few months. No4 finding employment to hi* lining, he returned to

that

assert

After

business

exasperated ex p^ lives of many an angler
to-day. The otherwise astute Uncle Izaak

been

session.

turbulent

different

safe to

»

city.

Norm.

hatetma, who does no; cherone or more pet omens. -igaa
or theonea. b«' In* no foundation ;a fact“pwwr not.” quoth Izaak Walton, a*
long ago as 1£T9. “lest you citch no fish.
Tbe same saying. m xJerniird into “don’t
cuss, or tbr fish won't bite'', restrains the
ish

upon the capitoi and debearing
manding. some that rates be raised and

pulp

and

so

it

men.

tb^re is not

oampaign.
settled
»*‘actonlj. hot since then it has
become necessary to fignt much of the
ait over again. I: i* * longtime since
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author,

after

the least

are
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fair reoreeentation of the postmaster*

of fourth-ciaaa

Jane 13. after a short illness of pneamonia.
aged thirty years and five months.
J£r. Newman was oora Jan. 11 1579. son
ol George F. Newman and wife, of this

living thing*

understood of

A

lcgal Jfoticre.

,h^TT'~°* tfc

ElUwortli.

at

fail cad lived all h;s life in Ellsworth, died
at the city hospital. Boston, last Sunday.

~~

^

Tom perrons imtnM j,
ia
tnien hereinafter named.
At a probate coart be id at vna_
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last

George F. Newman, jr..

preyed

of them

some

ficfctes

tieeaas*

Possibly
known and
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who anti!

r.EOME F.

Will

While sue ia|. grim and weary.
A» for a site yea wait.
If tbe fish couti*o« wary
Tbes
spoa ‘Ca. o»it.

mend-

seemed to have

matters

Rev. Edward Everett Hae, D D.,
the venerable chaplain of the United
Elates Senate, Unitarian divine, pin!

anthropist.

a

Maine and other

to
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The
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Try ing to Pu*h Tariff Debate Senator Frye and the bite I>r. Hale.
Washington, D. i.. Jan* 14 special
senator Hale, of iat*. ns* been taxing op
the cudgel* in behalf c ? more expeditious
eoasdfrat'.QB of the tariff bill. He ha*
patt'H% bis shoulder against the big
»
l-?g:slati- e obstacle, and calling upon
number ■:*? b;* co!ie5*gur§ to come op and
He ha* also been
a shove.
help give
taking op cudgel* in U? finance commit-
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POSTMASTERS MEET.

OBITVARV.

ANGLERS’ BELIEFS.

WA>HIV«TO>.

FROM

WEST HARBOR.
the county of Hancock, deceased..
All P*‘.
bonds as the law directs.
^
sa
aving demands against the estate of
ceased are desired to present the_ s*»® ^
»*
settlement, and ail indebted
unested to make payment
Oxo. R- roui*-u
»*•
Southwest Harbor.
Lcxaa B- Dbast.
B*r Harbor. *
June 7. 1908.
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ttjrfto
1mme^late:
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worth of this work Le fully appreciated.
Had it not neon tor some such man
stepping into the breach there would have been
a timber famine in this
country inside of a
half century. Even as it is the peril is not

Ol'NTRY lilKK.

Roosevelt
for which Kx-Pre*.
.iblrots
v'’
Appointed Commission.
by JAMES

A.

EDOERTO.S.

entirely past.
The secret of Mr. Pinchot’s success is
that tie is
one
of those
men
who
believe in their cause. He believes in it

most important actions of
Two of the
or of any President in
Roosevelt
ld„nt
"
were non-partisan in charactimes
nt
construction
i„ any sense of strict

receand

prescribed duties
"ere outside the the
calling of the

Ve

°

One

'ot

of

his

consider the congovernors
of our natural resources, and the
to

the appointment of the comraisinvestigate the condition of our
and report methods for their

r was

r,

much

|

servation
“
,0

By ADELAIDE RUTH HILL.
.’Copyright, 1909, Cy American PftMM A»so-

elation, j
“The old fashioned fight of the far
that he is ready to devote his
west," said the veteran from Idaho,
life to it. It is that kind of man that "has died out
with the stagecoach.
moves the world. Pinchot and others
Now and then there's some monkey
are rapidly
educating this country up business goln’ on there, but it’s not
to the needs of planting trees and
pre- I what It used to be.
I’ve seen and
serving those we ulready have. It is heard of a number of ’em, but none in
certain that he will take up the kindred
my remembrance for reel fightln’, sicb
work of improving life oil the farm with
as men fight who’re goln’ to
fight at
the same tine enthusiasm.
j all. equals that between McGuire and
Walter II. Page in his magazine, the Riley
away back in tbe fifties.
World's Work, has long advocated such a
“The fust of it all was a dispute over
movement as the President has put under cards. It didn’t amount to
much, exw-*v.
His intelligent appreciation of the cept It made bad blood between the
importance of the task may be judged two men. Afterward they met cn a
f-om the following paragraph, which ap- ranch, aud
Riley accused McGuire of
peared in an editorial summing up the purposely brandin’ stock as didn’t befarmer and his future:
long to him. McGuire tried to kill him
Getting a living from the soil is now a then and there, but was Interfered
scientific and profitable pursuit for those
with by Riley’s friends. Soon after
who know best how to do it—those who
that some one, knowin* that the two
take advantage of all the new knowledge.
men were bound to have it out,
As the number of such persons increases
sugand better .and bettor methods are used
gested to McGuire that they go off
the profits and the joys of country life
alone for the fight McGuire agreed
will grow. Organization will take the
place of wasteful individual work. The and sent word to Riley that he’d meet
intellectual life will be cultivated. The him the next mornin’ at sunup on tbe
time dreamed of by the poets and philosotrail between Beeswax and
Bully
phers will come may come—throughout f creek
and they would then and there
the great fertile stretches of our country,
settle whether or no he had branded
and it would come within a remarkably
short time if all the forces now at work
! stock thas wasn’t liis’n. Riley agreed."
for it could be co-ordinated and directed
I There wasn’t no seconds, no surgeons
right. A great common movement toward nor
any of the claptrap that men have
•uch an end would take rank as the most
important work in our land, perhaps the j In toy duels. They was just goin’ out
so

conveu-

was

Kl la worth

improvement.

would be difficult to find two more
Into both ot them
or,i*wo«by object*. ot their race can enlovers
all patriots and
the utmost heartiness. The two
and toare kindred in character
jt

\*th

objects

the beautifying of our cities
gether with
a field ol effort in
villages constitute
*
is ripe, but the labort,,ch the “harvest
ers are lew”.
to measure the relative
H is difficult
of contemporary movements,
importance
of the writer that the
bat it is the opinion
find none more commendable
future will
and general crusade infhan the broad
It Is
three heads.
cluded under these
degree. That
philanthropic in the highest
the destruction of our
It ,s necessary
of our farms
forests and the abandonment
for betterment,
demonstrate. Its aims are
beautiful surroundth9 ereatio of more
of happiness. It not
ings and the increase
nature, but brings men
only goes with
and
back to nature. It is both practical
most important in the whole world.
I
|
idealistic. It means the improvement of
That has the right ring.
With two
It makes for
inner man.
tbe outer and
such men as Pinchot and Page on this
to an increased |
happier homes. It tends
commission something worth while will
au increased love
|orc of nature anil hence
follow. I do not know the other gentleIt helps those now living,
el country.
men, but judge from what little I have
unbut stilt more it helps the generation
heard of them that they are of the same
on whose
born. It baneflia the farmer,
sun.
well-being the prosperity of all nations
The commission has already written
nearly a half million letters to farmers and
May it not well be Chat in years to come other
persons connected with country
this crusade to improve the life on the life. Answers to these will be tabulated
landscapes, cities and
farm, beautify
by the census bureau, and unusual or
villages, conserve and replant our forests, notable
replies will be read by some memmike better roads and better streets, will ber of the commission.
Hearings are bebe a fountain of blessing to the
to
grow
ing held throughout the country which
of that
race and will receive the plaudits
will extend well into December.
better humanity that
greater, wiser aud
In all fairness it must be said that our
the future is to bring forth?
agricultural department is already doing |
I know of no humanitarian effort of an immense service to the farmers.
It is
modern timas that appeals to my soul
spreading knowledge of scientific methmore powerfully thkn does this. With
ods, is conducting important experiments,
the improvement of transportation facili- and in
the South is carrying on schools
electricthe
automobile,
the
ties through
that are of great practical benefit. As faf
latest
and
and,
steam
the
road,
road,
as it goes, that work is
well.
As the
greatest, the ships of the air, men will live President says, however, “agriculture is ;
more and more distant from their places
not all of country life.” It is important
of ballasts. Tan will en 1 th? frig'atfu
to get the largest possible crops out of the
will
and
of
our
cities
improve
congestion
soil. It is also important to get the most
the appearance of the country and the* of
aud
out of the heart and

*otl

|

to

fight.

SDbtTtismrat*.
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MARINE LIST.
Port.

Sid June 10, sch Ann C Stewart, Rockport,
wood, J Tinker
Ar June 11, sch Lulu W
Eppes, Seal Harbor
Sid June 14, sch Catherine. Glen Cove, N Y,
lumber. Branch Pond Lumber Co
Sid June 15, sch Melissa Trask, Newark,
staves and heads, C J Treworgy
Sid .June 16, sch Lulu W Eppes, Salem, lumber. Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Hnncoek Coiuitv Porta.
Bass Harbor
Ar June 9, sch Robert W,
salt for Guy H Parker
Southwest Harbor—Ar June 10, sch Com-

the FUTURE and with y«ur POSTERITY by laking one of <nxr
TEN YEAR PROFIT SHARING BONOS. SECURED by the best
selected Income real estate, a security growing in value every nay.

—

W Itll

merce

Ar June 11, sch Lydia M Webster, salt for
J L Stanley & Sons
Hid June 8. sch Annie Bliss for Shulee, N 3
Sid June 11, sch Commerce

not take a keen eye to appreciate the excellent security of our
BONDS or th-ir value as an investment. THESE BONDS HAVE
NEVER EARNED LESS THAN 11 percent.

I

I
|
I
I

|

BORN.
BOWDEN—At Brooksville, June 5, to Mr and
Mrs Everett J Bowden, a son. [Horace

H/|

s

ma

Put that idle horde at work in the channels of

—_

/ylQIJPVPQ /y|5ir|

i

healthy development. Nearly ONE HUNDRED
bankers are carrying our Coi. tracts as an investment

vw

Gerard.]

BUNKER—At Crauberry Isles, June 12, to Mr
and Mrs Henry A Bunker, a son.
COUSINS—At Lamoine, June 15, to Mr and
Mrs William S Cousins, a son.
COVEY—At I.amoine, June 4, to Mr and Mrs
James S Covey, a daughter.
IERRANTE—At Stonington, June 7, to Mr
and Mrs Camille Ferrante, a son.
GAUCHER—At Stonington, June 9, to Mr and
Mrs George
Joseph Gaucher, a son.

[George.]

OOTT— At Eastbrook, May 26, to Mr and Mrs
Clarence M Gott, a son.
HARPER—A*1 Orland, June 10, to Mr and Mrs
George E Harper, a daughter.
KELLEY—At Seal Cove, May 20, to Mr and
^Mrs Edward Kelley, a son.
MAYO-At Cranberry Isles, June 11. to Mr
and Mrs Roy W Mayo, a daughter. [Pauline

s
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|
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investing It where it has the
Our booklet

sesses.

same

save

that dollar you

were

about

to

fritter away, and

build

against ADVERSITY AND OLD AGE by
opportunity that WELL DIRECTED CAPITAL pos-

$

explains—ask for it.

THE NORTH DAKOTA IMPROVEMENT CO.,
CAPITAL, *100,000.00
Offices

:

Fargo,

RESER VER, *100,000.00

Minneapolis, Minn.

North Dakota

Thaver.J

MOON—At Ellsworth, June 7, to Mr and Mrs
Kerman H Moon, a son.
MOREY—At Castine, June 12, to Mr aud Mrs
Admah Morey, a daughter.
TATE-At Otis. June 6, to Mr and Mrs Granville Tate, a sou.

vv ell. tile next mornln
when It was
MAKUIKD.
Hi dark, McGuire mounted Ids horse
and rode off toward the trail. There
JORDAN—.JUDE—At
E'lsworth, June 14. by
had been nothin’ said about weapons,
Rev P A A Kiilam, Miss Florence L Jordan
to Harry R Jude, both of Ellsworth.
each man bein' left to take what he
Ellsworth. June 9,
thought he could do the most damage MITCHELL—GASPAR—At
by Rev William Forbes Emery, Miss Helen
with. McGuire carried two six shoot0 Mitchell, of Ellsworth, to Samuel A
Gaspar, of Beverly, Mass.
ers and a knife.
As he rode along the
stars was a-dyln' out and there was SMALL—MARTIN—At North SnLlivan, June
10. bv Rev C A Purdy, Miss Vida M Small, of
consld’able light where the sun was
Gouldsboro, to Howard Martin, of East
Sullivan.
MODEL A—MAXWELL JUNIOR-10 HORSE POWER. PRICE $500.
giftin' ready to come up. He looked
South Brooksville.
toward the few little shanties that TOUSEY—FANGEL—At
June 12. by Rev Milton Beckwith. Miss
Maud Russell Tousey, of Tuft’s college,
was Beeswax and saw
somepin black
Mass, to Henry Guy Fangel, of Boston.
cornin' from that direction.
It was
Riley, and he wag armed Just about as
DIKD.
McGuire was. They was a mile apart.
PERFECTLY SIMPLE
SIMPLY
PERFECT
"Not wantin’ to bring on the fight
The Maxwell is the ideal car for ronfrh, sandy or hilly
ABRAM—At Medford, Mass, June 13, William
too near Beeswax, McGuire waited
roads, of proved reliability, and the best moderateAbram, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 82 years.
awhile, then mored on slow.
When BELL—At South Brooksville, June 11, Miss
priced ear on the market to-day.
Etta Bell, aged 56 years, 5 months, 4
Mary
into
McGuire
got
Riley
range
suddenly
days.
S. H.
ducked under his horse's neck and BRACY—At Otter
Creek, June 12, infant
Agent for Hancock County.
child of Mr and Mrs Shirley Bracv.
bred.
His bullet didn't do any damSouthwest Harbor,
Maine.
Brooklin, Jure 10, Mrs Melinda
age at ail.
Riley be ducked Indian CARTER—At
Carter, aged 86 years, days.
fashion, too, and bred.
Both on ’em FERRANTE—At
Stonington, June 7, infant
was Tidin' around in
son of Mr and Mrs Camille Ferrante.
a circle lookin’
for a chance to plug the other. Finally JOYCE—At Swan’s Island, June 6. Richard C,
infant son of Maynard and Iola Joyce, aged
Riley’s horse went down, hit by one
3 months, 5 days.
of McGuire's bullets.
Riley, knowin’ MORGAN—At McKinley, June 6, Charles A
offer for sale some desirable bargains in Real
Morgan, aged 10 months.
joy
progress
this would give his enemy an advanconveniences of rural life.
Estate in
NEWMAN—At Boston, June 13, George F
soul of man.
shot McGuire’s horse, and each
tage.
Newman,
of
30
5
of
jr,
Ellsworth,
Then
the
of
aged
!
years,
lessening
tbe*drudgery
What the farmers need is to unite for made a breastwork of his animal.
months.
and
of
HANCOCK
the increasing
the social
the farm
SORRENTO.
the ir own protection, stop the leeches
Bucksport, June 13. Anna W,
"Riley got the brst plug, McGuire PECK—At
AVe do a general INSURANCE and REAL
and intellectual life of the farmer and bis
daughter of Mr and Mrs William H Peck,
from bleeding them to death, get all the
cuttln'
a scratch uround the side of
5 years, 2 mouths.
aged
ESTATE
business
and
offer
the
best
Compafamily will tend to stop th3 Hocking of latest
machinery and scientific knowledge bis head that filled his sbootln’ eye PENDLETON At Bar Harbor, June 9,
nies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Corresponyoung men and women* to 'the city and to aid
Wellington Pendleton.
them, have warehouses and band with blood. He put his handkerchief
dence solicited. All business given us will rewill increase the prosperity, the intelPERKINS—At Penobscot, June 12. Horatio L
themselves together both to buy and sell,
ceive the very best attention.
under his bat to ketch it and kept on
Perkins, aged 61 years, 10 mouths, 7 days.
ligence and happiness of our most numerfor mutual benefit, improvement
organize
PHILLIPS—At
Ellsworth Falls, June 14,
fightln'.
ous class.
In many European nations the
Lillian, wife of Fred Phillips, aged 28 years.
and social life, beautify their homes, make
"Before the dozen shots each of ’em
farm* are so cut up that those who till
2 months, 14 days.
life more attractive to then selves, their started with was exhausted both of
Ql’I.MBY—At Bucksport. June 9, George L
them can group their homes into little
ELLSWORTH,
MAINE.
and
learn
elimiwives
their children,
to
Quimby, aged 63 years, 23 days.
’em
had
three
or
four
wounds.
Neii
hamlets. This removes the lonesomeness
RI< HARDSON-At Bangor, June 10, Johu W
nate the drudgery —in a word, to find
of
ther
’em
dared
out
behind
from
go
of country life and adds to social pleasure.
Richardson, of Mt Desert.
themselves and discover the secret of all
his horse till then, but when the last WEBBER—At Dedham. June 5, Mrs Almeda
In this country the introduction of the
in knowing how to live. It can
nappiness
Webber, aged 82 years.
shots
had
been
fired
for
started
i
they
telephone and rural free* delivery has be done, and with
intelligent investiga- each other with knives. Both on ’em WILBUR—At Lakewood. June 14. Mrs Adelia
brought the farmer somewhat nearer to
H
Wilbur, agtd 72 years.
tion and perservering effort it will bedoue.
staggered as they eyed each other,
his kind. Wbat.is now required are good
The farmers need what we all need—to watchln' for a chance to
W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
in
blow.
a
git
roads, the beautifying of the landscape
aS'jettuamwua.
learn how to co-operate.
But they was both about equally tuckMidway Mw«**n Broad ••f. *ta>ion
and the advancement of social and inteland Reading Terminal on Filbert ait.
ered out, and ueither on ’em had an
lectual life in rural communities. In a
NASAL CATARRH.
Franklin* Maxim* of Success.
advantage, and neither on 'em could
business wav the farmers; need more coand up.
$1 per
Eat not to dullness; drink not to elevagit In a stroke to kill.
operation among themselves both in buyG. A. Paroher Sells the Great Remtion.
"By this time the pop'lntion of the
ing and selling. Now they are at the
$2.50
American,
per
edy that Cured Mrs. Karberg.
Speak not but what may benefit others three huts that made up the town o'
mercy if market manipulators aud midHere is a very simple yet wholly sinand up.
conversation.
Would you like a pair of $3.50 patent
Beeswax, bein’ wakened by the shots, cere statement
dlemen. If they would baud [together, or yourself; avoid trifling
of a Michigan woman,
Lose no time; be always employed in come out to see the show. 1 was one
The only moderate -riced hotel of repuhad warehouses in which*to store their
leather
oxfords without costing you
who
was cured by using Hyomei—the
tation and consequeuce m
cut off all unnecssary
on ’em.
McGuire and Riley wus hack- no cure no
products until the market w as most favor- something useful;
pay remedy for catarrh,
one cent?
The plan is so easy that
actions.
able and would
in' at each other, both staggerin' from asthma, hay fever, croup, coughs and
buy in large quantities
PHILADELPHIA.
I’se no hurtful deceit; think innocently
none stop at one pair, and so it would
loss o’ blood, havin’ more of It outside colds.
they would save at both^ends.
and justly, and, if you speak, speak ac“A bad case of catarrh was cured for
than Inside und just enough in tbeii
1UC«
be with you. Some of our customers
uujecis can irequeuuy ne crougui
•bout by organ izations such as the grange, cordingly.
blinkers to keep 'em from seeln’ where me by the use of Hyomei. The trouhave earned as many as 4, 5 and 6 pair
ble affected my head, nose and eyes,
in
no
uncleanliness
Tolerate
body,
tbe alliance, the farmers’ union and kinil
a
»tis
ul'uuluui aimit,
iu o li 11\ (■.
and was very annoying and disagreein a month. Many write and ask: Can
dred bodies. Such movements serve an- clothes or habitation.
tell you. these two game men settlin'
able, and the cure, from the use of
disturbed
at trifles or at acciBe
not
nother desirable
their
in
true
fashion,
1 keep right on sending iu orders ? If
inmanly
dispute
object in^that they
Hyomei, was very gratifying. Hyomei
dents common or unavoidable.
without seconds or surgeons.
inerease the social life,of ithe farmer and
has from me a strong recommend and
this interests you send your name and
Drive thy business; let not thy business
heighten his intellectual life, the lodge“Bluieby they got so weak and so endorsement.”—Mrs. E. Karberg, 213
address for particulars to
room often serving as a debating club, a drive thee.
blind that tbelr blows was nothin’ that Kingsley St., Ann Arbor, Mich., Nov.
Whether it’s a range or a furmakes
a
man
to
to
rise,
bed, early
Early
a
four-year-old boy couldn’t dodge, 16, 1908.
literary society and a school.
it
is
a
it
is
nace—if
wise.
“Clarion”,
and
Thousands of just such letters are in
The selection of Gifford ‘Pinchot, the healthy, wealthy
We
then they stopped altogether.
He that hath a calling hath an office of
sure to meet every requirement
efficient bead of the forestry bureau, as a
picked ’em up and carried 'em-fo the existence, and thousands more would
honor.
and
but for the desire to avoid publicity.
be
towns There wasn't but one room that
member of the commission.fgives assur- profit
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
have
bestir
If
is
worth
two
to-morrows.
One
you
catarrh,
youreelf,
7 Central Ave.,
to-day
ance that
could be spared, and we put ’em on
tree-planting will4also enter into
Bangor. Sold by
Buy what thou hast no need of, and ere bunks side by side. Each on ’em had and drive it out of your system. Kill
MASS.
consideration. As for landscape gardenLYNN,
the germs. You can do that easily if
shalt sell thy necessaries.
from ten .to fifteen wounds, and they
ing and the beautifying(of”environments, long thou
you use Hyomei (pronounced High-oJ.
P.
be
counseled
can't
won’t
be
that
They
tbeso must come both in
was
pretty well played out, but we iue).
city and in
Ellsworth.
Main Street.
walebed 'em for awhile, thlukln’ ii
It isa dry, antiseptic and very pleas- 1
country. The President specifically men- helped.
1
man may, if he knows not how to save
A
at ant air, that when inhaled, quickly retions the school feature,
enough
got
strong
they
they’d
go
work
of
andj|th©
all
his
life
to
the
his
nose
as
he
gets, keep
toe commission has
each other ag’in. You see. we didn't lieves all forms of catarrhal inflam- New
already developed the
and
and die not worth a groat at
want ’em to die on our hands, we to mation, stops snuffles, hawking
imperative need ofifgood roads. Good grindstone
Y«*s, indeed, they are time and money
last.
blowing. The price for a complete
for
and
nothin’
to
roads not
send
burial
things
savers. The GRAY gasoline enassist
in
the farmer
only
gettiug
outftt, including inhaler, is only *1 at
has many points of superiority,
gine
to
for
’em.
pay
add
but
and
facilitate travel
market,
Slightly Mixed.
G. A. Paroher’s.
call and let me point them out.
I have purchased the stock and
t0 the
“We did git a doctor for ’em, and
In small country newspaper oflBces,
amiability of ail concerned. It
will
of
the
margood
Phillips
looked out for ’em both. Fie said
would be frightful to
contemplate how w here the copy goes from the editor to the he
ket on Main street, and solicit
many men have gone* wrong through compositor, then, after printing, directly he thought Hiley would die, though he
the continued patronage of old
on ’em
couldu’t
be
sure
about
either
•wearing at bad roads.
of
a
Thete are many kinds on the market,
customers aud a fair share of
to the subscribers, the need
proofbut the SHAIO- »•* Ti'hULAR is
It was some time before either knew
The five gentlemen asked by the Presi- reader is often felt. In this connection
new ones.
the oue I recommend
I deal in
to understand what was goln
dent to serve on the commission are Pro- William Allen
White, the Kansas news- enough
Best
of
on and longer before they could say
fessor L. H.
break
Bailey, director of the New paper man, tells of an amusing
It relieves stomach misery, sour stomWe was speculatin’ whethei
York state
CANNED GOODS.
agricultural college; Gifford made by a boy in the office of such a news- anything.
ach, belching, and cures all stomach disthe
when
call
fight
got
they
up
they’d
the
Pincbot, bead of the forestry department; paper in that state. In “making up”
ease or mouey back.
Large box of tabof ail kinds.
If I haven’t what you
O.
want, I can get it for you.
Henry Wallace, editor, of an agricultural forms the boy got the galleys mixed, with off. start In for a new one. or what lets 50 cents. Druggists in all towns.
El'swortb.
when one ruornln’ when the sun was
Main Street.
Phillips block,
I^perat Des Moines, la.;J Walter H. Page, the following result:
! A few special sales of machinery
shinin’ In on ’em peaceful Riley h<
editor of World’s
The first part of the obituary of an imWork, and Professor
slightly damaged by water
Kenyon L. Butterfield, president of the pecunious citizen had been dumped in the reached out his hand, took hold o’ Me
in the recent fire.
he
Guire’s
and
he.
says:
says
came
lassachusetts agricultural|college.
forms, and the next handful of type
“’Reckon you didn’t brand no stock
Full Lines of
; [ am agent for the “NEW HOSE’ SEWING
Gifford Pinchot is the first real forester from a galley in which was a description
MACHINE.
that didn't belong to you.’
we have
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
nad in this country. He is a man of a fire. The subscribers were greatly
Farm In Hancock. Maine, containing 150
AND FIXTURES.
V
IV!.
“We was surprised to see McGuire,
CARTER,
•fter the President’s own
acres, more or less; 10-room house. Barn
heart, one who startled when they came to the paragraph
all
m
ami
thorough
out-buildings
repair;
Estimates on Wirinf and Supplies Cheerfully Gives.
MAIN ST. (uuder Ells.shoe factory), Ellsworth.
take bis hand, and he says, says he,
not satistied unless he is
j
loo
water piped to house anti barn,
doing some- which read thus:
M.
ANDREW
MOOR.
’You’re game anyway.’
young apple trees m bearinu. Mock and
thing every available, hour of the day.
“The pall-bearers lowered the body
Ellsworth.
Main St..
modern tools and
“It was two months before they got
complete ecatptnent of
when he plays games be puts his to
was
It
J. RALPH
D.
the
consigned
vehicles, etc.
grave.
machinery,
could
before
and
another
they
git
whole heart into it. He
np
ELLSWORTH
belongs to the to the flames. There were few>if any reOSTEOPATHIC
PHYSICIAN.
did
rode
oft
When
*3,000.
they
PKICE,
away.
they
resident’s “tenDis cabinet’’ and also grets, for the old w'reck had been an eyefrom Bangor, will be at, t>•ccompauies Mr. Roosevelt on'tree chop- sore to the town for years. Of course, fust rate friends.
House, Tuesd»"
of
nln't
no such garni
Inquire
there
•NO PAT, NO WANHKK
“No,
slree;
/
Pl°g expeditions.
there was individual loss, tbut hat wfas
Thi
now as they was than.
Mr. Pinchot’s immense
fights
AM
kinds
of
work
done
at short notice.
laundry
services to the \ fully covered by insurance/’
SPEC1/
Goods called tor and delivered
C. W. & F. L.
•and has gone out of’’—
country in stopping the depredations of
H. B. CSTEY Sl CO.f
“Game fights!" replied the listener.
itnber thieves, in
WI1ST END BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH, ME.
putting^ bounds on J They are most harmed by flattery who “That’s what they were—game fights,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
•Teed in the
cutting of lumber,| in intro- * are most hungry for it.
8uch mei
or better named dogfights.
a scientific
system) in the choice j Little Willie-Say, Pa, what is a pessi- are only large gamecocks, and eve
°
rees for lumber so that
the forests are mist? Pa—A pessimist, my son, is a n!an
that sort of fighting has disappears
•
!
*1 depleted, in
Factory rebuilt—brick,
planting * trees on who derives most of bis pleasure from his under more civilized conditions. Th<
modern improvements.
,or
in caring effort to spoil the pleasure of other.
purposes,
Studio
is
now
loOsgood’s
in r the
where whnt you call tbest
country
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
woodlands already in existence
catedatNo. 2 Franklin St..
Teacher—Samuel, which animal outper week,
“
in
fights took place Is now being
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets $50
course 3 weeks.
extending the knowledge of forestry side of man nas the most brain? Samuel— game
Maiming Block.
I Carpets Cleaned Clean. Send for circular.
covered
with
col
schools,
Write
now for be&
dwellings,
—The
The hog. Teacher (surprised)
hog?
hi«h Pni8e1 till a
L. L. MORRISON, Skowbegau, Maine.
Fine
Work of All
PORTLAND Ain
future generation will the Samuel—Certainly, he has a hogshead full. leges and churches.”
at
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All the other papers in the County com
lined do not reach so many. The AmeriCAN ia not the only paper printed t*
Hancock county, and has never claimed :<
be, but it ia fhe only paper that can prop
wrly be called a County paper; all tht
feet are merely local papers. The circulation
The American, barring the Bai
Harbor Record's summer list, is largei
than that of all the other papers printer
Hancock county.

spent the past winter in Malden,
w ith I. H. Coggins, arrived Saturhome
day to spend the summer at their
here.

the week.

for

preparing

a

called to Lamoine
the last of the week by the serious illness
Mrs. John Stinson

Children’s day

and wife

were

"West Sullivan in their

June 7.

in town from

Automobile

new

ber.

Priscilla Crabtree fell last week and
right forearm. Mrs. Lona
Blaisdeli, w ho severely sprained a wrist
Mrs.

fractured her

Sunday

Methodist

store.

church

few weeks.

regular opening service and their young
voices, ready and harmonious, were an in-

land.

June 14.

Mrs.

were

Sturgis ana wire, or portguests of their sister.

boat eleven

has

contractor,

excavating for

a

this week.

the

Miss Blanche Staples, ot
North Scs
wiek. is employed at Sidney

street.

held at his

years ago. In
master of sailing

his

continues

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
his

Allen visited
Gouldsboro last week.
Ruth

earlier

Mrs.

Georgia Lvnam.

friends
who has

West

in

9pent the

and

in

is

as

|

son

„f

,\tl
ltohie

U?
**

Miss Marion Trask visited her
sistn
Golfs Island to attend the annual
P"
shearing picnic.

sh*."

Albee, who has been in
Ranger!«
medical treatment,
returned Sr,turd,
Otis

somewhat

improved.

I

The young son of Maynard
Joyce died
Sunday. ,He had been it] from hi, birth
Much sympathy is felt for the larcnt.
Mrs. Martha Stockbridgc. of
Southwest
Harbor, has been visiting her
brother
Amaziab Torrcy, and other
relative*

first-

Stephen Frotbingham
proprietor.

The many friends of W\ R. Pendleton
were grieved to learn of his death at Bar
of
Harbor Wednesday.
A delegation
Masons from Winter Harbor lodge, F. and
A. M., attended the funeral.

automobile.

new

renovated

Stockbridge,

left Friday to visit her
Rowley, Mass.

condition.

class

Bridgham arrived Thursday with

Fred

and

Joyce's.^*’

Martha

Mrs.

thoroughly

winter

Boston, is home.

in

Dr. Chandler, of West Newton, Mass,
has opened his voltage for the season.

town.

Deacon Jefferson Torrcy. w ho is
,ti||
work, received s
cell
from some of bis neighbor*. who
mid*
short «ork of his delayed planting.
Torrev greatly appreciate, th. .r
unable to do much

j past

School

Orr’s

HULL’S COVE.
Miss Savage, of Franklin, is employed

Friday after
weeks, taught by

closed

term of ten

at

successful

a

began work
Monday.

Annie Gott
taurant

George Cunningham’s.

Miss May Farnbam, of Bangor, visited
Miss Ella Sweet over Sunday.-

Miss Waitie

Island,

bor,

in her

where he has

durance. It has been proved that eaten
of Quaker Oats and such cereals are far

Mrs. A. J. Norwood, of Southwest Haris visiting her son, Dennis Norwcod,

M K1.UK1.
new res-

and

family.

nuperior

in strength and endurance to
those who rely upon the usual diet of
heavy, greasy foods.
When all is said and done on the
cereal food question, the fact remains
that for economy and for results in
health and strength, Quaker Oats stands
first of all. It is the most popular food
in the world among the foods sold in

W. A. Clark, jr., who has been employed
at Winter Harbor on government work,
came home Saturday.

Owing to the serious illness of Rev. A. B.
Carter’s aged mother, there were no services at the church Sunday.

j

I9LESFOHD.

Miss H. M. Blaisdell, who has been
in Presque Isle, is home.

along Main

repainted

M.

The ladies of the church met WednesHoward Perkins and wife, of Manches- !
and cleaned the church. It looks well
ter, Maas., arrived June 11 to spend two day
months at their cottage on the shore road. worth the labor.
James W. Thurston came home Friday
June 14.
S.
He stays a week and returns to
on a visit.
;

W.

stone work.

leaching

was

Smith and *ife.

week-end

Stinson and wife were called
recently by the illness and
death of Mrs. Stinson’s father, Capt. Z.
W. Tabbutt.
C.
June 14.

EAST FRANKLIN.

work

Fred at-

son

June 14.

Howe Smith, of Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with his parents, Capt. Jefferson ;

to Lamoine

John W. Hardison has gone to Newport

at

crew

ATLANTIC.
Mrs. Lacy Staples is qnite low.
Miss Bessie Joyce returned from

W. L. Blaisdell and C. C. Cousins, of
Bangor, were in town this week inspecting steam yacht Cherokee.

summer.

J. W. Stinson.

Capt. J.

B.

on

\v.

George

spiration. Especially impressive was the
responsive chant of the Lord's prayer.

sewer

_

work

North Berwick.

in

Sunday evening a Children’s day concert
A great deal of
was given at the church.
credit is due both children and instructors
for the good work done.

Hooper,

W.

Hugh
small

fi.

--

■

weeks’ vacation and returned to his

Masters Norman Dyer, El wood Donnell and Ralph Watson.
They used the

summer.

Arno Bowden and

He was abroad last year.
June 14.

W’illiam P. Guptill has gone to Bar Harbor, where he has employment for the

herefrom Massachusetts, for

are

Bishop Doane, the venerable bithon
Albany, arrived a; bis summer humsE.*1
"
Saturday. Ail are glad to see hint

E. J. Robertson has been in Bangor the
kindness
week patting a line of goods and
Commnniestion between thi< i-land
end
fixtures into his new store. While absent the mainland was opened last
week, when
captain in the employ of the Casco Bay
Mr. Robertson purchased a new bouse a message w as received from
lie is survived by a widow
Steamboat Co.
Brookllnoi
Caldwell Sweet and wife, of Bangor, on Ohio street, one of the best residences i the new
telephone line. Ii is hoped to
and two daughters-Mrs. John W. Stinwere gueats at the Bristol over Sunday.
! in that locality.
new
the
line
in
havj
working order im
son, of Prospect Harbor, and Mrs. George
E.
The Band of Mercy club gave a pleasing i June 14.
NV. Sturgis, of Portland.
j
| few day*.
hall
entertainment at the
June 14.
Friday evening.
Y.
sPPC
June 14.
WEST TREMONT.
Mrs. George Walker and daughter DoroMiss Florence Parker, of Manset, is the
LAMOINE.
aiT&rttisrmrms.
thy arrived Friday, and are at Miss
*'■'*
guest of Mrs. W. H. Webster.
-V. A
The first of our summer people to arrive Smith's.
j
Miss Evelyn Lunt has gone to Bar Harare Mrs. Addie Reynolds and daughter
V«nt to be strong?
Dr. C. S. Bridgham went to Boston Satbor to work at hotel Belmont.
Grace.
urday to accompany his mother home
Eat more Quaker Oats. Eat it for
The dance in the town hail was very Tuesday.
Ashbury Lopaus came home Wednesday.
He has been in the government employ. breakfast every day.
This advice is
successful. About twenty couples were
Henrietta Simpson, who has been atW’. D. Walls and family spent Sunday coming from all sides as a result of represent.
tending the Emerson school of oratory in
with Mrs. Walls’ mother, Mrs. L. M. cent experiments on foods to determine
Miss Vera Berry, who graduated from Boston, is home.
Lunt.
which are the best for strength and eathe Castine normal school, is home for the
June 14.
H.

Fred Bickford has concluded his two-

and

Mrs. Cora Rolf, who has been visiting
relatives at W’est Goulds boro, is home.

Christian Life and Work”.

vessels, and
International steamship
line. He was also for some years an officer
on the Boston steamers, and afterward a

with her
a

young

George Foss, of Mt. Desert Ferry, is
building an addition to and otherwise improving the home of Madison Gordon.

Mrs.

years he was
later pilot of the

Mrs. Delia Noonan, of Gouldsboro, is
daughter, Mrs. Welch Mcore, for

The young people comprising the
were
Misses Evelyn Dwelley,
Hilda Blaisdeli, Ellen, Gertrude and
Marjorie Bragdon, Rena DeBeck. Helen
Aay.

choir

fo work

a

Bernice Dunn, of Franklin, w as a
recent guest of her aunt, Mrs. J. S.
Coombs.

of Children's

more

home here Thursday, Rev. W. F.
Emery, of Ellsworth, officiating. Capt.
Tabbutt was seventy-five years of age. He
formerly lived in Portland but moved heft*

in-

Miss

observance

was an

telephone

Keyes.

improving.

is

a

Miss Carrie Pinkham, of Steuben, is at
Mrs. George \V. Allen’s for the summer.
Miss Ida Stinson, w ho has been studying music in Boston the past year, is home.
Mrs. W. H. Graffara, of Scarboro, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. G. W. M.

Jessie Macomber will go to Pittsfield this week to be present at the graduation of her cousin. Miss Helen Macom-

The service at the

had

Dr.

Miss

much

on

and two

wife

summer.

late

has

L. L. Larrabec and wife have been at
Dr. C. C. Larrabee's the past week.

]

bad ill turn

was

who died Tuesday, June 8,

Miss Susie Over, who has bsen ill for a
week, is improving.
M. C. Stanley and F. L. Wakefield spent
the week-eml with their families.

Schooner C. M. Buckley is loading at
wharf with paving blocks for New

recently,

his

in

but

a

funeral of Capt. Zenas W. Tabbutt,

The

_

Macbiasport.
Henry Hamilton

the

Y'ork. by T M. Biaisdell.
The high school building committee has
commenced work on the building site in
the field of Mrs. J. H. West.

1

to

stalled

had

guest

a

Mrs. E. C. Tripp, who has been tn town
tended the Bragdon reunion at Webb’s during the illness of the son of E. W.
John A. King, one of Lamoine's rising pond and met old friends and relatives. i Whitten, returned to her home at Steuben
a delightful day.
Sunday.
young men, w as graduated from Baltimore They report
dental college May IS. He bad the honor
Work on the schoolhouse will commence
Thursday, June 3, Kiverview Local Union
and
Endeavor
of being chosen class poet, and held the of Christian
Epworth at once. F. E. Weston has secured the
second highest place in his class. He is League met at the church here. The usual contract for the carpenter work, and F. V.
His exercises were well carried out. In tne Joy will do the mason work.
now practicing in Hartford, Conn.
many Lamoiiie friends wish him the best evening Rev. A. M. MacDonald, of Bar
Hotel Hanover is again open. During
of success.
Harbor, delivered an able sermon on “The the winter the hotel has been

Charles Wakefield has moved his family

Saturday.
Mrs. Adelaide Dunn and daughter Bernice returned Sunday from a visit to V\ tat
Goulds boro.

the

W. Sturgis and wife, of Portland, and
John Stinson and wife, of Prospect Hart>or. were tailed here last week by the death
of their father, Zenas Tabbutt.

was

of her father.

Havey

A. P.

children

comfortable in the afternoon.

!

weeks.

are

spring,

Sunday morning

C.

Mrs. C I ia Stevens and daughter, of Birch
were recent guests at E. D. Chase”.**.
Russell Dorr and wife, of Bar Harbor,
were guests of the Wasgatts the last of

acbool

health all the

Harbor,

concert.

Donald Metcalf, of Augusta, is
at Charles Butler's.

tf

Hon. James Bryce, British
amt,..w.
has arrived here and is veil
pleased
hia situation at Yg Haven.

WINTER HARBOR.
im-

11

pneumonia.

other page$

—e

Albert Rand is quite ill.
Benjamin Bickford is clerking for A. B.
Whitehouse.

is

proving.

Casper Biaisdeil,

County New

for additional

NORTH SULLIVAN.
John Butler, who has been ill,

Austin, who has been in poor

Mrs. A. E.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Baptist Sunday

1

|

_

Monday to do painting for Hooper £
Havey.
Mrs. Ivory Butler has returned froir
Oakland, where she visited for several
members of the

other page*

G.

June 14.

to West Sullivar

tee

Lois Gilpatriek has beeu visiting
friends at Northeast Harbor the past week.
Miss Eunice Coggins spent several days
in Marlboro last week, the guest of Miss
j Inw. Ford.
Mrs. Zenas Tabbutt leaves to-day for
Portland to make her home with her
daughter, Mrs. U. NV. Sturgis.

school, under the supervision ol Mrs.
Galen Young, is arranging an entertainof
ment to be given soon, the proceeds
which will be for singing -books recently

purchased.

evt

Mrs.

Miss Gertrude Foss left for Charleston
Monday to attend the graduation exercises
be
at Higgins classical institute. She will
the guest of her sister, Miss Edith, who is
a student there.
The young ladies class of the Sunday

Harvard Card is home from Lewiston
for the summer.

The

additional County

Will Reynolds and wife, i,

COUNTY NEWS.

delegate to the international convention
to be held at St. Paul.
R.
June 14.

NORTH LAMOINE.

Mass.,

FRANKLIN.

Walter Wilson

*pr

have

COUNTY NEWS.

went

COUNTY NEWS.

his

thirty-horse power tonring car, and
friends are enjoying many pleasant rides. I
Mrs. Cynthia Law s and Miss Alice, who

mM.s> American has subscribers at 107
§f tht 117 post-offices in Hancock county.

employment.

Arthur Bam has finished painting his
and taken his wife and daughter to
their home in Northeast Harbor for the

P. W. Richardson A Son recently discharged a cargo of salt at their wharf.
It is the first vessel that has ever done its
own hoisting here, it having an engine

sloop

packages.

summer.

All grocers carry Quaker Oats. It
aboard.
Hooper,
working
sells at 10c for the regular size package,
Miss Merle Smith, of Groton, Mass., is
and
Green Lake, spent Saturday
j Rev. A. P. McDonald, the coast missionJudson Guptill and wife, of Winter HarSunday
25c for the large size family package
Miss Lucy Salisbury.
with his parents, George Hooper and wife. bor. have been visiting relatives here the visiting
ary, preached twice Sunday at the Con] and 30c for the family package containMisses
and
Nina,
Hazel
Allen,
Gladys
Rev. Mr. Bromley preached a fine ser- past week.
church.
His
was
talk
gregational
enjoyed
Ed. Childs and wife, of Manset, were 1 ing a fine piece of china.
It
mon Sunday, June 13, Children’s day.
Gordon Sullivan, one of the life-saving of Bar Harbor, spent last week with their by all, especially that of the evening on
on relatives here Saturday.
Mrs.
aunt, Mrs. Maud Arey.
was appreciated by the older people as
crew, has moved his family to Southwest
“What We Are to Ourselves, our Family, calling
Childs’ grandmother, Mrs. Zulma ». Clark,
Harold Donnell and Miss Grace Donnell, the
well a‘ the children.
Harbor for the summer.
and
God”.
Community
accompanied them to their home to visit
of Northeast Harbor, were at She;>ard LeJune 14.
P. M.
The Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
Merton Stanley has returned from Porther daughters, Mrs. L. H. Clark and Mrs.
iajig's
one day last week.
Hancock
comwill
meet
South
at
meeting
j land, where he bss Own attending school,
N. C. Tinker.
GOULDS
BORO.
will
is
home
from NorWinthrop Stanley
mencing June 18. It is hoped there
i is brother Andrew, who attended the
June 14.
Thelma.
The
fifteenth
annual
reunion
w
of
the
!
here
be
been
has
be a large attendance.
way,
leaching. He will
graduation, accompanied him.
will
be
held
in
the
at
be
here
two
weeks
Tracy
before going to the
family
grove
C. Carrol Blaisdell, who is teaching in
Merton Wescott, of Winter Harbor, who
SOUTHWEST HARBOR,
the old homestead at Gouldsboro point,
Surry, came home Saturday, June 12, j is to be employed oy Mr. Burnham, of University of Maine for the summer
i
A little daughter was born last week to
Saturday, June 28. The morning will be
accompanied by Mr. Galhson and wife Sutton's Island, thi summer, has been for school.
i
Robbins and wife.
spent in receiving and welcoming the Edgar
and Mi38 Allen, fc’hey came in Mr. Galli- the past week employed at the do_*k yard
Work wil! be begun on the new school
who is

Harvard

aon’s automobile and returned to
the

Frye.

at

of W. F. & L. G. Stanley.
Dr. Tattle and family arrived Friday at

Surry

day.

same

a

She will

vacation.

visit

her

i-

right

not to t>e torn

away. The old building
down, but moved to one

1

side of the lot, ana the new one built on
ibe same site.
It is to be ready for occucently purchased the Scbirmer estate, and !
has had repairs made on the place, includ- pauc> wnen the school begins in &eptem-

Mrs. Fred E. Blaisdell has gone away
tor

house here

j

their

bus-

summer

cotta

Dr. Tuttle has

re-

brother, Rev. S. A. Blaisdell, ir
Lewiston, her son Leo, who is attending ! ing a new iron jier now being completed j oer.
school in Pittsfield, and son Roscoe. ir
Rev. Mr. Abott, of Colorado, conducted
to replace the temporary one of last sum- !
Massachusetts.
mer, which was partially destroyed by the
| services in the church Sunday. He will
June 14.
It.
heavy surt in the early autumn. Dr. Tut- move into the rectory tbis week, and will
tle is heartily w elcomed to the community. be with us for a few weeks, possibly to
j
HANCOCK.
June 14.
S.
Mr. Abott will take
: stay indefinitely.
Mr. Gilmore's field
w*hile he* is here.
Madison Joy who is employed at Sea
SOUTH GOULDSBORO.
Morning and evening services w ill be held
Harbor, spent Sunday with his family.
Edmund Hooper is clerking forj. W. in the ciiurcb here, and afternoon services
Mrs. Mary Abbott, who has spent th<
; Bunker.
at West Eden.
past winter in Lawrence, Mass., is at hom<
June 14.
Anne.
Mrs. Margaret Bunker has returned to
lor the summer.
! North Sullivan.
*
A. B. Crabtree has recently purchased t
GOTTS ISLAND.
Willis Sperry, of Ashviile, has been visE. L. Gott arrived home from Ellsworth
iting bis children here.
fHrtiitat.
band’s

I

,

3Iore Like This in

Ells-

worth.
Scores of

about Doan’s Kidney Pills.

Many

py citizen makes

statement

his

public

Here is

experience.

a case

better proof of merit
•uch

guest

can

a

of it.

hapol

William

Who] i

be had thar

Tracy,

Louise,
spending
ter in Massachusetts, have arrived and
their
occupying
cottage here,
the

June 11.

wmare

H.

WEST FRANK UN.

|

An examination will be held at Frankfor the position of postmaster at West

lin

R. 1. Moore, Ellsworth Falls, Ells-

Mrs.

worth, Me.,
ney Pills

“The

says:

effected in my

ago has proven

case

-.

.vra! yean

permanent, an.11

recommended this

retu.

Franklin, on Saturday, July
pensation of the postmaster
was fl62 for the last fiscal

Doan's Kid-

cure

usve

since

d>• to many of my

I

was

misery
strength,

in

must

in my back were almost unbearable and
all the medicine and doctors' treatment

within

J

no

effect

on

they went at once to the seat of my
Doan’s Kidney Pills not only
eared the backache but built me up in
trouble.

general

and

corrected the difficulty wit!

the kidney secretions.”

ail
*0SU»-Mnburj»
*br salt-by

•^agents

Co..

for the

fiemetaher
toother.

dealers.

the

year. Applithe territory

Buffalo, New York,
Doan’s—and take

|

passed

in

a

social

ball

manner.

if teams

There

w

ill

t*

June

12._

Chips.

SALISBURY COVE.
Margaret Rich, of the telephoneexchange at Bar Harbor, spent Sunday at
Miss

home.
Miss Leona

Mrs. Harry Conary is in town.
Wilfred Conary and sister Georgie, of

Sunday
Emery.

with

Bulger, of Bar Harbor, spent
her aunt,
Mrs. Ceylon

The annual Children’s day concert will
lie hefd at the Baptist church Sunday
evening, June 20. The Emery district and
Hull’s Cove schools will unite with the
Salisbury Cove school in an interesting

visited here last week.

Mr. Judgeon and family, of New York,
will come to Mill island again this year,
Crumbs.

program.

can

Ober

|

|

Colds that hang on weaken the constitution
aud
Folev’s
develop into consumption.
Honey and Tar cures persistent coughs that
refuse to yield to other treatment. Do not
experiment with untried remedies as delay
may result in your cold settling on your lungs.
Q. A. Pa&chsk.

H. Ober and wife, of Selina,
in town last week. Mr.

were

was

called

to

his

early home by the
mother.

serious illness of his

Mrs. Jacob Mayo,

OTTER CREEK.

jr.,

If you

health

whose

1

her

improved after her long illhts been spending three weeks with
daughter. Mrs. Nellie Higgius.
large delegation

and wife died

There
church

was

last

during

June 14.

world.

Pemetic lodge of Odd Fellows held meSunday afternoon.
A fine address was given by Rev.
A. M. MacDouald, of Bar Harbor.
Appro-

have moved froti
they have been keeping

the winter and

It makes the whitest, lightest,
appetizing bread in the

most

morial services at their hall

Alton Grover and wife
house

of

tainment.

Saturday, June 12.
no preaching service at th«
Sunaay, as the pastor was

"Seal Harbor where

A

particular

Made from richest Ohio wheat, stored
in aealed tanks ar.d cleaned numberTested
less times before grinding.
every half hour at the ir.’Us.

Southwest Harbor
Mrs. Phebe Benson, of Bar Harbor, is
j “Stars” attended the reception of the
Ellsworth chapter on Friday of last week.
employed at Albert Stanley's.
One of the tw in babies of Shirley Bract They warmly praise the hospitable enter-

|

are

about your flour, here is one
just made for you.

much

ness.

Miss Mildred Savage, of Southwest Harbor, is visiting relatives here.

priate

music

was

rendered

by

choir.
June 14.

spring.
Axox.

a

select

Spray.
__

TREMONT.

MARLBORO.

Jay Wallace
resnnie

left

to-day for Rockland

to

AN5TED A BURK COMPANY,
SarW«W. Obw

yachting.

Mary A. Johnson has gone to
McKinley to work for the William UnderMrs.

i
For Sale at Your Grocer

wood Co.

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

Mrs. Lizzie E. Pettigrove, of New London, Conn., is at her old home for the

ELLSWORTH FALLS ML

summer.

1

Mrs.

j has

!

__

Mrs. Rosanna Rich has gone to Fort
Point light station to visit her sister, Mrs.
J. B. Thurston.

Evelyn Rich, with little

gone to

son Alvah,
West Tremont to visit her

parents, John Pomeroy and wife.
E. B. Hodgkins has returned from LarraMrs. Wilford Kitredge, with little son
bee, \yi»ere he has been teaching.
Milton, has gone to Houlton to visit her
Miss Ruth Stafford, of Bar Harbor, U
sister. Mrs. Julia Newman will have
*
visiting Mrs. Harry L. Davis at the I
charge of her house.

Stafford farm.

Mrs. John Donlin and little son Clarence
Saturday from Hall Quarry,
where they have spent the past week with
returned
friends.

June

14._May.
MANSET.

Mrs. Anna Allen has
Ocean house for the

arrived to open the

season.

Mrs. John Reed is visiting her mother.
Mrs. Daniel Hamilton, in Ellsworth.

June 14.

—Advt,

Kansas,

seems

BAR HARBOR.
Miss Margaret Koch, field secretary of
Henry Teague, of New York, visited his
Wellington Pendleton, of the local police Christian Endeavor in Maine, gave a reMrs. M. C. Teague, recently.
force, fell dead on the street last Wednes- cital at the church Thursday evening, June mother,
Edgar Robbins and wife are receiving
day night, of heart disease. He was one of 10. This was followed by a lawn party at
the most efficient snd popular officers on the parsonage. The proceeds, about |16, congratulations on the birth of a daughwill be used to defray expenses of a State ter. (Ida Eeteile.)
the local force.
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Tongue
coated? Bitter taste? Complexion sallow?
Liver needs waking up. Doan’s Regulets cure
bilious attacks. 25 cents at any drug store.

Mrs. Bertha Robbins on her return
from the county W. C. T. U. convention,
spent a week with her daughter, Mrs.
William Hanna.
Samuel

game
be secured. All
interested and connected with the familj
by birth or marriage are requested to lx
present. All strangers will receive a cordial welcome.

a

Mr. Pickering, wife and spn. of Deei
Freeman, who has been visiting her mother, Mrs. Hannah E. Jove*, Isle, are visiting Mrs. Pickering’s sister
Mrs. Alonzo Harvey.
left for Stonington yesterday
morning.
Mrs. Abram Duffy, who has spent th«
Holsey Moore and Charles F. Harding
are digging a well for William Burnham
jjast week with her mother, Mrs. Abbie
ou land bought of C. H.
Welch, of Boston. I Bowden, who is quite poorly, returned to
her home in Bluehill Monday,
G. H. Kirkpatrick and wife, of St. Paul,
i
Mrs. Albert Hodgkin* and children,
Minn., arrived Friday ou his launch, Ella
II, and opened the St. Paul cottage for wbo have spent the i*ast two weeks at Bar
Harbor, are home. Her brother, Winfield
the season.
Mrs. Hannah E. Joyce, With her two Hodgkins, accompanied her home.
June
children, Herman aud Myrtle, is visiting
14._Ark.
her daughter, Mrs. Jennie Grmdle, at
TRENTON.

Stoningtou.

BLI'EHILL FALLS,

Bucksport,

of

Price 50 cents.

United States.

name

com-

office

—

my case whatever. Fii They are expected this week,
nally I began using Doan’s Kidney Pills i June 14.
procured from Moore’s drug store, anc
had

Tift

at this

the postoffice named above.
forms and full information
the
be
concerning
requirements can
secured from West Sullivan postoffice,
should
be
Applications
properly executed
and tiled with the commission at Wasnington seven days before the date of tne
examination.

all the time.

and my kidI did not regain my
neys became badly disordered. The pains

regide

3.

supplied by
! Application

friends who has used it wit h good results.' j
On February 7, 19Jo, Mrs. Mo ore gave
;
the following statement regarding hei i
“In 1903 1 underwent an operation
case:
and after that

cants

The afternoon will be

ing will be held.

|

Mrs. Rose

daughter

and

!

|

endorsement?

1

cottage

wife

who have been

}

guests and renewing old acquaintances.
A picnic dinner will be served in the
grove, after w hich a short business meet-

absent.

A

parents here.

Ellsworth people can tell you

a

was a

four from Petit Plaiaants
party
Hooper’s Sunday.
cottage called on friends at Bernard
Miss Helen Freeman, of Milbridge, is
Wednesday.
working here in^he sardine factory.
Mrs. Tracy Eldridge aud her three chilMrs. Georgia Bunknr and three children,
dren—Don, Norwood and Dorothy, are at
of Sorrento, are visiting Mr. Bunker's
their
for the season.
at A. F.

Case After Case.
Plenty

Leigh Coffin, of Gouldsboro,

Friday.

Schooner J. M. Harlow, Capt. Charles P.
Lunt, called here Saturday, bound from
Booth bay for Robbinston, to load laths
for New York.

The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
Jacob Kellay Wednesday.
Next Wednesday it will meet at the church to put it
in order for the summer.
June 10.
Kin.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
F. M. Gaynor has opened The
Gaynor,

THINK

Myrtle Reynolds, youngest daughter of

Notice.
Pauper
contracted With the city

Mad.
Everyone would be

To avoid serious results take Foley's Kidnej
Remedy at the first sign of kidney or bladdei
disorder such as backache, urinary irregularities, exhaustion, and you will soon t*
well. Commence taking Foley Kidney Remedy to-day. G. A. Paacnaa.

THIS OVER

We offer your money back if vou
Tonic
Urge bottle of Kexall “93” Hairdoe*
The cottages are tilling fast and the and are not satisfied with what it
■*
you. We do this because it seldom
hotels will soon open.
sc f
to effect a complete cure of dandrun.
Mrs. James Butler has had a very bad irritation and falling hair. Can yon**,
a better argument why you should try
attack of grip, but is now better.
Two sizes, 50c. and |1 00. E. G. Moo*.
El well Bartlett came from Bar Harbor I wholesale and retail druggist, cor. cff
! postoffice. The Rexall Store.
for a week-end visit with his
parents.
and his stable.

?c„5
u!SiiTf
to
pills*
CHaa

benefited

by

worth to support and
HAVING
need assistance during

taking

may

1

cJ®}j55

for those
tbe
of Ells*©*1®
years and are legal residentsthem
on bo
forbid all persons trusting
count, as there is plenty of room and *
modal ions to care for them at the City
M. J. DauMSSTboas*.
care

for con8tipatioa. Stonitrouble, as it sweetens the stom?ent,y stimulates the liver
bowels and is much superior
and ordinary laxatives.
Why not try
0rino Lax<ktlv« to-day? (i. A. Par-

n***h,i

NEWS.
SUNTY
ZYmuIomI

put© for

our public schools, and several
young men of marked professional and
business ability received tneir
preliminary
training here.
It was about fifty years ago when the
subject of this sketch taught in this, his
native district, and his selection for the
difficult position wbb a tribute to his
scholarship and ability as a teacher. He
was then about
thirty years of age—in
the prime of his young manhood-and a
young man of more than usual agility
and activity, who, among other
feats, felt
it a pleasure to walk nearly a mile to his
boarding-house for his dinner, without
his overcoat, on a cold winter’s
day.
His tact in handling a mixed
his

OH*"**

"

bluehill.
of West Medford,
,nd Mrs. Weeks,

house.
are«t the Bluehlll
"
stroehel end family have arrived
Point.
cottage at Parker
„ ^ir
York state,
Maliel Boyce, of New
W. Kane.
her sister, Mrs. John

visiting

some weeks
Kuhy West is spending
Frank A. Dsvis and
her parents,

wife-

baa returned from

Migg vdiie Douglass
she has taught the gram
rastine. where
the past year.
school
mar
of Kockland, is visitu:J9 Villa Berry,
Herman Sargent and wife,
■s* her parents,
the graduation of her sister
went to Bangor June
Wallace Hinckley
for his eyes, which
|0 have treatment

troubled
from

arrival

seriously

since

Selectmen,

board of

and took

a

lively

his

Pittsburg.

Congregational

Bucksport

pages

S. Ludlow* is laying the foundation

a new

Miss Posey Wardwell will leave Thursday for Seal Harbor for the summer.
George McKinnon and wife, of Castine,

trouble.

normal school.

Mrs.

Mary Conner,

aged eighty-one
E. J. Carter and son Bernard, of Ston- I years, took an auto ride Sunday to the
village, spending the«day with her daughington, are visiting friends here.
I
Mrs. Agustus Coombs.
Miss Lena Consins, who graduated from ter,
Castine normal school, is at home.
| Several from this vicinity attended the
!
of S. K. Whiting chapter, O. E.
Miss Gertrude Parker has returned from meeting
S., at Castine, Thursday evening, June
Boston, where she has been employed.
10, and report an enjoyable time.
Mrs. Nellie Batcheler and son Karl, who
! June 14.
L.
have been at Redstone, N H., are home.

|

Miss Gladys Bridges, who has l>een attending Castine normal school, is home.

M.

appreciation of
by the VV. K. C., the
In

the services

Gay Farnham

mother.

has work at Dark

Harbor

at

Cape Monhegan.

Rabold and wife, of New York,
Fred J. Perkins, who has been ill the
at their cottage at West End for the !
past week, is better.

Charles
arc

summer.

Dr. Farrow and wife made

Victor Bridges has moved his household

school children and

performance
Memorial day, James A.

ill others who assisted in the
of the duties of
Garfield

post

The weather

extends its
was

grateful thanks.

tine and the interest

un-

usually good. The W. R. C. furnished

a

the hall. The
children had a profusion of flowers to
decorate the soldiers’ graves. All the
music was well rendered and pleasing to
all. The oration delivered by Hon. E. P.
Spofford was one of the best. The ball
vis well tilled, the attention good, and
altogether the day’s program passed off in
a most admirable manner.
bountiful

free dinner at

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
A

into his

j

rendered

great deal of farming has been done

trip

to Casline

a

business

Thursday.

age of

which is almost

new

eighty-six

years.

8he leaves three

D.

C. Littlefield, who is employed in
is at home (or a few days.

Arthur

Stantial and wife, of Dexter, ;
n the past week visiting

have been in tow

i

relatives.

Capt.
Sunday

William

Sellers,

here with bis

Bangor, spent
family, who are

of

guests of William Hutchins and wife.
The sudden death of Horatio Perkins
occurred at the home of William Wardwell, Saturday morning, June 12. The
funeral was held Monday afternoon at 2

There will be
here to-night.

The many friends of Mrs. Lenora Thompson wiU be glad to learn that she is recov-

District

Superintendent Haskell will
ittend quarterly conference and
preach
here Wednesday evening.
Frtnk Perkins and wife, of Waterville,
railed here by the death of her
mother, Mrs. Stetson, of Bluehill.
were

Beulah leach, Amy Hatch and Jennie
Hatch returned home from the normal
»«hool at Castine at the close of the spring
term.
Rev. Mr. Carter was absent from home a
few days last
week, being called to Sedgwick to attend the funeral of his aged
mother.
A fire

the land of John Wilson, supto have been extinguished several
kys, rekindled one day last week and
•pread a half-mile over the dry swamp
and underbrush in a snort time,
until it reached within a few feet of Mr.
Wilson’s hennery. Several men came to
fiiaaid, and after hard fighting stopped
fire’s progress. Several men were sent
ythe town officers to watch and fight,
wd succeeded in a
day or two in extinguishing the last spark without further
damage. During this dry weather watchers ought to be
appointed in different
•ections of the townB to
put out fires on
their rirst appearance.
on

jfie

OBITUABT.

The recent death of 8.
J. Condon, of
kud, recalls vividly to mind a former
generation of teachers who
wielded

'“'h°rity over the

then larger and
cult mixed schools of this
county and
and left their
individuality deeply
"P* 99 a guiding star on the memory
their pupils. The
winter schools were
taugbt by males then. The schools
re
large, and many young men from
t0
twen,y ywtn of age attended,
not »
few of them
rough and uncouth in
w**° 0,t®» created trouble for
more

te,

w‘

th„D.ner9’
eaeher, requiring
0e“\' urag® »nd tact.
8ch001 then
'k arde8‘
in the

on

bia

part flrm-

one of the largest
county, but it was not
* Wal1 kn°wn for its
belligerent char...i*9 w*ll for its high rank in
It had the honor at one time
ar8lliP.
0/.°urni9hing
eighteen teachers of good re-

and

r aa

—-

are drifting towards
kright^s°di«2I eltisens
kidney aby neglecting
symptoms of
‘rouble which Foley's
Kidney a. J2,add®r.
*** wU1 quickly cure. G. A.

p*a"ass7

1

Bangor,

o’clock.

moving picture show

William Smith and

ife,
BAngor,
sons-Edgar, of Penobscot; Lyman, of
in town on Sunday.
Mrs. Smith is having
Nobleboro, and Arthur, with whom she a
built
at
Harborside.
cottage
lived, and one daughter—Mrs. Mintie
| The farmers are not through their seaStanley, of Brewer.
i son’s planting yet. The percentage of
Une Femme.
June 14.
potatoes planted will be much larger than
usual.
PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Maggie Blodgett, Leslie Stevens,
Mrs. C. K. Bridges is visiting relatives
and E. E. Mills and wife attended the
in Bar Harbor.

this week.

a

Gray Bair to Its Natural
Color and Beanty.

No matter how long it baa been gray
faded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out.
and positively removes Dandruff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2S£ times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and He. bottles, at druggists
Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hairs **
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N- J. y
Hay’s Hartlna Soap cum Pimpiw,
red, rough and chapped hands, and all skin dia*
eases.
Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druggists,
**

Mrs. Fred C. Eaton is the guest of Mrs.
L. S. Chilcott, in Bangor.

or

Mrs. Clayton Gilley, who has been ill, is
improved in health.
Mr. Willis, an artist from Burlington,
is the guest of Frank
Warren and

!

fiend 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.

j

returned this week from a visit to friends
in Rockland and Thomaston.
Misses Ethel and Minnie Thurlow came
from Castine Wednesday, they having
graduated at the normal school.

AND DEFENDED.

fNOCUACD
drawing orphoto. for expert search ana tree report, m
Free advice, how to obtain patent* trade walk* ■
copyright* etc., )N p.LL COUNTRIES. #

I|

time, ■
&
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively. ■
Writo or come to ur at
j$S
023 Ninth Ctrwt, opp. United Stated Tntent Offlcd.B

Business direct with H 'ashington
money and often the patent.

Richard Grindle and Luther
Bridges came here last week from Bluehill, and will be employed at the BenLester and

WASHINGTON.

venue.

w

of

were

broken arm,
ering satisfactorily
which she had the misfortune to fracture

June

saves

C._g

D.

PAY BFS7
Sailroaba anb

Fletcher Eaton and wife
their son at Bar Harbor.

Raymond

are

visiting

Small has commenced work at

Coniinenciiig, May 9, 1909.

season.

Mrs. Dosia Stinson has gone to Stonington to visit her daughter, Julia Dow.

Sunday
only

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR,

J

I A M

BAR HARBOR.

j

Green Lake
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HARBOR,

1

the

summer

residents,
of

colony and the per nanent i Portland.
with deep regret

ho learned

w

BANGOR.
Brewer June...

her death.

June 11.

S.
__*

Holden.

Phillips Lake..
Green Lake
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag. 8 Fy
Mt Desert Ferry
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR
....

PRETTY MARSH.
Moffett has returned from a short
trip to Boston.
Miss Sylvia Gray, of Mt. Desert, has
been visiting relatives here.
Miss Myra Keniston, who has been il!
for some time, will go to Bangurfor treatment in a few' days.
C. W.

owners

would sell

or

Alice

of

8 00

only

AM
PM
» 00 10 00
MAM
12 40 1 20
PM IA M
1
5 00 6 10
5 06; 6 17

201. 11 00
M
A M
PM
< 001 10 30
3 35
6 07
3 41
10 37
16 29 10 59 +4 00 15 25 6 37
J6 36 111 07 14 06 J5 32 1 16 44
6 44' ll 15
4 13 :5 40
6 52
16 53 11 25 14 21 *5 491 7 01
6 02 I 7 15
7 06! ll 40 4 34
8 08
4 39
7 13| 11 47
7 20
7 25 U 57
4 45 16 14
7 27
6 22
7 36
J7 33 12 06
6 30 7 45
17 41 12 15
6 33
7 44 12 18
7 48
6 40 7 55
7 50 12 26
8 20 ..
8 46
8 45
1 10 .:
7 25 8 40
1

A

Passengers

lease.

Hodgdon,

Alden

AM

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39
p in, and arriving at Ellsworth U.OTa m, 10.52
p. m. connec t with Washington Co R R.
I Stops on signal to conductor.
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers.
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.
cure

visit-

j

by Walter Small and ! Phillips Lake. +11 h2 12g39
Holden.*. H 50 12g4f>
William
June... 12 09
1 05
E^lis, who were at work nearby, i Brewer
Mrs. Jane C. Hirz, one of the pioneer | BANGOR. 12 If 1 10
P M
PM
summer people of Sunset, died suddenly
4 5.t
Portland.
5 40
Boston.j 7 5f*i 9 05
of heart disease on June 1, at her home m
Washington, D. C. Mrs. Hitz bad been
BANGOR TO BAR
spending the summer at Sunset about ;
P M I
thirty years. She was very popular with; Boston. 10 00
AM1
unconscious condition

closed Friday, June 11, after a
pleasant and profitable term, with Mrs.
are

I A M
10 40

Mrs. L. C. Brace and family arrived at ! Sorrento.,.. ..|
Sunset, June 9, for the season at their cot- Sullivan.;.j
Mt DesertFerry.j 11 25;
Waukeag S Fy. U 37
tage at Mill island.
Hancock.!J11 4t
Miss Frances Taylor, aged fourteen j Franklin Road.Jll 48|
Wash'gt’ti June 11 00 Ug57i
years, accidentally fell into the mill pond j ELLSWORTH
11 07' 12 05
at Northwest Harbor recently and narrowly Ellsworth Falls 11 12 >2gt0
2" 12g2S'
Kicolin.J11
escaped drowning. She was rescued in an

School

Asa

Sttamboss

SUNSET.

the

Colby is building a stable.
Misses Grace and Luvie Haslem
ing friends in Surry.

AMERICAN ADS

14._Nihil.

Congregational conference at Bucksport
Tuesday and Wednesday.
The old Methodist meeting house, built
seventy-five years ago,has been torn down,
and the timber is going into a 60x40 foot
Thomas Richardson, road commissioner,
barn being built by Charles Babbidge.
Mrs. Nancy Smith and her grandson, with the road machine and his efficient
Winnie Smith, are visiting in Belfast. crew, was in town last week, putting the
in fine condition.
Mrs. Smith will visit her daughter, Mrs. roads
Parties from New York were here TuesAngier Tapley, in Portland, before returnday and Wednesday looking over the
ing home.
June 14.
Tomson.
quarries with a view to opening them if
WALTHAM.

from her

James P. Plunkett and wife w’ere called
this week by the death of
Mrs. Plunkett’s sister, Miss Kelly. Miss
Kelly had spent several summers here and
made many friends.
to New York

Mill island for the

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

.Mrs. Rodney Allen was called to Deer for the summer.
Isle Saturday by the serious illness of her I John Farnham is chef in Smith’s hotel
|

gradu- !

_

Mrs. Scott Geyer is visiting relatives
and friends in Boston.

a

wife.

goods
bouse,
The ladies’ circle was entertained by
Miss Mary Ella Chase (special course
ready for occupancy.
Mrs. Alexander Snow' Thursday.
history', Forrest B. Snow, with general,
Albert McDonnell arrived Friday from
Frank Ring and family, of Brewer, w*ere
honors in the college of law which enabled ;
Rath. He will be employed on Col. W. B. here in
their motor boat Sunday.
him to become a member of the honorary!
Thompson’s yacht Aurora this season.
Mrs. Edward K. Tapley, of Brookline,
society of Phi Kappa Phi. and Norman H.
;
Alfred Carter died at her home at
Mayo (civil engineering), class marshal : Mrs.
Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
June 10, at the
at comment ement, and engaged as teacher West Brooklin Thursday,
Harriet Stevens.
lied at U. of M. June 9.
June 14.

Never Falls to Restore

is

Mr9. Dora A. Leach, who was taken
Mrs. H. B. Haskell and children are
suddenly ill of pleurisy Thursday, is imguests of Mrs. Stanley at Marsh Island
proving.
Harvey Webster, who has finished his light.
Mrs. Sabin Jordan and daughter have
work as engineer at A. K. Dodge’s mill, is
at home.
gone to Bethel, Vt., where Mr. Jordan is
Mrs. James Hatch was in Belfast Thurs- cutting stone.
Mrs. Harry French, son and daughter
day to consult a specialist for throat

in-

the

Miss Mina Stewart returned home from

same day.
Those from Bluehill in attendance at
Chstine normal graduation were: Mrs.
George A. Morse. Mrs. David Cartis, Mrs.
E. W. McIntyre, Mrs. Herman Sargent,
Baton Osgood and w ife, Harvey McIntyre
and w ile, Misses Blanche Osgood, Georgia
Ssrgent and Kenneth Oagood.

year,

guest at

Staples, of Castine,

W. B. Thurlow’s.

Vt.,

Providence, R. I., Tuesday.

ing of the

coming

Health

BTONINGTON.

George E. Gilchrest, who is connected
with the Gilbert Transportation Co., is
Posey in town
superintending the shipment of
Rossmer Devereux, of Castine, visited Wardwell were in Castine Tuesday to I
stone for the Cape Cod canal.
A. W. Bridges last week.
attend the graduating exercises of the

of Blnehill-Cleorge
The graduating
ComStevens academy numbers sixteen.
mencement exercises will be held the afternoon of June 18 in town hall, and the concert by the Commonwealth quartette, of
Boston, with reader, will be in the even-

(or the

K#/**r

__

John Annis and wife have returned from
trip in Canada.

tine.

j

class

college

7._

mnch

PROOKLIN.
Mrs. Thomas Wilson arrived at her cottage Friday.
Mrs. Mary L. Leach arrived Saturday
G. F. Gott and wife were in Rockland from
Brockton, Mass., where she spent
last |week.
Mfcft
gpg
! the winter.
visited
friends
in
Castine
Harry Bridges
| Albert McIntyre, of Castine, was the
this week.
of Burton Wardwell and family
I guest
Mrs. Potter, cf Bucksport, is head over Sunday.
|
laundress at West End.
C. M. Leach and wife and Miss

Colby.

«t the

Bankrupt's Petition Iter Diacharge.

Mrs. John Bennett left last week for
Boston to join her husband, Capt. Bennett,
of tbe schooner John Proctor.
Jane
Sim.

a

b»l lottos.

a&tacri lecmnua.

returned

her home in Brooksville.

to

recent guests at Mrs. Ezra Conner’s.
Miss Mildred Wardwell is the guest of
her aunt, Mrs. Mary Lee Bowden, at Cas-

were

Miss Grace Nichols, of South Penobscot,
was the guest
Saturday of Mrs. Florence
Guilford.

Paul Sargent
Stale Hoad Commissioner
of Colombia, county
,ud B. E. Turner,
were
commissioner of Washington county,
and rendered a decision
in town June 10,
on South street to
Chancing the State road
road.
Parker Point
from Castine
The following graduated
Miaaea Allie Os8
normal school June
C. Mary Curtis, Ida
good. Carrie Sargent,
Hittio McIntyre. Miss
i Morse and
and Miss McMorse delivered an essay
historian.
Intyre was class
Commencement exercises at U. of M.
Mrs. Ida
sere attended by the following;
Mrs. E. E. Chase,
8no». Mrs. F. B. Snow,
E. W. Mayo and wife, F. E. McOouldrick
and wile, Miss Sadie Snow, and Misses
Mabelle Babson and Jennie Orindle from

ployed by Mrs. A. C. Dodge, has

Owen

dwelling-house.

William Steele has moved hid family to
Castine for an indefinite time.

affairs of his adopted
town. He leaves two brothers-Orlando
Condon, of Berlin, N. H., for many years
interested in the lumber business there,
and Dr. A. 8. Condon, a well-known
phy-"
sician, orator and poet, of Utah, and one
sister-Mrs. Sarah Blaisdell, of Orland.
June 14.
H.

McBride, Mrs. K. G. Lord,
ttev. w. H.
1. Partridge, Miss Abby Wood
Mr9 VV.
the county conF A. Fisher attended
churches in
of
ference
last week.

"d

C.

for

are

terest in all

other

William Dyer has returned to Boston.

practical methods of instill remembered by the
surviving pupils of his school. He subsequently became a resident of Orland, and
for several years was chairman of the

rtCisline-

#<«

John P. Leach, of Camden, is in town.
David Dodge is working at his trade as
carpenter in Brewer.

wit and

struction

iiditUmal Count# Sens

NORTH CASTINE.

school,

ready

^attended

bim

COUNTY NEWS,
ft*'

are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Fa Ilk and Falls to

especially
Ellsworth.

F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass.
MORRIS M’DONALD.
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
General office, Portland, Me.

Hampden,

Mrs. Hodgdon is an efficient
and thorough instructress, and the school
that has her as teacher is fortunate.
June 14.
G.
teacher.

Agent.

H. W. Kingman is having hardwood
day last week.
floors laid in his residence.
Capt. J. B. Sellers and wife are home
M. K. Haslem was in Hull’s Cove several
from a trip to New i'ork, and spent Sunday
last week on business.
BASS HARBOR.
in town with relatives. They left this days
George Carr, wife ana mother were
morning for Stockton to join bis schooner,
Leroy Sweeney, of Nicolin, is spending a
which is loading there.
few days at Jacob Kelley’s.
guests of Herman Jordan Sunday.
Mrs. Nettie DeBeck is visiting her sisMrs. Ruth Smith, Miss Lila Dunbar,
Miss Helen Dix, who is w’orking at Bar Fare Between Bar Harbor and
.Miss Emma Wardwell, Mrs. Ida Ward- ter, Mrs. Eugene Clough, in Ellsworth Harbor, spent Sunday at home.
Boston
well, Miss Hortense Wardwell, Miss Olive Falls.
Some of the young people gave Hallie
Grindle and Mark Smith have gone to
Tne many friends of Mrs. W. B. Jordan, Murphy a surprise party Saturday evening.
$4.25 one way and
Seal Harbor, where they will remain dur- wbo has been ill, are glad to know' she is
Benjamin Murphy has sold his sloop,
now improving.
ing the summer.
Win
Ida Frances, to
Murphy and Perry
$8.00 round trip.
Mrs. W. D. Blethen, of Libson Falls, is Robbins.
Forty-two members of Penobscot chapter, O. E. 8., went to Castine Thursday visiting relatives here. She will be joined
The yacht Lorelei, of Ellsworth, with
Steamer leaves Bar Harbor at 1 30 p m week
night, where they enjoyed the hospitality later by Mr. Blethen.
Capt. Lord and party of friends on board, days for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southof 8. K. Whiting chapter. They were deW. Googins, with a crew of men, is at is in the harbor.
west Ha'bor, Brooklin. Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Kockland, conlightfully entertained, and all voted it one Green Lake driving for Whitcomb, Haynes
Rev. A. P. MacDonald, the coast mission- nectl-g with steamer for Dolton.
of the most enjoyable occasions of the & Co.
Philip Gile* is cook.
in
the
ary, preached
Congregational
season.
Steamer leaves RluehUl at 2 CO p m week days
Mrs. Charles Jordan was called to Ban- church Sunday.
lor South Rluehlll, Stonlugton, North Haven
Several from here attended graduation
the
illness
of
her
gor Wednesday by
Mrs. Vesta McRae, the librarian, is and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boemornton.
exercises at Bucksport Wednesday
daughter, Mrs. Rena Yates.
spending a well-earned vacation with reling. The exercises were of especial interRETURNING
court Sun- atives in New'ton, Mass.
invitation
companion
By
of
the
class,
est here this year, as three
met with Snycticat us regular meetbeam
and
Mrs.
Dr.
Watson
have
Howard
to
gone
Nina Varnum< Mark Smith and
Steamer leaves Boston at 5 p m week days
ing Saturday evening, June 5. Lunch Kent’s Hill to be present at the graduation for Rockland.
Leach, are from this place. Each of these w'as served. A fine time is
reported.
their
Helen.
of
daughter
three had class parts.
one

Eastern Staamsliit Coup;

H.

June 14.

Woodlocke.

June 14.

June 14.

MARIA VILLE.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Arthur Moor is at home.

Albert Grindle has gone to Portland.
Mrs. R. H. Sinclair has returned to Bluebill Falls.

William Cross is in poor health.
Isabel Frost is working tor Mrs. John

Mrs. Charles Babson is visiting her
at Brooksville.

son

Mrs. William Sinclair and family
visiting friendB at Sorrento.
Horace Eaton, daughter and family
at “Edgehill” for the summer.

are

Cecil Dunham

ie very

ill.

Jordan.
A.

P.

day last

Carr

was

kicked by

a

horse

one

week.

Dr. C. C. Morrison is at the farm for
few

a

days.

George Frost was at Bar Harbor Thursday and Friday on business.
Munroe Froat and wife are visiting Mrs.
Frost’s mother, Mrs. Emma Black.
June 14.
Slake a note now to get Ely’s Cream Balm
if you are troubled with nasal catarrh, hay
and
fever or cold in the head. It is purifying
lines
soothing to the sensitive membrane that
to
overcome the
made
is
It
the air-passages.
dedisease, not to fool the patient by a short,
no cocaine or merceptive relief. There is
be talked into taking a subcury in it. Do not
stitute for Ely’s Cream Balm. All druggists
Mailed by Ely Bros., 5«
50c.
sell it. Price
Warren Street, New York.

are

Mrs. A. H. Lee, of Buffalo, N. Y., has
opened her cottage for the summer.
Henry W.. Sargent and wife left Monday
for a pleasure trip of several weeks.
Charles Dority and family, of Bar Harbor, are at their cottage for a few weeks.
Miss Ethel Knowlton, of Stonington, is
at Mrs. Arthur Sargent’s for the summer.
Harold Sargent, U. of M. ’ll, has been
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Mary A.
Sargent.
Miss Ethel Sanborn, who has been

em-

Daniels—Horse Colic—Cure
cures or money back—at any
dealers;
Insure your horse against Colic.
Ut.

X. Y. Z.

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival of
from Boston, dally, except Monday,
Harbor, Bluehlll and Intermediate land-

steamer

for Bar

SARGENTVILLE.

—

Byron Tracy left Wednesday
stone, N. H.
Mrs. A. J. Stanley and

ings.
for

children

Red-

K. 8. .1. Morse.

Banking.

left

Thursday for Rockland, for the summer.
Mary Bye and Clara Stinson spent a
delightful day with tbeir teacher, Clermont Knowlton, at Sunset.
Mrs. Charles Bryant was called to Sunset Wednesday
by the illness of her
mother, Mrs. Greely Small.
Mrs. Edwin Carman and children will
leave soon for Marblehead, Mass, where
they will spend a few weeks with Capt.
Carman, who sails a yacht from that place.
A horse owned by Prank Spofford, of
Stonington, became unmanagable while

driving
Sunday

over

and

steep hill in this village
the carriage and harness were
a

wrecked.

June 12.

h.

Foley’s Honey and Tar is especially recommended for chronic throat and lung troubles,
and many sufferers from bronchitis, aBthma
and consumption have found comfort and relief by using Foley’s Honey and Tar. a A.
Parchkr.

Agent, Bar Harbor.

In tbe mtetter of
Frank A. Wood,

Bankrupt,

To tbe Hou. Clarence Hale, Judge of tbe District court of tbe United States for tbe District of Maine.
A. WOOD, of
Eden, in tba
county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, in aaid district, respectfully repvtee'.nts, that on the 27th dsy of March, last past,
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under tbte
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; tba*
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully compiled with all the requirements of said acta
and of the orders of coart touching his bank-

FRANK

ruptcy.

Wherefore be prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate*
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by isw from such discharge.
Dated this 28th day of May, a. d. 1909.
Frank A. Wood,

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
District of Maine sb.
On this 12tta day of June, a. d. 1908, on
rending the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon tbe same on the 2d day of July,
a d. 1909. before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in tbe Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that all known creiitors, and other
peisous in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
tbe clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Honorable Clarence Hale,
Witness the
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
ai Portland, in said district, on the 12th day
of June. a. d. 1909.
James E. Hkwey, ulerk.
[L. S.j
A true copy of petitiou and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hkwey, Clerk.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSDKK.
"1ITHEREAS Johns. Dolliver, of Trenton,
Hancock county, by his mortgage deed
W
dated the seventh day of March, nineteen
hundrt d and lour, and recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds, in book 404, page 408, conveyed to the undersigned, Ellsworth Loan
and Building Association, certain real estate
in said Trenton, and thus described iu said
mortgage, to wit: “A certain lot or parcel of
and situated at Trenton aforesaid, with all
buildings thereon, particularly bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Beginning at an
iron holt at the m rtheast corner of land
owned by Alonzo H. Grimiie on the town road
and running in an easterly direction eight
rods to an iron bolt; thence southerly twentyhewn rods to an iron bolt;
hence westerly
eight rods to an iron bolt; thence northwesterly twenty-seven rods loan iron bolt at the
road at the place of beginning, containing
one and one half acres, more or less;”
And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
the Ellsworth Loan and Building Association,
mortgagee, claims a foreclosure of said mortEllsworth Loan and
gage.
Building Association.
By J. A. Peters, attorney.
Ellsworth, Maine, June 1, 1909.
Maude L. Black, of Brooka-

ville, iu the county of Hancock, and
WHEREAS
State or Maine, by her mortgage deed dated

tbe second dav of July, a. d. 1904, and recorded in the Hancock county registry of
deeds, hook 410, page 296. conveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land,
situated iu said Brooksvilie, and bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Beginning on
south side of highway on line of land of
Warren Cbatto; thence easterly by said highway to land of Lewis F. Gray; thence easterly
by said Gray’s line to water’s of Buck’s Harbor; thence westerly by the waters of said
Harbor to land of Warren Chatto; thence
northerly by said L baito’p line to piace of beginning: and whereas, the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
f the oreacb of the condition thereof,
reason
1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage,
bated this 5th day of June, a. d. 1909.
Lewis F. Gray.
>

oeen

CHARLES E. DOYLE, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law direct'.
demands against the estate
sons having
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imSarah E. Doyle.
mediately.
Fred L. Majon.
June 4, 1909.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
been duly appointed adminisestate of
LOUISE D. PARIS, late of SEDGWICK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
John W. Paris.
Sedgwick, June 7, 1909.

he has
THE
the
trator
of

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
SARAH A. GRAY, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, rr#
given bonds as the law directs. All person*
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
William M. Howard.
Bluebill, June 7,1969.

THE

subscriber Hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
RUBY 8. GROSS, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having demands
against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
for settlement,
and all
indebted
same
thereto are requested to make payment imI
Ira F. Gross.
mediately.
Orland, Me., June 7,1909.

THE

subscriber

earn

il

A NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly payments, 81 per share*

WHY PAY RENT
you

can

borrow

notice

HARRIMAN, late of BUCKSPORT,
the county of Hancock, deceased, an4
All pergiven bonds as the law directs
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment ImLeland P. Lowell.
mediately.
Bucksport, June 2,1909.
SARAH G.

in

subscriber

she has been
THE
tratrix de bonis

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

with will annexed of the
of
JOHN W. DRESSER, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCaroline D. withbrlk.
mediately.
Portland, Me., June 4, 1909.
non

estate

notice that

subscriber

open.

wheu

that

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed administraTHE
tor of the estate of

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed administraTHE
trix of the estate of

Is what your money will
Invested in shares of the

now

notice that

subscribers

hereby give
THEtheyof have
duly appointed administhe estate of

trators

PREBLE, late of CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS,
deceased, and given bonds as tbe law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavment immeElmenia P. Lubvey.
diately.
Cranberry Islee, June 2,1909.
WILLIAM

is

)

\) In Bankruptcy.

on

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and Interest together

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about teu years you
will

H.

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
appointed executor

he has been duly
THE
of the last will and

testament of
OLONZO O. PUTNAM, late of BUCKSPORT,
of
Hancock, deceased, aDd
the
in
county
All
given bonds as the .aw directs.
< emands
gainst the eshaving
persons
tate of said deces-ed are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHenry H. Putnam.
mediately.
Dan forth, *ce., June 2, 1909.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of
O. W. Tapley, Sec’y,
First Natfl Bank Bldg,
W. Kino, President.

Subscribe for The American.
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Prayer
Response. O Lord, Hear Onr Prayer.Krati

other page*

an

Italy.
By F. A. MITCHEL.
ICepyright. 1905. by American Press
ciation.

Asso-

1

Rowland Hill, a young American,
walking one morning on tbe Via
On one band
Otraccialo at -Naples
was tbe park, teeming with tropical
plants, statuary aud fountains. Oa
tbe other were tbe waves of tbe Med-

iwaa

iterranean. splashing agniust

tbe

sea

•wall that protects the street from
Far out on the
their encroachment.
t»ay the sun was shining on the haze
enveloped island of Capri, castiug a
’White light on tha water directly betieath It. causing it to appear as if
resting on a sea of silver.
But Rowland Hill, though an artist
IIis mind
thought nothing of this.
was occupied with a misfortune which
bad happened him several years before and w’hich had separated him
from the girl he loved. His bead was
bowed, and he did not notice either
Ihe beautiful scene or the people he
met But suddenly one of those strange
mental influences for which we cannot
Ills
account caused him to look up.
eyes met those of a man he immediately recognized and who recognized
him.
Hill started: the man scowled
HR] advanced a step, and the man put
hia hand under his coat as if for a
weapon, then said in Italian:
“If you inform tbe police you die!”
On the other side of the street two
men in cocked hats (su■ h n« the great

^Napoleon wore* and long military
cloaks emerged from tbe park
They
were
Hill
government
policemen
made a dash for them, and as soon as
bis opponent took in the situation he.
He was too late.
too, ran like a deer
Hill pointed to him, the officers gave
chase, and be was captured.
“Who is be?” asked his captor.
•‘Luigi Binetti!”
wear

was

me

officials

surprise ot
when they

me

ffov*

learned
that tbe most desperate bandit that
bad ever Infested Hi" environs of Naples had ventured into the city, had
been recognized and arrested.
His
capture was most lnter"~ting to tbe
«r.un who had brought it about.
Rowland Hill five years before bad gone
from America to Florence to study
■rt.
His father had recently left him
$30,000. In Florence the young man
<hnd met SignoriDa Bianca Favari of
«n aristocratic family, dwelling on tbe
I'arco Marguerhita. which climbs tbe
cliffs back of Naples.
To Naples be
followed her. proposed and was ac•rnment

cepted.
Hill

was

fond of roaming and

day while walking

on

a

one

loneiy road

the village of Casorla, not far
from Naples, w as taken by "the bandit.
Luigi Binetti. carried to the neighboring mountains and held a prisoner.
Meanwhile the bandit went to Naples,
learned the exact amount of his cafe
tive’a fortune and gave him the choice
between turning It in as a ransom or
death. Hill arranged for the conversion of his property into gold and its
transfer to tbe bandit.
He returned
to Naples a free man. bat be had lost
Bot only his fortune, but his love. Si
gnor Favari declined to permit his
Bear

daughter

By

American’s Experience In

to marry

a

penniless

man.

From that day till he met his captor on the Via Caraecialo the Ameri
can lived a wretched life, aDd. though
be did not know it. Bianca was equally miserable. The bandit was executed.
But this only satisfied Hill’s
Before the execraving for revenge
cution Luigi Binetti told bis Jailer
that be had hidden Id tbe cliffs behind
Casteliamare, some fifteen miles south
of Naples, a treasure that he would
gl»» him provided he would secure
him a pardon. The jailer did not believe his story, but passed it od to Hilt
later on.
Now, when Hill had been liberated
by the baDdit a bandage was taken
from his eyes, and he found himsell
on tbe high rocks overlooking Castellasnare from the south.
The description
of the place where the robber bad
claimed he had hidden the treasure
corresponded with the spot where Hill
bad been kept a captive.
He bad
walked or been carried blindfolded for
half a day from tbe place before being
He believed that the hidliberated.
den treasure was his own gold and that
It was located in the neighborhood ol
Castellamare.

Hill searched the heights aboat Cas
tellamare for weeks, when one morn
ing In a gulch some distance behind
and far above the town be came to an
excavation in the rock partly built up
In Its front that he judged might have
once been a Roman peasant’s abode
Luke a flash It came to him that it had
been the place of his captivity. With
In he found scratched on the rocky
wall a rude drawing of an anvil, from
which pointed an arrow in a northeasterly direction and the figures 160
Seizing at once the Idea that this was
• key to the biding place of the treas
ore, he proceeded—the distance was
160 paces—to a rock which bore some
resemblance to tbe drawing. Digging
•t its base, he soon came to a flat stun*
beneath which glittered every dolla.
of his ransom.
Returning to Naples, be reported hit
find to Signor Favarl who withdrew
his opposition to the match betweeL
the yonng American and hia daughter
and there was a brilliant wedding up
an tbe Parco Marguerbita, at wblct
the bast citizens were present.
The story of Roland Hill's achiev
moot reaching the ears of the king o
Italy, the American was invited to re
organize tbe detective system of th<
kingdom on the American plan, bui
declined. He did not have confident
In tha mental construction of the Ital
lan race producing American results.

M.

QUAD.

[Copyright. 1909. by T. C. McCturi.)
Tbe village of Ilalnsville Insisted
that it was the most quiet community
in the state. Years had gone by since
even a chimney had burned out or a
tramp had helped himself to onions

Miss Helen Hill, of Sullivan, spent Sunday with her aunt, Mrs. A. H. Genn.
George Forsyth and wife, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., are at Mrs Ambrose White’s for the

Hail, Glorious

Abbie Nason, of Portland, is spendDaniel
with
Mrs.
summer
the

Mrs.

other

SWmti»CT>nit«.

^

page*

I Became
1 Could

Mr*. Henry Spurting burned her right
hand badly last week.
Mrs. Emma Ladd is visiting Mrs. C. W.
Newman and Mrs. Nancy Sawyer.

Morn.Dow

Quartette
The Puritan Mother.Martha R St rout
L* Allegro and II Penseroso. -Howard S Leach
On the Sea.Buck

tee

SEAWALL.

Quartette
Benjamin Franklin.Frank B Pine
The Prodigal Bon iTbe U. 8.)....Mark I Smith
Remember Now Thy Creator.Rhoades

summer.

ing

Ft additional Countv Xewm,

Common w ealth Quartette
The Measure of a Man. with Salutatory.
Earl R Mann
Hiawatha.Nina M Varnum

BUCK8PURT.

_________

Story of

COUNTY NEWS.

March

COUNTY NEWS.

so

Nervous"

Hardly Bear to Think.

Mrs. Lizzie Moore was called to SedgFriday by the illness of her lis-

wick last
ter.

Frank Dolfiver and w;fe went to Bucksport Monday to be present at the graduaQuartette
j tion of their daughter Isabel,
Silent Influences, with Valedictory,
its Inhabitants read in the newspapers the summer.
Mrs. Rose Lurvey, with daughter. Mrs.
Maud H Preble
the happenings In other villages and
! Everett Murphy, and little ^randriaugbMiss Josephine Hancock arrived on t be | Awarding Prizes and Diplomas
back
that
patted each other on .he
ter, visited her son, Henry Lurvey, and
Boston boat; Thursday and left Friday Singing. Class Ode
they were Haiusviilers.
with her sister, Mrs. Jones, for Greenville. Autumn Sunset.«.Gorbing i wife, last week.
Thus it was that when the Widow
Quartette
Capt. Joseph Field Nichols and wife, of March
j R. E. Newman, who was called to Orono
Thomas made her advent in the village
! last week by the illness of his mother,
arrived Thursday and are visitCalifornia,
in
quiet place
one day, looking for a
Reception to graduates at seminary par- Mrs. Helen Abbott, returned home Satnring Mrs.^Nichols’f^mother. Mrs. E. P.
which to [mss a few weeks, by the adlors, at 8 p. m.
! day, bringing her with him. She will
Nichols.
vice of a doctor, for her nervous trou# ORADt ATKS.
the
well-known
Mrs.
Weaselheff,
j1 make her home with him until her tuatth
Lily
ble. everybody put bimseif forward to
The graduates of the year are a> follows:
improves.
has
two
who
the
Iasi
authoress,
spent
assure her that she had come to the
\Y. P. Kent, wife and sod, of Libby
College
Preparatory Course--J ">hn
summers in town, arrived last week and is
right place and to make her welcome.
^
1
Franklin Day. Princeton; Isabel Franklin Inland light station, returned from Cnn^
MISS JESSIE M.I-a
The widow had a rather peculiar nerv- at the Robinson Louse.
1
Man set; March ie Avery Gordon.
week.
Mr.
Kent
reDolirer,
last
Mass.,
j budge,
The many friends of Frank Webster,
ous trouble, as she stated at once. To
H RTSS JESSIE
R.T,
Minot Farle Raymond Goss, turned to bis duties as assistant a; the
n
who baslbecu in the sanitarium at Hebrrn Franklin;
cure it she must stroll around more or
1VI or box 32, Gilman, IU..
Vera Christine Gray, Orring- station. Mrs. Kent and son will make a
v.,rilBt.
for the past four months, are glad to s*e Stonington;
less at night under the dew and under
“I wish to recommend
1‘truna
Everett James Holmes, Bucksport; few weeks’ visit with
ton;
M
E.
H.
J
Would the villagers him much improved in health.
hgj* parents,
the moonlight.
ew'.i! claimed iclne.
Harry Stephen Kearney, Masardis; How- Newman and wife, and grandparents,
They
regard that as improper?
“After suffering with
Louis BendingJFarnharo, principal of
ard
every ailrnet.Seavoy Leach. Penobscot; Frank Samuel Moore and wife.
wouldn't—nut as loug as the doctor Foxcroft academy, with his wife and little
that one could be millicted
Burton Pine. Eastport; Maud Hammond
wit!,,
had recommended it In her strolling son,
c
m*
so
was
saddened
the
the
sumThe
tt"none
I
could
community
by
airivec^Saturdaylto spend
hardly bomm
Preble, (^rrington; Martha Reta Strout,
would she meet men who would tTy to mer with his
t'
Friin
Orland.
of
David
Malansou
iasi.
sudden
death
stomach
My
would ::irr r. >
parents
Nina
Mil bridge;
Margaret Varnum,
flirt with her? Never! Flirting was a
tr at -li'-tress, and I had
day, after an illness of only two dp vs. of
catarrh of t>
Mrs. W. L.*Luce,spent several days last Penobscot.
thing unheard of in Ilalnsville. If any
w
\v
bronchial
tnb-s
on
road
•<tand
He
orked
the
stones.
throat.
j
week in Old^Town with her son. Alexis
Katherine Stinson gali
Seminary Course
man sought to Introduce such a thing
•T
and
was
sudden
taken
with
began
taking
this
;ain
B. Luce, who is with the Avery Strong Co. Hooper,Bucksport; Earle Raymond Mann nesday,
vr.lnshlanm>..
be would be tarred and feathered and
cine
and
found
was
done
that
in
the
night. Everything
almo*)tmm<
,or,.
The many!}friends of Mr. Luce are con- Bucksport: Mark Ingraham Smith, Penobdriven out.
1 am well and hearty, anil
human skill knew of. but he passeo away
him ou his marriage to Miss scot.
hano; ft.
And so tbe little woman was settled gratulating!
6well
for
Mr.
Malanson
lost
his
years.”
Eva Scott,fcofjBcstcr, also a member of the
Certificates— Emma Gertrude Brown, Friday morning.
in the house of the Widow Davis, who
P-r::na is not n n-r^in-. l* ,j,
wife about seven years ago, and since That
company.
stenography. Orland; Irvin Offer Hills,
was glad to take her In for the bond
:
aa
a
time he had struggled hard to keep his
temporary stiitm!,-,:;
The memorial service of the Odd Fellow s bookkeeping. North port; Earle Byron
between tbern and that they might sit
for the nerves. The only
of five children together.
His
family
way thru !>
held
in
FelOdd
Wasson, bookkeeping, Bucksport.
of an evening and compare notes and Kebekah lodges^was
rnr.n
could
oldest daughter, Mrs. Lena Beal, who lives
possibly reii-v- n-rvoaJ.
June 14.
The low wfhall.,Sunday afterncon. Rev. E. J.
about the loved and departed.
nsis
to
relieve
in
Stonington, came Saturday with her
theeonditiononwhki
stranger had taking ways with her Klock fgave almost interesting adc.r-^‘.
the nervousness depends.
husband. His oldest son, David, was at
SA RGEN TVIJLLE.
and was a success from the start. She Appropriate selections were rendered by a
Take, for instance, the case of Mi-j
Mias Jennie Grindal was in Cast me work at Northeast Harbor, but was with
began strolling around nights almost quartette composed^! Mrs. W. L. Luce,
him at the last. Mabel, aged seventeen
frame, ( initiate. Her
n
Turner, I. L. Crown and J. L. Homer. Monday.
at once, and such men as encountered
wat undoubtedly caused
years, Hazel, aged d ft-Mm, and Elisha, ag*d
by the cuod
Mrs. ?Bryon Stover has been visiting
her lifted their hats and passed on
The death of Anna, the five-year-old
her atomach as I
n of
eleven, he bad kept with him. The funeral
t
without a word. They had visions of
daughter of Capt. William Peck and wife, friends in Banger.
P. runa relieved h.-r nerr.
tones.
Sunday was conducted by the masonic
tar and feathers before their eyes. which occurred Sunday morning after a
Calvin Billing*, of the steamer City of
lodge. Interment at Mt. Height. The ai--» by regulating the action of t;
And almost from the first the boarder long illness of,Bright’s disease, has brought Baugor, is at home for a few days.
children have the sympathy of all.
stomach and mitigating tb--aiarr! *
urauu.
lU
Utrguu
gam
sorrow to many hearts. She was a child of
Prof. Horace Eaton, of Syracuse, N. Y.,
the bronchial tubes. Her n- roesn
June 14.
Dolly.
milk and eggs anu the dew and the unusual beauty and loveliness of disposijoined his family here last week.
cijgppeared simply because the ergs.: i
moonlight bad a wonderful effect In tion, and Ihe family have the deepest symBEAL COVE.
of her body resumed their ordi:u:.John F. Gray is the guest of Rowland
*
quietiug her nerves, and when this pathy of all. The future! was held Tuesfnnetion*.
Mrs. Hannah Billings, widow of Cap*.
Smith and wife at Roxbury, Mass.
became known throughout the village day afternoon.
< iooc. nerves depend npon -■ .,1
is
ill.
Her
quite
daughblno.-:.
Mrs. Whitney GrindeU is spending a few Stephen Billing'?,
there was talk of establishing a saniGood bleed depends upon n .-maldigester, Miss Josie Billings, is improving
weeks with friends at South Bluehill.
tarium for the benefit of nervous perCOMMENCEMENT WEEK.
tion. It Is claimed for Feruna that it
son
sons.
George Robbins, wife and lit11
Mrs. Pendelton, of Islesboro, has been
The commencement exercises of the E.
•w 11 prextnee a vigorous a
r»t,. ,,r
of Atlantic, visited Mb*. Bobbins’
The Widow Thomas remained In M. C.
8., which are given below, were visiting her daughter. Mrs. H. J. Lymbur- Lloyd,
*nl s r digest ton. Ti
aaat.'
Mrs.
Us:
Gainsviiie for six weeks. It was then m.'st
grandmother.
Sophronii
Harper,
ner.
interesting, and aliMihe parts were
evidence ou this subject.
week.
announced that her cure had been comexcellently taken with honor to those
Mrs. Mary AnnfSargent is visiting her
As her coming had created
plete.
George Callahan and wife have gone to some hour* be whs able to be ta! n
taking part and to the faculty.
daughter. Mrs. Wiliam Means, at Sedghome.
something of a sensation, her going
Northeast Harbor for the summer. Mrs.
The sermon on Sunday eveniog was a wiek.
Irving Candtge came home with him. Mr.
was uot to he without its special feaLunt is employed at Seaside inn,
masterly, scholarly address and was lisMrs. George Knight*, of Deer Isle, May
Smallidge is It! in b-»d this morning.
J
As the rumor of her contemtures.
Beal Harbor.
tened to by a large audience with unusual
June II.
Rar.
her brother, Frank Billings, last
plated departure crept about a certain interest, as Mr. Garland was a former stu- visited
All
have
W.
J.
to
regret
Harper's
grocery
week.
deacon received a note asking him to dent.
WEST STOMNGTON
store closed.
Tha closing of the store is a
j
Mrs. Hiram Harding spent several days
call, and she said to him:
The prizes for ^declamation Monday
S. P. Mi Lis and wife are gut*!* of Mrs.
great inconvenience, and all hoi»e i: w ill
last week at Sedgwick, with her son
■‘Deacon, on five different occasions,
as
were
awarded
follows:
evening
be reopened soon.
P. H. Mills this week.
after 9 o'clock at night, as recorded Rebecca
Fogg, Bucksport^flrst prize, gold George.
Miss Mary Pierce, of Boston, a graduate
here in my notebook, I have discovRalph Johnson, who has been Binding
Edward E. Snow anc wife, of Bangor,
watch; Frances Lyons, Buck sport, second;
nurse
of
Massachusetts homeopathic a few weeks at the Reach, is at home.
ered you flecking into the windows of Richard
Michigan, first, gold spent last week with their daughter,
Campbell,
hospital, is spending her vacation with
1 am a little short of
a certain house.
Mrs. Harold Fifield and little daughter,
Mrs. Arthur H. Sargent.
watch ; Earle Mann, Bucksport, second.
her grandmother. Mrs. Bophronia Harper,
money and shall take it kindly if you
of Boston, are visiting Mrs. A. T. Hamblen.
The complete iprograin for the week
A house-warming was given to Irvin
and will also visit her sister, Mrs. George
will leDd me $10."
Miss
Zora
Thurston, who has been
follows:
Leach and wife Wednesday evening. A
Robbins, at Atlantic.
The deacon said "Tm. urn!" to himtime was enjoyed.
teaching school in Brownville, is at home
Sunday
Evening.
pleasant
June 14.
N.
self and handed over the money. He
to spend her vacation.
Baccalaureate sermon by Rev. C. GarMiss Margaret Kocb, field secretary of
hated to let it go, but that was a quiet
land, of Bar Harbor.
Mr*. Mabel Putnam and two children,
the Christian Endavor of Maine, spoke in
WEST EDEN.
community.
Monday Evening.
are visiting her parthe chapel Tuesday evening.
In resfionse to another note Mr.
Mrs. M. M. Branscome, of Somesville, is of South Thomaston,
Prize declamations at Franklin street
ents, Sterling Barbour and wife.
Miss Catherine Sargent entertained a visiting her sister, Mrs. A. P. Htggin*Jackson, who deals in real estate and
Methodist church. Program:
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insurance, made his appearance.
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Frank Fitzgerald and wife will leave
“Mr. Jones, as you will see recorded The Unknown Speaker,
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here in my notebook. I have on four
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Miss Muriel Tripp is still quite ill. She and Mrs.
Emeline Cousins, of South
different occasions at a late hour of Cutting from “The Doctor's Daughter",
been
Benjaman Stanley, who has
Sophie May
the evening discovered you carrying
I underwent a slight operation Saturday Thomaston, were called here by the death
a business college, is home.
attending
Bessie Agnes Jordan, ’ll
baskets of apples from Mr. SutiilTs
night, and is now very confortable.
of their brother, John Richardson.
E. C. Greene and wife, of Revere, Mass.,
A Bear Story (’At Alex ist maked up his
orchard to your kitchen door. There
Master Archie Maclninch, who has been
John W. Richardson, of this place, diedit
have arrived at their cottage, with friends.
own Be’f).J Whitcomb Riley
may or may not have been dew od
liviug with N. W. Higgins and wife, re- the Eastern Maine general hospital Bangor,
Prances W Lyons, T2
Mrs. Adolph Knopf and children, of
them.
I am a little hard up for
June 10, after an illness of seven*! weeits.
turns to the home in Augusta to-day.
Regulus to the Roman Senate,
His remains were brought here for interWashington, D. C. are guests at Harbor
money, and I hope you can lend me
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Mrs.
and
little
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ment. He leaves a wife and six children,
View house.
Raymond Kittredge
|
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1
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of
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mother,
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Kittredge and wife.
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at the grave.
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be nibbed his chin and looked at his Chorus, Anchored-. .^ Watson Vearie their home here.
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And the result was that he did | Selection from Barrabas.-v.... Marie Corelli
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and children arrived
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Mary Ruby Walter, TO
do it. though he bad to go out and bori Toussaint L’Overture*.Wendell Phillips Saturday from Hatton for a visit with Mrs.
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row $10 of the sum.
Rice’s pxarents, L. W. Guptill and wife.
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Richard C Campbell, TO
Mrs. Dora Hanscom visited her brother,
The third caller was Mr. Brown, one Gaslberto's
and family, of Ellsworth,
The children’s day concert at the Baptist Alfred
Victory.Donnelly
Bartlett
Reuel
Staples, who is ill, in Bluehill last
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He
Geneva AfPa«;e, TO
cbnrch Sunday morning by the combined
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week.
bad just introduced a new feature intc A Plea for Cuba.Thurston
b.§
schools of the parish was a great success.
Master Allard Springer celebrated
bis trade. He bad taken in as salesJohnIF Day. ’09
Rev. Eugene McPheters and quite a
All parts were well rendered. The little
sixth birthday at his home Monday &y
woman a young lady from a town ten A Cutting from MonsieurfBeaucaire,
number of people went to Brooklin to atones were especially interesting.
Booth Tarkington
entertaining bis schoolmates and their
miles away, aud the move was a suctend the local union Friday.
iceJune 14.
H.
Rebecca A Fogg. TO
Games were played, and
teacher.
cess. although hie wife had strenMrs. Evans, of Bluehill, and Mias Ruth
The Roman Sentinel.Ward M Florence
All had*
cream and cake were served.
The Widow
uously objected to it.
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Susie Evelyn Buck, ’ll
Webber, of Stonington, visited Mrs. Emvery nice time.
Thomas wished to congratuate him
A pretty wedding took place Saturday ma Hooper one day last week.
Happiness and Liberty.Ingersoll
June 15.
on the success of bis Innovation and to
iicwjs a n uu.uruu, iu
evening at the cottage of Prof. William G.
Aa E. C. Smallidge and wife were riding
of Tuft’s college, at South BrooksToueey,
Thursday.
home from Bluehill yesterday, Mr. Smal"Mr. Brown, my doctor has sent in
atmrrtiftcmrnts.
Class day exercises on campus at 2 p. m. ville. The bride, Maud Russell Tousey, is
his bill rather unexpectedly, and 1 find
lidge suddenly fainted and fell from the
an artist for the Ladies' Home Journal,
Program:
carriage, striking his face on a rock and
Wouldn’t you
myself rather short.
and the groom, Henry Guy Fangel, of
Processional March
like to lend me $20 for a few days?”
cutting and bruiaing him. Hia shoulder
is also a well-known artist for the
President's Address
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“But—but you know you are a stran
ory.John F Day
At 5.30 Miss Toueey,
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magazines.
broken. He was taken into Haskell Herger to me.” be protested.
Class History. Murcbie A Gordon a sister of the
bride, led the march to the rick's and a physician from Bluehill came
“Certainly: But you know I have Class Prophecy, Parti Katherine 8 Hooper
which was beautifully decorated.
parlor,
aa soon aa possible.
A cut in Mr. Smalbeen walking around nights since 1 Class Prophecy, Part II.Everett J Holmes
Rev. Milton
Beckwith performed the
four stitches. After
came here
Music.
On three occasions, as
ceremony, the ring service being used. lidge’s lip required
you see recorded in my notebook. 1 I Presentation of Gifts.Harry 8 Kearney Every member of the summer colony of
have seen a gentleman and lady walk- Class Poem..Isabel 8 Doliver South Brooksville aud many from SarC lass Will..Vera C Gray
gentville were present at the reception
ing arm in arm in the pine grove. 1 Presentation
of Class Gift.Minot E R Goss which followed the ceremony.
could have wondered who they were,
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“Cm: Cm! I see. You haven’t the
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8 p. m. Program :
least Idea who they were?”
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celebrate the Fourth.
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Then your
must be poor, your
The March of the Guard.Geibel
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Quartette
“Then drop into the store befor*
nerves weak.
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your
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This is a quiet community, you
ey.
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endoue
would
free
from
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doctor
We
believe
your
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know, and I, for one, am anxious foi
Quartette
these statements, or we would not make them. Ark
it to remain so.”
Flashes of Humor.Arranged
There will be a dance at the town ball,
Mr
She got the money, and there were
Carpenter
Lamoine, Thursday night, June 17. Mnsic
and find out. Follow his advice.
others. It was indeed wonderful how Popular Airs.Jacobs by Monaghan.
i
Quartette
lie
endorsement of your doctor will certainly greatly increase your
the dew and the moonlight had sharp
^
PART II.
Pills as a family laxative. Liver pills. All vegetable. Ask your Uoc*^
ened her vision and her hearing.
Sht Costume Number
we want a contribution from
“Colonel,
(Quartette)
had even discovered an eminent citi
(a) The Old Brigade.Caldicott you to help build a mission church.”
ten feeding cucumbers to his old cow
(b) Zolophone Quartette
“Judge, you know well enough that while
In order to kill her with colic and get
(c) The Leader of Company B.Shattuck 1 am in sympathy with morality and relithe live stock insurance money. Sht Go to 8ea.Troterre gion, I don't believe in churches in the ab■kb. You need good health in business, pleasure and
Mr McGowan
went away in a halo of glory, and
stract and—” “Neither do I,
colonel.
con'"w
duty. The quickest and surest way to relievetaking
three days after, when a drummei Bamboo Chimes, Twilight.Arranged We’re going to build this one of concrete.”
Quartette
stipation, indigestion and sick headache is by
asked the village president if anything
Afweegs
an occasional dose of the true “L F.”
There was once a blind carpenter who
Reading, An Old Sweetheart......Riley
ever happened there, the reply was:
Bittws. There is nothing like them to keep
Mr. Carpenter
picked up a hammer and saw. Then there
“Not a thing.
We are, sir, a very In Absence.Buck was the deaf
sickness and keep in health. Only 35c. at dealers.
shepherd, who Vent out with
»
quiet and very respectable community
Quartette
his flocks and herd. Bht the greatest
Harrison, Maine,
and
"
and I hope your conduct during youi
We have a Wray. need *L 1: Medicine lor many years
t
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^
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